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the liabilities of the company exceeded
Later the Maine Coast Club was
incorporated to handle the property, with a
capital stock of $100,000 and the membership
“limited to 700.” The officers were announced
as follows:
President, J. W, Paul of Philadelphia; vice president, W. S. Mitchell of Boston;
that

$100,000.

treasurer, E. F. Hanson of Belfast; directors,
Joseph W. Paul, Philadelphia, Pa., J. Madison
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AND. EN-

TERTAINMENT.
The supper and entertainment under the
auspices of the ladies of the North Congregational church in Memorial Hall Friday evening was a most successful affair. The tables
were filled and some of them reset to accommodate the late comers. The Reveries of a
Bachelor were repeated by request, and were
given by the following cast:
John R. Dunton
j Bachelor,
Bert L. Davis
Valet,
Little Katherine Brown
First Sweetheart,
Miss
Mabel Craig
Sweetheart,
Schoolgirl
Miss Maude Stantial
I College Girl,
Miss
Lou
! Japanese Girl,
Thompson
Miss Dora Gordon
j En lish Girl,
Miss Marjorie Shaw
Girl,
Normandy
j
Miss Louise Brown
Spanish Girl,
Miss Ruth Kimball
! Dutch Girl,
Mrs. Annie Patterson
Turkish Girl,
Miss Bertha Wiley
Scotch Lassie,
Miss Mattie Wiley
j Egyptian Girl,
Miss Hazel McTaggart
; Irish Girl,
Miss Alice Parker
German Girl,
1 Chinese
Miss Hester Brown
Girl,
Mrs. Beulah Proctor
Hindu Girl,
Mrs. Pearl Wilson
Burmese Girl,
Mrs. Freda Follett
America,
Miss Caro Hatch
Debutante,
Miss Winnie Kimball
Golf Girl,
Mrs. Della Brown
Favorite Hostess,
Miss Grace Chadwick
Summer Girl,
Miss Emeroy Ginn
Winter Girl,
Miss Maude Steward
Nurse,
Miss
Girl who Jilted Him,
Katherine Quimby
His Little Pet,
Little Elizabeth Kittredge
*
Miss Marguerite Pilsbury
Auto Girl,
Miss Nellie Hopkins
Favorite Chaperone,
Miss Anne Kittredge
The Widow,
The Bride,
Miss Grace Hall
An appropriate musical selection, sung as a
or by a chorus, accompanied each pictureMiss Amy E. Stoddard was at the piano, and
the soloists were Miss Katherine C. Quimby,
Miss Caro Hatch, Miss Anne M. Kittredge,
Rev. D. L. Wilson and Bert L. Davis, assisted
by others.

solo

Following the “Reveries" the farce “A Gentle
Jury" was presented by the following cast:
Bert L. Davis
Cyrus Hackett, sheriff,
Mrs. Dingley, forewoman,
Mrs. E. S. Bowker
Mrs. Blake, meek and mild,
Miss Lou Thompson
Mrs. Fritz, young,
Miss L. Grace Chadwick
Mrs. Dyer,
Mrs. Leslie C. Follett
Mrs. Small, anxious,
Mrs. Fairly,
Mrs. Jones,
Mrs

Fnrt

lrnnnnr

Mrs. R. D. Southworth
Mrs. D. L. Wilson
Miss Mary Cole
Misci Vn,

Mrs. Skinner, thin.
Mrs. W. K. Keene
Miss Sharp, the woman’s rights advocate,
Miss Arne M. Kittredge
Mrs. Jellyson, sentimental, Miss Bertha
Wiley
Mrs. Smith, timid,
Mrs. Allen Patterson
The costumes were veritable “antiques” and
were “too funny for anything.”
The ladies
were supposed to represent the first jury of
women in America, and their proceedings and
discussions were unique. Although they did
not get very far along; one gentleman in the
audience was heard to remark to another,
“Well, they did as well as some men juries we
know about.” The entertainment was given
under the direction of a committee from the
Guild, composed of Miss Anne M. Kittredge,
Miss Amy E. Stoddard and Miss L. Grace Chadwick. The candy table, which sold out before
the close of the evening, was in charge of
Misses Maude and Clara Steward. The Juniors
had a table for the sale of valentines and it
was in charge of Misses Mabel A.
Craig and
Hester Brown, whose heart-strewn white
gowns

were

most

appropriate.

News of the

Granges.

At their regular meeting last w'eek Harvest
Home Grange, Brooks, held Lincoln memorial
services with an address by M. J. Dow, Esq.
Monday evening of this week they observed
St. Valentine’s day and indulged in music, a
Next
march, and general social exercises.
Monday evening they will observe as Wash-

ington’s birthday

with

appropriate

exercises.

Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, held an
interesting meeting Saturday, February 13th,
with Worthy Master J. W. Goodwin in the
chair. A goodly number of the members were
present and nearly every officer in their place.
A good program wfas furnished by the lecturer.
A paper wras read by Miss Edith Hadley on
consolidation of schools in rural towns and the
subject wras ably presented, after which the
question was discussed by the Grange. The
secretary reported 119 members in good stand-
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The Churches.

pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce, speaking on the
PERSONAL
topic “The Great Emancipator.” The church
There was only one absent from the North was tastefully decorated with
flags and buntMrs.
Arthur
W. Morse left Monday for
Church Sunday school last Sunday.
ng and a draped picture of Abraham Lincoln
visits in Rockland and Warren.
was
mounted
in
front
Lincoln Castle, Knights of King Arthur, will
of the pulpit. A
directly
Walter C. Shaw and daughter, Miss Florence,
male quartette consisting of Leroy Coombs,
meet in the Universalist vestry
Friday at 7.30
tenor; C. F. Merriam, 2nd tenor; Gordon Pet- returned Friday from a short visit to Boston.
p. m.
Miss Sue M. Partridge returned home Montingill, 1st base; F. S. Hutchins, 2d base, renThere will be preaching at the Woods schooldered several well chosen selections. The K. day from a vacation trip to
Augusta, Hallowell
house, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2 O. K. A.
orchestra of four pieces added greatly and Gardiner.
o'clock.
to the occasion.
George Langill and Roy
Miss Edith West returned
Saturday from
Miss Carrie Greenlaw has resigned as organ- Coombs played
cornets, Leroy Macopiber alto two weeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs. Lou
ist at the Baptist church and will be succeeded horn and Chas. G. Coombs the
slide trombone. Peirce, in Boston.
next Sunday by Miss Florence Chaples.
There was a large audience at this service and
Misses Alice M. Nickerson and Florence M.
The Sewing Circle of the North Congrega- many called the celebration very instructive.
Hill left Monday for Boston, where
they will
tional church will meet to-morrow, Friday, Mr. Luce’s address was most interesting, and
spend two weeks.
was delivered with much
afternoon at the home of Mrs. L. A. Knowlton,
He
of
feeling.
spoke
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel White left last
Miller street.
the early life of Lincoln, his rise to
Monday
eminence, for New York
city where they will spend a
his
his
political career,
attitude toward religion
There will be preaching by the pastor, Rev.
couple of months.
G. H. Harvey, in the Wood and Brainard school- and the church, and also of the reconstruction
Joseph Grant, who has been in Massachuhouses next Sunday, at 2 and 7 p. m.; subject, of the colored race after the war.
setts for several months, has returned to
his
The Apologies of the Coward, Judges 5:16.
home in Northport.
THE WALDO COUNTY HOSPITAL.
There will be services in the
Chapel at East
Wm. K. Morison of Minneapolis sailed from
At an adjourned meeting of the
Northport Sunday, February 21st, at 10:45, a
incorporators New York
February 17th in the Lusitania for
m., conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Wins- of the Waldo County General
Hospital, held at a four weeks’
trip abroad.
low, of Belfast. Sunday school will follow the the court house last Saturday morning, the
C. O. Dickey of Northport was in town
committee to investigate the affairs of the
preaching service.
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meet- hospital, appointed at a previous meeting, Wednesday en route to Bangor to attend a
meeting of the Wesleyan Grove Camp Meeting
ings in their rooms on High street every made the following report:
We have had two meetings with the board trustees.
at
7.30
o’clock
and
Thursday evening
Sunday of directors at which
we thoroughly discussed
Rev. A. E. Luce went to Bangor
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are coryesterday
all matters pertaining to the welfare of the
dially invited.
hospital, its management and financial con- to attend the meeting of the trustees of the
The Christian Scientists hold services in dition, and have made outside enquiry as our Northport Wesleyan Grove (’ampmeeting Astime and opportunity would permit. We are sociation.
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at satisfied that
all moneys have been expended
11 o’clock; subject, “Mind;” and Wednesday judiciously. The directors
Although still feeling a little sore from his
report a deficiency
at
the
time of about $600.
present
recent accident, George A.
evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are corQuimby was able
[This last statement was subsequently cor- to be down town and at his
dially welcome.
place of business
rected as follows: “In the above
report the
There will be a service at Trinity Refoppied amount of the deficit is incorrect. By error, Monday.
Miss Amy L. Wilson returned
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon the bills receivable were omitted from the asMonday from
sets. The correct amount is $376, instead of
by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school about $600, as reported. E. S. Pitcher, Secre- a few days’ visit with her sister, Miss Edith C.
Wilson, who is teaching in the Gardiner High
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet- tary of Committee.]
The committee made the following recom- school.
ing Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
mendations:
Walter Mitchell, the young son of Mr. and
Rev. E. S. Philbrook and Mr. Moses Went1. That the rule for admission of
worth went to Lebanon February 10th, as delepatients be Mrs. M. L. Mitchell, is rapidly recovering from
gates from the Baptist church of Sanford to amended to read as follows: “Any person wish- a recent operation and was able to be
up about
the Council for the ordination of Mr. D. D. ing to enter the hospital for treatment or any
the house last Saturday.
Johnson, who passed a successful examination physician or surgeon, in good standing, wishing
and was duly set apart to the gospel ministry. to enter patients in the hospital for treatment,
mias tfcwsica «j.
nasKeu, lormerly of Belfast,
—Sanford Tribune.
may apply to the staff surgeon or surgeon in
now of Hallowell, Maine, has an article in
the
charge, or to a committee of three physicians
The musical vesper service given by the appointed by the
directors, of which the sur- current “Christian Endeavor World" containing
North Congregational church choir last Sun- geon in charge shall be chairman, or the board suggestions for a “Lincoln Social.
of
and in all cases the decision of
day afternoon was much enjoyed by a good- thedirectors,
Mr. A. J. Mason went to Bangor Wednesday
board of directors shall govern.”
sized audience. The solos, duet and quartette
2.
That a thorough and rigid oversight of to attend the annual meeting of the Grand
were all finely rendered, and it is hoped that
the ethical and moral conditions be established
Lodge of the A. O. U. W., and while there he
there may be other similar services during the by the directors, and that the physicians be re- will
be the guest of his sen. Dr. L. S. Mason.
to be prompt with
delivery of all lecwinter. The collection taken will be used for quired
tures to the nurses.
Frank R. Wiggin of this city, and Mr. and
the benefit of the music of the church.
3.
That if the number of physicians and
Mrs. Milton Jewell, Mrs. B. W. Dean and Miss
The Maine Methodist Conference is to be surgeons available for such duty would so warrant, that the term of service be reduced from Elizabeth Dean of Portland were in Bangor
held this year at Berlin, N. H., Bishop Mc- four to either two or three
months, and that Monday attending the funeral of Miss Susan
Dowell presiding. In the Maine Conference all graduate physicians and surgeons in good D.
Wiggin.
three New Hampshire towns are included, standing in Waldo county shall be eligible to
on the staff.
Miss Alice I. Whitten will leave tomorrow,
positions
Gorham
and
Springvale,
Berlin, because they
Your committee further recommend that all
Friday, to attend the Senior reception at Kent’s
are more accessible from the Maine centers
criticism be suspended for the present and
Hill; also to visit Oak Grove Seminary as the
that
all work in harmony to ensure the
than from the New Hampshire conference cenplacing
of our hospital on a broad and permanent basis guest of Miss Carrie Bradford, the teacher of
ter. The conference date has been set for
that will assure equal rights and privileges to music.
April 21st.
all residents of our county.
Mrs. W. S. Arey arrived Saturday, called
James P. Butman,
At the First Methodist Episcopal church the
here by the injury of her sister. Mrs. Mary E.
Selwyn Thompson,
services for the week will be as follows: SunNathan D. Ross,
Norris, who slipped on the walk at her home,
Isaac S. Hills,
day, at 10.45 a. m., preaching by Rev. M. S. \
injuring her hip. Fortunately no bones were
E. S. Pitcher.
Hill of Newport; at noon, Bible school, conbroken.
j
Committee.
ducted by F. P. Blodgett; at 3 p. m., the Junior
The above recommendations met with the
Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook, formerly of BelEpworth League; at 7.30 p. m., preaching in hearty approval of the directors of the Waldo fast, was a member of the orchestra
formed
the auditorium by the Rev. M. S. Hill. Tuesfor the “Concert of Nations," which was
County Hospital.
given
at
7.30
Wm.
B.
day,
p. m., Epworth League. ThursSwan, President. in Sanford last week under the direction of
day, at 7.30 p. m., church devotional service, j Dr. G. C. Kilgore stated that at the sugges- N. W. Littlefield.
A hearty invitation to attend these services is J tion of members of the above committee the
Mrs. William H. Getz, who has been spendextended to all.
physicians of Waldo county had held a meeting
this forenoon, and had a full discussion over a ing several weeks with her mother, Mrs. L. L.
Rev. Ralph Gillam, formerly of this city,
of the above report and they suggested Gentner, left last Thursday for Milwaukee,
and who spent last summer in Brooks, is hold- copy
where Mr. Getz has charge of one of the dethe following amendment to Article 1:
ing very successful revival meetings in Medina
“That the rule for admission of patients be partments in the home office of the Allis-ChalN. Y.
The Medina Daily Journal says: “The
amended to read as follows:
mer Company.
churches of Medina are being mightily stirred
“Any person wishing to enter the hospital
The many friends, all over the State, of F.
in the Gillam revival meetings held in this for treatment, or any physician or surgeon in
town. It is the consensus of opinion from the good standing wishing to'enter his patients for Wade Haliday, will be glad to hear that he reetreatment, by himself, the regular staff, or any cently passed the Maine bar examination with
older residents that not within fifteen years,
physician or surgeon in good standing he may
and some say never before, has such a genuine designate, may do so on application to the unusually high rank. Mr. Haliday, who is a
fine athelete, attended Bates and Dartmouth,
and resistless revival wave swept through the Superintendent of Nurses, she to grant permission if the operating room is not in use and and is a
University of Maine Law School man.
town.”
there is room for their accommodation.”
On motion of Selwyn Thompson it was voted
to accept the amendment, and on motion of A.
H. Miller it was voted to accept the report as
amended.
On motion of Dr. J. E. Cook it was voted
that the registered graduate physicians of
medical colleges in good standing, practicing
medicine in Waldo county, be made an Advisory Board, whose advisory duties shall be to

The services for the week at the North Con-

gregational

church will be

meeting
of the Junior C. E. Society this, Thursday,
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock; prayer meeting this
evening at 7.30; topic, Fellow Workers with
God. 1 Cor. 3:1-9. Morning worship Sunday
at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
D. L. Wilson, on “The Blessedness of Work;’’
ing.
Sunday school at noon; meeting of the ChrisThe Past Masters of Granite Grange No. 192»
tian Endeavor Society at 6.30, topic: Pilgrim’s
North Searsport, met with A. Stinson FebruProgress. Series II. The Slough of Despond,
ary 10th, and formed a club to be known as Ps.
69:1-4;1 3-18; 40:1-3; evening worship at
the Past Masters Club of Granite Grange, with
7.30. A cordial welcome is extended to all to
the following officers: President, E. B. Thayer;
attend these services.
Vice President, W. J. Matthews; Secretary and
The appointments for the week at the BapTreasurer, A. Stinson; Historian, F. M. NickerThe future meetings will be called by tist church are as follows: This, Thursday,
son.
the secretary. Following are the Past Mas- afternoon meeting of the Junior C. E. Society,
ters of this grange: A. Stinson, A. Boyd, Fred after school. This evening the prayer meetBlack. F. L. Trundy, W. J. Matthews, F. M. ing; subject, The Good Samaritan. Friday
Nickerson, J. P. Harris, Chas. Hartshorn, L. L. evening the teacher’s meeting. Sunday, at
Hartshorn and E. B. Thayer.—A. Stinson, 10.45, morning worship, with address on the
work of The Anti-Saloon League by Mr.
Sec’y.
of Waterville. Sunday school at noon;
The following program was presented in Stacey
at 3.30 p. m.; young people’s
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, February men’s meeting
at 6.30 p. m.; evening service, with
13th: Singing, America, by Annie Cole and service
at 7.30. Wednesday, February 23rd, at
Belle C. Crosby; Lincoln’s proposal, by Worthy sermon
7 p. m., there will be a meeting of Castle
Master Flora Ward; sketch of Lincoln’s life by
Glamis, Knights of King Arthur. This conElvira Stevens; The boy and man Lincoln, by
since it is the first one of this Castle,
Nancy Barlow; Lincoln’s favorite poem, A. L. clave,
will be closed to all but the members and those
Ward; Lincoln’s children, by Etta Harmon;
who expect to become members. At 7.30 p.
Gen. Sickles and Lincoln, by Rose Coffin; song
m., in the small vestry, the men’s social meetLincoln’s
by Annie Cole;
wedding, by Ella
Ware; Lincoln’s mother, by Etta Wing; story ing.
of Lincoln, by Lydia Farwell; Lincoln as I
It was rather a peculiar coincidence that the
knew him, by V. N. Higgins; anecdote of Lin- Guild of the North Congregational church and
coln, by Roscoe Perley; remarks on Lincoln’s the Union of the First Parish Unitarian church
life, by J. H. Stevens; anecdote of Lincoln, by met in the same house on Monday
evening.
E. A. Ware; Lincoln and his father and mother, The Guild was entertained on
Monday by Miss
Annie
E.
of
Ward; amusing story
by
Lincoln, Margaret A. Dunton, and a most enjoyable
by Belle C. Crosby; charade (Lincoln) by Lula evening was spent by those who braved the
Harvest Moon storm. The Guild will meet Monday evening,
Crosby and Lydia Farwell.
will observe Washington’s birthday February
March 1st, with Mrs. Everard A. Wilson. The

Recitations by Rudolph Cassens, Cuthbert
Wilson, Agnes Hill, Helen Getchell, Norman
Secret
Lear, Gladys Bennett, Margaret Getchell,
Jennie Roberts, Myrtle Simpson, Eva Hall,
At the regular meeting of Waldo
Ada Chubbuck, Tom Lothrop, Harold BradLodge, No.
ford and Ruth Hilton.
12, I. O. O. F., last Friday evening there was
Song, Raise the Flag and Ring the Bell,
work in the initiatory degree.
Grade 4 j
E~H. Haney is to organizes society of the
Recitation, What’s in a Name, Ralph Clifford
Song, “Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean,’’
Knights of Malta in Waterville, and it is proGrades 3 and 4
Frank A. Downs posed to revive a society of that order that
Recitation, Lincoln,
once existed in this city.
Lincoln Exercise—
Recitations by Basil Pendleton, Bruce Smith, |
The preliminary steps for
Forest Wood, Cuthbert Wilson, Tolford Durorganizing a chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star were
ham, Drexel Day, Frederick Wade.
Martha Southworth taken at a meeting of those interested
Recitation, A King,
held at
Grades 1 and 2
Song, Three Colors,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George R. Doak
Who
Was
He?
Cathleen
M. Colcord
Reading,
last Monday evening. A dispensation will be
Quotation by Elva Lear.
asked for and when granted the Grand Officers
Crowning Lincoln-20th. This grange has been invited to conI
and
recitation
Alice
DorSanborn,
Song
by
will come to Belfast and
organize the chapter. tribute a silk square toward a quilt that when
othy Smith, Doris Cuzner, Hazel Perkins.
About
Recitation, The Hard Work Plan,
sixty couples participated in the an7 finished will be presented to Gov. Fernald.
The making of the square has been entrusted
Lawrence A. Robbins nual
military ball of Canton Pallas, Patriarchs to sister
Belle C. Crosby, who will do her best
Patriotic song by Grade 4.
in the Belfast Opera House
Militant,
to make it a thing of beauty.
Thursday
five
little
Recitation by
girls, Dorothy Drinkwater, Barbara McKenney, Dorothy Cham- evening, February 11th. The Leahy Sisters
Fierce Fire in Florida.
berlain, Mildred Thomas, Beulah Young.
Orchestra of Waterville gave a fine concert
John Durham
Recitation,
program and furnished excellent dance music.
The four schools
Daytona, Fla., February 14th. The Hotel
Salute to the Flag,
The chevaliers in their full dress uniforms Clarendon at Sea Breeze, one of the
Dates in the Life of Lincoln—
largest
on this coast with 10 cottages adjoining
hotels
made
C.
a
E.
Edna
O.
Helen
Ellis,
in
Trundy, Lucy
their march
By
striking appearance
the house was totally destroyed by fire early
Glidden, Anabelle Fish, Vernard C. Hall, around the hall under command of
A^tin today. The two hundred and five guests who
Louise M. Webber, Thelma B. Small, KathJewett. At 9 o’clock the grand march was were
erine D. Kittredge, Bernice L. Ladd.
asleep at the time were saved without inGrade 4 formed, headed by Hon. and Mrs. L. T. Shales jury, and many were able to gather up most of
Song, Flag of Our Nation,
The lire originated in the
their
Kenneth
Colcord followed by Major and Mrs.
Recitation,
Ralph H. Howes, coalbinbelongings.
under the kitchen of the hotel. The
Grace Hazeltine
Recitation,
Chevalier Allen and Miss ThomaB, Capt. Orrin 10
cottages owned by H. R. Kochersperger
Dialogue, Frank A. Downs and Vernard C. Hall J.
Dickey and Miss Grace Littlefield, Capt. caught fire from sparks and all were burning
Song,
Dorothy Smith
Recitation;
Ashley Matthews Clarence E. Hall and Miss Hall, Capt. I. T. at the same time. The roof of the Cherokee,
the home of Mrs. Kochersperger, caught fire
A Lincoln Exercise—
Clough and Mrs. L. J. Pottle, Capt. and Mrs. from
Cathleen M. Colcord, Katherine D. Kittredge,
sparks and but for the energetic efforts
Austin
Fernald
and other members of the Can- of Mr. Gibson, a guest at the Sea Side inn, and
Bernice Ladd, Helen E. Ellis, Thelma B.
ton
others
who climbed to the roof, it would have
Pallas.
A
number of people from out of
Small, Louise M. Webber.
been destroyed. [The Kocherspergers are
Elizabeth Kittredge town were
Recitation,
Lendal T.
present.
Ex-Mayor
well known here and Mrs. K. is a native of this
Robert Titherington
Song,
Abraham Lincoln, Seven girls, Emma Webber, Shales, past commander of Canton Pallas, act- city. M. R. Knowlton has property at Sea
Sadie Bowen, Philena Robbins, Edna Woods, ed as floor marshal, and I. T. Clough and Eu- Breeze, but as t is not mentioned must have
Doris Cuzner, Martha Southworth, Doris gene L. Cook were floor directors.
escaped the flames. The Clarendon Hotel was
owned by Mr. Kochersperger.]
Thorndike.
Song and recitation,
No Bail For C. W. Morse.
JACKSON.
Eva Hall, Ada Curtis and Julia Littlefield.
Mr. John Ridley, who has been visiting his
Song, Praise of Lincoln, Grades 3 and 4.
New York, February
12.
Charles W.
Little soldiers,
sister in the northern part of the State, is back
the
will
not
be
Morse,
financier,
admitted
to again and makes his home with R. E.
Charles Swift, Charles Wright and Albert Fogg
Page....
bail pending a hearing on his appeal from his Misses Verne and Pearl Chase are visiting
Song, America, all.
J.
H.
Mrs.
friends
in
Knox...
conviction of violating the national bank laws,
McKinley has
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Jones, and Mrs. J.W.
been quite sick the past week....The W. C. T. U.
Harmon leave the latter part of the month for under a decision given today by United States met with H. E. Chase last Thursday.... Mr.and
their cottage at Windermere Park, Unity.— Court of Appeals. The court denied his appli- Mrs. E. H. Fletcher went to Belfast last SatOld Town Enterprise.
cation to be released on bail.
urday on business.

Societies.

W CODING BELLS.
quiet and very pretty
the home of the bride’s
K Jackson at Poor’s
Mills, last
!| at 2
o’clock,, when his oldest
argaret E. Jackson, was unitAugustine M. Ross of Linpressive ceremony was per'H-ert E. Luce of the Methchurch, who used the single
1 iie
bride was becomingly

peninsula known as Petit Manan Point
the town of Steuben, Maine.
This property was first acquired
by a corporation known as Petit Manan Land
Company,
which later was succeeded by the Petit Manan Land and Improvement
Company with E*
F. Hanson as president, and in which Isaac C.
Atkinson of Portland and W. F. P.
Fogg of
Wiscasset were prominent.
They had an
office in Opera HouEe block, where
type writers were banged day and
night. In the advertising matter put out at that time it was said
of this company: “The capital is
*2,500,000.
The dividend 2 per cent
quarterly, and the
value of the capital stock is forever secured
by real estate.” Yet when a petition was
filed a little later for a receiver it was said
in

Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., William F. Owens
and C. Vey Holman, New York
city: W. S.
Mitchell, Brookline, Mass., John M. Kilgore,
Brookline, Mass., E. F. Hanson. Belfast, Me.
The usual literature followed this organization. There was to be an electric road, and
instead of a steel bridge, a dam to form a
swimming pool, a deer park, etc, etc. In another write-up of this corporation the capital
stock is given as $375,000 and the membership
limit as 750. Like discrepancies have been
noted in later “reading notices” of this class*
What became of this third company we cannot
say; but it started out with a great flourish.
For example it was said that a condemned
steamer 300 feet long had been bought and
Voirac
would be “grounded at the head of the artifiEssay, Lincoln as an Orator,
Sylvanus Edgecomb cial swimming pool and fitted up as a pavilion,
cafe and hotel,” and that “the entire furnishings
Recitation, The Springfield Speech,
Paul Smith of the steamer have been
purchased with the
Recitation, The Second Inaugural.
hull. This unique hotel will accommodate 150
Sarah Preston
guests.” And this concerning the deer preBishop Newman’s Tribute to Lincoln,
Houston Small, Harold Richards, Emery serve: “Some 700 acres of wild land were enThomas
Bowker.
Sprague,
closed some years ago, and were stocked with
Ingersoll’s Tribute to Lincoln,
Ray Lindgren
New Brunswick deer.
It is estimated that
Essay, The Charactor of Lincoln,
Velma Mitchell from 200 to 300 deer are now roaming about in
I swell’s Prose Tribute to Lincoln.
this enclosure as wild and wary as their
Marjorie Shaw
The comRoosevelt’s Tribute to Lincoln,
Marian Heald brothers in the northern forests.
Short Tributes quoted by Cecil Littlefield, Hugh pany proposes to turn a small herd of Shetland
Wight, Hattie Johnson, Donald Vaughan, Lo- or Welsh ponies into the same corral later.”
phema Robbins.
Chorus, Sail on, Oh Ship of State.
School Among the "prospective builders” was menwith tenor solo,
Mr. Emery White tioned the New York Yacht Club, of which it
Mr. White was
Solo, All Through the Night,
said, "it is undersi ^od the members think
Solo, Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,
Mr. Elbridge Pitcher strongly of erecting a house before another
School 1 season.” A Boston man was reported as buyChorus, America.
The school extends its thanks to Mr. White ing a lot and stating that he “will
expend a
and Mr. Pitcher for their contributions to"the ! half million in building and
improvements.”
program and to Mr. Pilsbury for the picture of This was in 1895, and it was announced that:
Lincoln.
"Early in November the company will open an
Following is the program in Grade V, Miss office in Boston in charge of Mr. Fogg, for the
Lillian Spinney teacher:
issuing of $200,000 worth of stock. Shares
Song, Beautiful Flag,
School will be placed at par, $10, and a 2 per cent
Gem, The Stars and Stripes,
School quarterly dividend is guaranteed the stockMarian Parsons
Speech, The Flag Colors
holders. The stock is secured by real estate.”
Red, White and Blue
School
W e have never heard that dividends were
Remarks on Africa
Eugene Parsons
The Slave Ship
Eugene Gannon paid on this or on previous issues of stock.
My Old Kentucky Home
School
At one time in the history of Petit Manan a
Introduction of Lincoln
Gladys Bradford
Edna Curtis more or less successful effort was made to exBirthday of the Flag
G girls change cottage lots for advertising space in
Song, Salute the Flag
Ina Ray as Columbia Maine
Flag Drill,
newspapers. One editor in the western
Lillian Dexter,
Gladys Bradford,
part of the State acquired a lot in this way on
Frances Macomber,
Avis Willie.
Madeline Coombs
which he paid taxes until a year or two ago,
Elsie Bingham,
William Pendleton as Drummer Boy.
when he abandoned it. The same editor had
Essay, Lincoln’s Home
Ralph Wiggin the
Belgian hare fever, but from that he long
Lincoln’s School
Madeline Coombs
Lincoln’s Boyhood
Frances Macomber since recovered. As Mr. Kilgore is now said
Essay, Lincoln’s Kindress Clarence Chapman to be “sole owner,” other owners of cottage
Lincoln’s Strength and Work, Mabel Young
lots must have abandoned their purchases; but
Doris Coombs
Beginning of the War,
End of the War
Natalie Pottle what becomes of the holders of stock on which
Song, Holy-Holy-Holy.
two per cent interest quarterly was “guaranStories about Lincoln were told by Melvin
teed.”
Wood and Irving Whitney. Lincoln’s Maxim,
Members of School. Closing Song, America
According to The Republican Mr. Kilgore
has been in possession since 1901 and has had a
(Flag Salute.)
At the South School the four grades, under telephone line constructed
connecting with
the instruction of Miss Juliett A.Wiggin,Miss the office at
Milbridge, ten miles away, comAlberta Wadsworth, Mrs. Samuel Adams and pleted the "Casino,” finished the “Club House”
Mrs. Maude Follett, united in carrying out the and “Annex,” and
developed the farm on the
following program before a large number of property so that “They now raise on the propinterested spectators:
erty all of :heir vegetables, mutton, lamb,
Song, There are Many Flags in Many Lands.
chicken, eggs, milk and cream; in fact, they
What Persons Have Said About Lincoln
on the property, and its immediate
Recitations by Edna Trundy, Jennie M. Rich- produce
ards, Annabel Fish, i^awrence A. Robbins, surroundings, everything necessary for the
Elva G. Wade, Edward A. Cobb and Lucy O. tables of the Club House and
cottages except
Glidden.
the ordinay groceries purchased of the grocer.”
A Lincoln Exercise—
The Republican looks for Petit Manan to
Recitations by Raymond Young, Ernest Rumney, Robert Titherington, Carroll Murch, boom and realize the expectations of its early
Parker Blodgett, Guy Pattershall, Charles
promotors, under the management of Mr.
Robbins.
x&ftJl cxllctlll

■

■

President. The banks and factories were
closed during the day and in place of the regular sessions of the public schools memorial exercises were held. Many of the schoolrooms
were elaborately decorated, and the children
were given flags or small pictures of Lincoln
as souvenirs.
In the Brick school in East Belfast the room was decorated with two large
flags, which were carried through the SpanishAmerican war by the grandfather of the teacher, Miss Annette Robinson of Castine. Pictures
of Betsey Ross, the Birth of the Flag, Washington, streamers of red, white and blue bunting and hundreds of small flags were used in
the rooms and many attended the exercises.
In the Belfast High school the program was as
follows:
Chrous, Battle Hymn of the Republic, School
Unveiling of Picture of Lincoln, presented
Leverne Whitten
by Mr. C. A. Pilsbury,
Ansel Packard
Essay, Lincoln’s Early Life,
The
Patriot
President.
Recitation,
(Mark
Clara Furbush
Lemon),
Essay, Lincoln’s Presidential Career,
Isabel Smalley
Recitation, O Captain, My Captain. (Whitman),
Lytle Morrill
Chorus, Watch on the Rhine,
School
Recitation, Our Heritage from Lincoln,
Victor Merriam
(Roosevelt),
Recitation, Lincoln, the Man of the People,
Barbara Crockett
(Markham)
Reading from “The Perfect Tribute,”
Inez Chaples
Recitation, The Gettysburg Oration, Otis Ellis
Chorus, Maryland, My Maryland,
School
Sentence quotations and appreciations,
Lionel Sylvester, Mabel Craig, Hester Browm,
Everett Flanders, Arvilla Daggett, Jessie Tisdale, Harold Jones, Robert Innes, George
Small, Howard Tibbetts, Virgie Beckwith,
Ruth Kimball, Flossie Heal, Estin Braley, I
Harry Walton, Valora Nickerson, Alonzo
Shute, Arno Achorn, Geneva Hutchins, Wallace Johnson, Edna Crawford, Cecil Knowlton, Lucie Leavitt, Maurice Roberts, Hazel :

entire

—

Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
•dilard played Mendelssohn’s
r usual artistic way, and
^ang the “Hymn of Praise”

o-ott and

NORTH CHURCH SUPPER

Were

very

Law Court....

the

PETIT MANAN AGAIN.

legible hand and the shadings were such as to
give an excellent likeness of the martyred

m*1*' ‘obituary.
Belfast.
v,e Vevk.of

|

Ifv

BELFAST.

General. John M. Kilgore of
Worcester, Mass., Now
Memorial Exercises in the Public Schools.
Sole Proprieter.
There was a general display of flags, buntThe Machias Republican
recently made an
ing and portraits of Lincoln in the shop win- announcement of
some local interest,
dows last Friday, in addition to the elaborate
especially
to investors in Petit
Manan, Nutriola, Cream
decorations of the Chase store noted last week.
Publishing Co., Eastern Importing &
In one of Chase & Doak’s windows was the
Breeding
Co. (Belgian hares) etc. The
commission of Hiram Chase as postmaster
Republican says:
The
of this section will, no
of Belfast, bearing the signature of Abraham much people
doubt, be
Pleased to learn that Mr. John M. KilLincoln. In E. S. Pitcher’s window was a
Worcester,
Mass., has recently com*“?“f
biography portrait of Lincoln done with a stee pleted negotiations and had papers recorded
whereby he has become the sole owner of the
pen. The biography was written in a

,n

j
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Appropriate Decorations
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DAY

MAINE, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18,

as

follows:

Union members were the guests of Miss Ida
Spencer. Plans were made for the work of
the Union, and the members enjoyed a valentine party. Games were played, and the
prizes, which were valentines, were won by
Misses Alberta Farnham and Abbie Doak.
Refreshments were served, and the evening
was a complete success.
Miss Charlotte W.
Colburn will entertain the Union at its next
meeting, which will be held March 1st.
The services at the Universalist church next
2.30 p. m., will include the third in
the series of Centennial Sermons, “The Message of Elizabeth Barret Browning.” Sunday
school at 3.30 p. m. Following is the musical
program for the afternoon service:
Organ Voluntary, Cantilena in A b,
Halsey
Mrs. Herbert F. Drink water
Gloria and Chant by Universalist Church Choir

Sunday at

Soprano,

Mrs.

Evelyn Frost,

Contralto, Miss Emma Skay,
Tenor Mr. Ralph Morse,
Basso, Mr. Luthur Hammons
Protheroe
Anthem, Great is the Lord,
Universalist Church Choir
Lesson
and
Scripture
Prayer
Duet, Come Holy Spirit,
Mrs. Evelyn Frost and Miss Emma Skay
Address, “Elizabeth Barrett Browning,”
Rev. Ashley A. Smith

Hymn Congregational

Benediction
Processional March, Postlude,
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater

Birch

There was a special service at the First
Methodist church of this city last Sunday, the

designate

the

term of service of

physicians

and surgeons, to advise the election of such

physicians and
surgical staff as

surgeons to the medical and
may be named by the Advisory Board, to nominate the superintendent of
nurses and establish a standard of medical

ethics for the hospital.
All

city physicians

present and
among those from out of town were Dr. C. R.
Hines and B. E. Larrabee of Searsport; Dr. W.
L. Watson of Monroe; Dr. Norman R. Cook
and A. E. Kilgore of Brooks; Dr. J. E. Cook of
Unity; Dr. A. M. Small of Freedom and Dr.
Adelbert Millett of Searsmont.
The hearing on the resolve in favor of the
Waldo County General Hospital was held before the committee on appropriations in Au
gusta yesterday afternoon. Dr. G. C. Kilgore
and Arthur Ritchie, Esq., were
present in the
interests of the hospital.
the

were

MEETING OF WALDO CO. GRANGE.

|

Waldo County Pomona Grange met February
2nd with South Montville Grange. The roads
were almost impassable after the
big storm
and the attendance was smaller than usual.

Only

four granges

were

represented-Union

Harvest, South Montville, George’s River and
Victor; but a good time is reported. The meeting was presided over by the Worthy Master,
A. V. Martin, and the pro tern officers were M.
F. Hunt, Overseer; E. A. Dinslow, Chaplain; C.
S. Adams, Secretary; S. P. Coiby, Gate Keeper; Mrs. M. F. Hunt, Ceres; Mrs. A. P. Toothaker, Flora. A class of eight were instructed
in the fifth degree. A committee for the next
meeting was appointed and the noon recess
taken. When the grange was again called
to order the program was taken up and responded to as follows: music by choir; address of welcome by C. S. Adams; response by
Mrs. Edith Wilson; topic, Can the farmers successfully co-operate in buying and selling farm
products? was opened by J. C. Carey, followed
by brothers Martin, Toothaker, Wilson, Howes,
Dinslow, Knowles, Liniken and Randall, and
sisters Fuller, Sukeforth, Carey and Howes;
recitation by Eva Ripley; dialogue, “One of
the Daughters of the New Dispensation;”
duet by sisters Dinslow and Adams; reading
by A. V. Martin; talk by E. A. Dinslow; dialogue, “More Than She Bargained For.” A vote
of thanks was extended the host grange for
courtesies.
The next meeting will be with Harvest Home
Grange, Brooks, March 2nd, with the following

Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine and Miss Avis
Morison go to Waterville today to attemba

M.

Congregational missionary conference,

district

which will be addressed by

tinguished speakers

and

by

a

of disworkers in

number

active

mission fields.
Dr.

and Mrs. Percy Warren of Bangor, who

annual visitors at their pretty summer
home on the South ishore. Northport, and have
many friends in this city, will spend the coming summer until late fall in Italy and Greece.
They sailed last Saturday from Boston on the

are

steamship Canopic.
Saturday issue of the Beverly. Mass.,

White Star
The

contained contained an account of the
Day celebration by the Beverly Republican Club, which included a banquet and
speeches by noted men. Leo M. Sargent of
Searsport and Frank W. Twombly of this city
were among the members present.
News

Lincoln

Capt. Otis Tapley Campbell, a native of
Winterport, now holding a government position
at Panama, writes that he was within a few
hundred feet of an explosion of 25 tons of

dynamite recently. He was not injured, although many fragments of the wreck passed
close to him. Capt. Campbell was in a New
Hampshire regiment during the Spanish v ar.
Chas. A. Harriman of Bath, formerly of this
a valuable photograph of Abraham Lincoln which was presented to him a number of
yearsjago by a traveling man. The photograph
is from an original negative taken in 1861. just
before Lincoln left his home in Springfield for
Washington, and it is believed to be the onlynegative in existence taken prior to his inauguration as President. It was the last negative

city,has

taken of him in Illinois.
riman.

The

man

picture is in perhighly by Mr.Harit to him formerly

The

fect condition and is valued
who gave

lived in Springfield.

George D. Wheeler,

of the newly elected
Commercial Traveler’s
Association, was born in Castine, graduated
from the High school, took a short term at the
Normal School, secured a diploma from the
Bryant & Stratton Commercial College, Boston, and then, at the age of eighteen, started
on a business career.
He travelled for a Boston house for ten years, then became manager
of a retail shoe store in Castine. In 1900 he
took the western fever and for two years
travelled out of Seattle for a shoe manufacturing company. Returning to Maine in 1902 he
went on the road for the Maine Rubber Shoe
Co. of Portland. In 1906 Mr. Wheeler with F.
|
H. Blake succeeded to the business, which was
reorganized under the title of Blake & Wheeler
Shoe Co., and is located on Cross street, Portland. The Portland Board of Trade Journal
tells the rest of the story:
George Wheeler is a member of the United
program: opening exercises; conferring fifth
Commercial Traveler’s Association, and also is
degree; report of granges; appointment of a member of the Odd Fellows and Masonic
committee on time and program for next bodies. He is full of business, but nevertheless
meeting; recess; music; welcome greetings by a most genial chap to meet. In 1896 he was
united in marriage to Miss Clara H. Matthews
the Master; response by Mark Howard;
topic, of Lincolnville and an eleven year old lad, a
What stand should the grange take in the chip of the old block, is the result of that
observance of Sunday? to be opened by E. happy event. Mr. Wheeler is extremely fond
A. Dinslow; remainder of program
of horses; while at Little Ossipee Lake, located
by host at
Waldoboro, Maine, he has a picturesqe little
grange.
bungalow, located right on the shore of the
Mrs. M. Makanna, who has been conducting lake, where his family idle away the hot summer days, and where the “head of the house”
a lace and oriental goods establishment in Exchange Btreet, has moved to her new home at finds it possible to spend cool and refreshing
the corner of State street and Salem court— nights, the camp being but an hour’s ride from
his place of business.
Bangor News.
one

directors of the Maine

A

Day

in

County Correspondence.

Augusta.

[Deferred from last week.]

The Maine Press Association. The State
House and the Augusta House.

BA8T SEAR*MONT.
Mrs. Minnie Heald is at Stockton Springs for
a few weeks.... Mrs. Adele M. Buzzell has returned home from Camden....Arad Mahoney
has bought a horse to take the place of the one
he lost recently.

The usual Maine Press Association delegation from Belfast were unable this year to
make their bi-annual visit to the capital city

together.

The lucky majority went over on
the noon train February 3d, and that evening
attended the reception given by Ex-Governor
and Mrs. John F. Hill at their magnificent
home. The affair was a most delightful and
brilliant one, and the invitations included, besides the members of the Press Association,
the members of the Legislature and prominent
people throughout the State. Ex-Governor and
Mrs. Hill were assisted in receiving by Governor and Mrs. Bert M. Fernald.
Caterers from
Boston had charge of the dining room, where
elaborate and delicious refreshments were
served. Thursday morning saw the start from
Belfast of the small party who were unable to
ieave the day before. The trip was uneventful
and Augusta was reached on schedule time.
The Augusta House, the headquarters of the
Association,

guise,

but

hardly recognized

was

once

inside the

in its

Isle.” always bring to mind, were gathered there, and the call to order by President A.
H. Jones of Rockland v.as reluctantly obeyed.
The usual routine business and the reading of
papers took up the

morn-

of the Belfast party had
before, two of
the delegation slipped out of the meeting
before its adjournment and made a tour
As

ing hours.

never

of

one

visited the State House

exploration

over

j The perfect system
at the

uncle, Mr. George Barrows_The homestead
of the late Capt. O. C. Clifford, on Water street,

Burk

great Ansted

is for sale... .Harold Lockhart will not attend
the winter term at the E. M. C. Seminary on
account of trouble with his eyes ...Mrs.
George Grant is in Boston, the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. Wm. McNulty... .The friends
of Mr. Thos. Eaton are pleased to know that
he is gaining in health from his recent illness.
.Capt. George Sawyer and Mrs. Sawyer
have returned from Boston_Mrs. A. R. Fellows is confined to her home by illness.
George L. Clark met with an accident in the
woods last week, from which he sustained a
badly cut foot-Mrs. Albert Perkins, who is
at the Paine Hospital in
Bangor, is improving.

perfect

Mills guarantees this
flour.

It is tested every half hour day and
most exacting scientific tests. This insures absolute satisfaction in baking
all the time.

night by the

new

.-Belle

especially able

An interesting meeting of the W. C. T. U. was
held at the home of Mrs. Addie Lockhart Tuesday. The next meeting will be the Francis
Willard Memorial... .Chester Barrows, station
agent of the B. & A. railroad, went to Sangerville Saturday to attend the funeral of his

familiar faces of old

Association friends were seen on every hand,
and hearty greetings were exchanged. A party
was just starting for the State House and the
morning meeting, and the short walk in the
clear air was thoroughly enjoyed after endurThe
:ng several hours in overheated cars.
morning session of the Association was held
in the room of the judiciary committee, up in
the “sky parlor,” whither the elevator landed
us.
Other old friends, including Howard Owen
of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Morrell of
Gardiner. Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Flynt of Augusta,
Albro E. Chase and George S. Rowell of Portland, and many others whose faces have been
familiar since mascot days, which the strains
of the old Association favorite, “The Siege of

some

WINTER PI IRT.

the

handsome

building.

A college friend in the Entomological department was first greeted, and later a brief
but pleasant call was made on Secretary of
State Arthur I. Brown in his attractive office. The senate gallery was visited only long

Rev. Wm. Vaughan of East Belfast preached
here last Sunday and gave us a fine sermon;
text, Mark 9-23:24. Quite a large delegation

ANSTED k BURK COMPANY, MiHtrt

Springfield,

Ohio

For Sale at*Your Grocer’s
MEETING OF WALDO CO. VETERANS.
The Waldo County Veteran Association met
the Grange Hall, North Searsport, Feb. 4th,
and although the travelling was quite hard a
goodly number of the veterans were present.
The forenoon was taken up in talking over old
At the
times and the scenes of ’61 to ’65.
sound of the dinner call some seventy sat
down to partake of a good dinner prepared by
the people of North Searsport. In the absence
of the president, the secretary called the afternoon meeting to order, and invited comrade A.
E. Nickerson to the chair, and he made some
appropriate remarks, thanking the association
in

lnmKamniv

•» V.rri_i.1_1_a

Saturday left the roads icy and rough_Capt.
E. A. Gay has been visiting relatives and
friends in town the past fortnight....Our genial
postmaster, A. B. Hatch, has been visiting and
looking after his business in the western part
of the State the past week... Mrs. Maud
Dag-

j

..

visited.
was

It

was

that Miss Mary
January, and one of

here

located until

fellow-clerks spoke rather longingly of
her present home in Savannah, where she is
enjoying the winter. Train time was approaching perilously near, and at the station we
her

rejoined the
had enjoyed

other

Belfasters, some of whom
a delightful call on Mrs. A. I.
Brown, who is pleasantly situated for the
winter. Those who returned Thursday night,
feeling well repaid for any trace of “that tired
feeling” they may have had, were Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Quimby, Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Bickford, Miss Grace E. Burgess, Mrs. A. C.
Burgess, Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury, Miss Clara
R- Steward and Miss M. D. Pilsbury.
M.

d.

p.

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is

vitation the association voted to meet with
Thomas H. Marshall Post, Belfast, the first
Thursday in March. If stormy, the next fair
day. Closed by singing America. It was a
very fine time.

INDIGESTION ENDS.
Misery from Your Disordered Stoma ch goes
in Five Minutes.

Rev. T. H. Derrick and wife of Andover were
here for a visit of several days with friends_
Zenas Grant suffered a slight shock last week,
but is now gaining. ...Mrs. Rilla Buck of Bucksport and Frank and Elwood Grant of Dover
were called here by the illness of their father,
Mr. Zenas Grant-Miss Sarah Shute is with
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel French for a few weeks..
Mrs. O. E. W. Merrill visited in Hampden and

Friday. Her granddaughter, Miss
Dorothy Wilson, came home with her for a
few weeks’ visit-Beatrice Young, who broke
her collar bone while coasting the first of the
Brewer last

You can
anything your stomach craves
without fear of a case of Indigestion or Dyspepsia, or that your food will ferment or sour
on your stomach,if you will occasionally take a
little Diapepsin after eating.
Your meals will taste good, and anything
eat

you eat
or turn

will be digested; nothing can ferment
into acid or poison or stomach gas,

which causes Belching,'Dizziness,
fullness after eating, Nausea.

feeling of
Indigestion
(like a lump of lead in stomach,) Biliousness,
Heartburn, Water brash, Pain in stomach and
a

winter, is now able to ride out....Mrs. F. S.
Harriman and Mrs. N. C. Partridge spent
Thursday in Belfast_A crew from Bangor is
J. W. Grant has a
repairing the coal wharf
crew of men cutting ice on the Esbic for local
use-Edward Grant and Ralph Curtis went to
Bangor Monday, returning on the evening
train-Several in this vicinity are afflicted
with bad colds. .February 3rd, it was 18 below
zero, the coldest morning of the season.... Mr.
and Mrs. Bearse of Brookline, Mass., have moved here and are occupying H.L. Hopkins’ house
vacated by Earnest Blanchard-F. S. Harri....

intestines or other symptoms.
also necessary to say that none of these publiHeadaches from the stomach are absolutely
cations are mailed with The Journal or from unknown where this effective remedy is used.
We
to
for
these
have
this office.
publica- Diapepsin really does all the work of a healthy
pay
tions one year in advance, and they are then stomach. It
digests your meals when your man went to Bangor Wednesday on business...
sent from their respective offices to our subwill digest all French Richards entertained a party of his
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows stomach can’t. Each triangule
the food you can eat and leave nothing to fer- schoolmates last Saturday evening in honor of
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00 ment or sour.
his birthday. A very enjoyable time is reportThe Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
Get a large 50-cent case of Pape’s Diapepsin ed_The worst snow storm of the winter came
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10 from your druggist and start taking today and Jan. 30th. A crew of men worked all the next
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2.50 by tomorrow you will actually brag about your
day shoveling out the roads... .Charles French
healthy, strong Stomach, for you then can eat and Frank Heath are employed at Boyd’s mill.
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE.
anything and everything you want without the We hear they are the night crew... .John SanThe above is the name of a German chemi- slightest discomfort or misery, and every born of Dover has been here several days with
cal, which is one of the many valuable'ingredi- particle of impurity and Gas that is in your his relatives.
ents of Foley’s Kidney Remedy. Hexamethyle- stomach and intestines is going to be carried
THORNDIKE.
netetramine is recognized by medical text away without the use of laxatives or any
Rev. D. Brackett preached at the Center
4w5
books and authorities as a uric acid solvent other assistance.
church last Sunday afternoon. Mr. Brackett
Take Foley’s
and antiseptic for the urine.
goes from his home in Brooks to Montville in
Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice*any irthe forenoon, from there to Thorndike in the
regularities, and avoid a serious malady. Sold
afternoon and then home, which makes a hard
by all druggists.
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For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

neighbors

last

Saturday evening.

It

was

served.
LINCOLN VI LI.K.

School in the Miller district closed
Friday,
after a most successful term of nine weeks
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-F. L. Philbrick
last Saturday of Mr. and
-Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hamlin
Clarence Hamlin passed Frida’.
Mr. and Mrs. Friendly Page at
Mr. and Mrs. James
j camp
a party of ten at wfiist la. t
Thu
A generous supply of home-mJ!^
served... A party of 21 were
Mr. and Mrs. James Gilliatt
and

Saturday evening. Stuffed dates
candies were served, and all ,’r
fine time-J. H. Stevens and
the meeting of Dana B. Carter P,

w?'

in Freedom February 12th a
Lin.-^
n
was given and the ladies of the
!j^'
Circle

were generously treated
tr,
confectionary by the comrade-

Cox and wife of Albion
sisted on the program.

came a

we in-

~

For Infants

Florence Shorey Gilchrest was born in the
town of Palermo, March 9, 1885, the oldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Shorey
and went to Thomaston when her father be-
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Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.
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and most

appreciative audience and was
followed by a social dance. A goodly sum was
realized for the Grange_Mr. and Mrs. Will
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The Kind You

superintendent in the prison in August,
She graduated from Thomaston High

....

large

cently bought by Joseph
nedy is also agent for
Separator and other
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1895.
school in 1904 and more than half the time since
graduation had been spent among the hills of
Franklin county in a brave effort to overcome
the scourge of tuberculosis.
Hoping the
victory had been gained she returned to her
home and after some months was married,
November 25th, to her schoolmate, Joseph B.
Gilchrest. Followed by the kind wishes of
many friends the young people made their
ntic aisusei veu anu a most
enjoyaDie home in Brockton, Mass., where the husband
!
evening was passed....Representative A. H. was employed. The promise of full recovery
Miller spent Saturday and Sunday at home, was not fulfilled and before a year was over,
strength had begun to fail. After the coming
and returned to Augusta Monday... ...Willis of
a little one into the home there was not
McKinney, who has been on the sick list, is the rallying that was hoped for. Her mother
was called to her side and remained until the
slowly recovering.Fred Morang of Warren sufferer
could be brought back home. For a
is spending a few days with Harold
McKinney. few weeks friends watched over her tenderly,
Misses Grace and Jessie Thomas of Sears- but the end came Friday evening, January
Beside
mont are spending a few days at Mrs. Clara 29th, at the age of almost 24 years.
her husband and
(Margaret ElizaMcKinney’s-The drama entitled “Millie the beth) she leaves indaughter
her own family, parents
Quadroon” was presented at Tranquility Grange and a grandmother, a brother and sister to
Hall Thursday evening, February 4th, to a mourn their loss.
lam

ill. Dr. B. P. Hurd attends
Hurd and Mrs. James
list ...Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday with Mr. and Mr. pear|
Elva Hasty came from Belfast
F
pass Saturday and Sunday with
Misses Helen I.
lett passed
Richard Penney
guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. l.
and Mrs. S. F. Files were gn^r
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred R
c0,e
Kennedy of Clinton was in towr
set up and regulate the new

I

Amelia Woodman, who died in Ban!
gor January 30th, aged 86 years, 10 months
and 7 days, was a native of Winterport, the
youngest and last survivor of several children
of Mr. and Mrs. Constance Rankin, who were
well known and respected residents of that
town in the early part of the last century.
Early in life she was married to Louira Kenney, son of Simeon Kenney, also of Winterport,
and four sons and one daughter were the result
of this union. Of these children one was lost
at sea, one died of yellow fever in Cuba and
three survive, N. A. Kenney of Bangor, Otis
W. Kenney of Montgomery, Ala., and Mrs.
Horace Smith of Malden, Mass. The death of
Louira Kenney occurred in 1879 and abqut 18
years ago his widow was married to Josiah
Woodman, and for several years the elderly T HORN’D IK K.
Dr. M. V. B. Mitchell of Troy was in town
couple lived happily together in a cosy home in
Frankfort.
Mr. Woodman’s death occurred on
professional business last Saturday. Dr.
several years ago and since that time Mrs.
Woodman had made her home in Frankfort Darling of Belfast was also in town one day
and also with her sen and giandsor. in Bangor, last week....Mrs. F. L. Cunninghrm is quite
finally coming to Bangor early in December
last, where she received the loving care and attention of her near relatives to the end. Personally she was of a most amiable and kindly
disposition, cheerful and happy in her outward
demeanor and warm-hearted and considerate
lier long life was
of the wishes of others.
I filled with many kindly deeds and acts of
and
as
a
loyal neighbor and true friend
i charity
she will be greatly missed by the community in
j which she long resided. Besides her sons and
daughter and grandchildren, numerous nephews, nieces and their children, scattered from
Maine to California, will be grieved to learn of
her demise.
Mrs.

..

..

was

and

their 21st wedding anniversary. A fine time
was enjoyed
by all present-Mrs. Ray Ashford of Waterville passed Saturday
night and
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Ward.The spring term of High school will
be held at the Station, so it is reported_Mr.
and Mrs. V. N. Higgins, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard
C. Higgins and children, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred L. Higgins passed Thursday
evening
with Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Files. Apples and
cornballs were served during the evening_
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Higgins entertained a
party of eleven at whist last Saturday evening. Corncakes, candy and peanuts were

Mr*. Emeline Gushee, who is with her son,
U. S. Gushee, in Farmington, is seriously ill
with pneumonia.R. B. Simmons, who
has been living on the “Mine farm” so-called,
for two years, has moved into F. L. Davidson’s
house on Canal street.
Charles Smith, who
comes here from
Bingham has bought the
Mine farm and has moved on to the place.
He bought of Mr. V. O. Keller_Mrs. Annie
Williams began a private school Monday in the
grammar school rooms... .All of our ice houses
have been filled with a fine quality of ice,cut on
the Sherman mill pond. The ice is 13 inches
thick-Mrs. Addie Hall of Searsmont is visiting Miss Annie McLane this ‘week... .The last
meeting of the Colonial Club was an all-day
session, held in Grange hall_Mrs. Carrie
Davis, who has been working for 17 weeks for
Ambrose Fish at the Valley House, finished
Friday and returned to her home in Union...
Selden Fuller of South Bristol recently visited
his brother. JamesC. Fuller... .Danford Martin
lost one of his horses last week. It is the second he has lost this winter.
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taught by Miss Lena McKinney. The afterwas present from Poor's Mills.
Monday
noon was devoted to mental
exercises, diaevening, February 1st, a quiet wedding took
place at the home of the bride, when Miss logues, recitations and quotations, each pupil
Bertha Hatch and Mr. James Mears were performing his part in a most pleasing man
united in marriage by Rev. Wm. Vaughan. ner. The teacher was presented with a beauMiss Ellis, a cousin from Massachusetts, was tiful water set which proved the esteem in
which she is held by her gppils. Prizes were
present. Mrs. Mears was one of our most culawarded to each pupil and a treat of
skilled
in
vocal and instrucandy
tured^young ladies,
mental music, a teacher in our Sunday school was also served. Fifteen parents visited the
school
in
the
afternoon
and
for the past few years and a helpful member
remarks were
of society. The bridegroom is postmaster at made by each and all to the satisfaction of
teacher
and pupils... .Mr. and Mrs. Lucius
Belmont Corner, runs a grocery store there,
and has held the first offices in his town. All Russ visited relatives in Belfast Sunday and
The “Lincolnville Card Club” gave
uAte in wishing the happy couple many years Monday
of felicity.W. E. Jones and Herman Mer- a chicken supper at the home of Chester Cross
riaifi have each had quite a large crew of men Tuesday evening, February 9th. Ice cream
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MORRILL.

for the honor of presiding at a soldiers gathering. The meeting opened with singing
“Marching through Georgia,” frith Miss Hattie
j May Nickerson presiding at the organ. The
semicircle, as the proceedings did not seem to prayer was offered by Mrs. F. L. Falmer of
gett with her class in vocal music gave a conIn the Monroe, and the records of the last meeting at
z?e especially interesting just then.
cert at the Grange Hall
Tuesday evening, FebHouse there were many visitors, both on the Monroe were then read and approved. The fol- j
ruary 9th.
as
comrades
died
were
and
in
the
as
the
rebate
floor
lowing
having
reported
galleries,
railway
question was under discussion. Some of the since the last meeting: A. E. Fernald and ! SWAnvili e.
Carleton of Winterport and Mears of Belfast.
Waldo county delegation were located, and
Mrs. A. T. Nickerson spent last week in
others were picked out when the roll was call- The following were made honorary members Augusta with her husband_Mrs. Mary D.
ed fo" a vote on the resolution. Assistant of the association: Herbert Stevens and wife, Nickerson, who has been ill at the home of her
Jerk W. H. Roix of Limestone was at his post T. D. Nickerson, Miss Hattie May Nickerson danghter,
Mrs. S. D. Greely, in Hampden,
just in front of the speaker’s desk, and ap- and Ira Veazie.
i since Thanksgiving, was able to be brought
in
the
was
Our
chairs
The address of welcome was given by Mrs. home last Sunday. She stood the
very busy.
parently
journey as
gallery were left with some reluctance, but a Carrie B. Spaulding, and the response by Com- well as could have been expected_Mr. W.
visit to the fish and game department was not rade Trask of Newburg, whose remarks were E. Damm is
very sick at the present writing...
o be overlooked, and accordingly we descended
appreciated by all. The following towns re- Mrs. H. P. White, who has been an invalid for
the steep flight of stairs, and found our way to sponded to the roll call: Winterport, Frank- several years, is now confined to her bed_
what is, to many visitors, the most fascinating fort, Monroe, Waldo, Searsport and Swanville. The pupils in Districts 1 and 2 and 3 and 5
place in the State House. Specimens of the Comrade Geo. H. Fisher, a member of the 16th gave an entertainment at Comet Grange hall
different varieties of game, artistically mount- Me., was called upon to give a sketch of the ! last Friday evening.
They all did finely, doed, beside the wood and shore birds, shell- part taken by his regiment at the battle of ing g eat credit to themselves and the persisfish. etc., make an interesting collection that Gettysburg. At a soldiers’ gathering at one tent, untiring efforts of their
teachers, Misses
’would repay a much longer visit. A party j time some one said that all the Maine flags had Nellie Rose and Nellie F. J. Marr. The
candy
of young people from Southwest Harbor were been returned but the 16th, when up jumped
table proved an attractive feature, but there
visit
there
when
we
and
a
arrived,
a dozen comrades, each holding up a piece of
enjoying
was not half enough.
The proceeds of the
the register called our attention to the fact the old flag. Comrade Fisher has one of those evening were
$15.87, to be equally divided bethat a delegation from Freedom Academy had pieces which he carried into prison and brought tween the two schools. It is
understood that
been there the day before.
home, and which he prizes very highly. All District No. 1 and 2 is working for a bell for
Dinner time was approaching, and after a but twenty-five members of this regiment the school-house.
In District No. 8 they have
short walk in the welcome open air we turned were taken prisoners and when they found raised
money by subscription for a bell, their
our steps toward the Augusta House and dinthey must go they stripped the flag from the teacher, Miss Augusta Nickerson, giving $3.
ner.
Mindful of the fact that fifty had been staff and tore it into pieces. All the Johnnies and the
pupils and friends the remainder_
and
that
refused rooms,
350 had been served at got was the staff. Col. Tilden, who was in Mr. Alonzo
Damm, who has been sick for some
dinner the day before, we made an early visit
command, broke his sword rather than sur- time walked up to the Mills Sunday_Mrs.
to the dining-room and were able to enjoy the
render it whole.
Comrade F. L. Palmer was H. F. M. Phillips is at home from Poor’s
Mills,
meal in comparative comfort. Both large din- the next one called.
He said he did not like to where she has been
nursing... .Mr. A. S.
ing-rooms were filled, and the tables were so say much about what he saw, but he saw all he
Nickerson is slowly improving.
closely packed that locomotion was extremely wanted to and was severely wounded and dis* WAN VI LLE CENTER.
difficult for the hard-worked waitresses. After
charged.
Mr. E. A. Robertson is on the sick list_
dinner a visit down-town was on the docket,
Comrade A. Stinson gave a little description
Scott Nickerson has been elected superintendand bidding adieu to the friends whom we of the
part taken by the itith at Fredc-wk*rg.
ent of schools for the remainder of the year to
did not anticipate meeting again the start the
regiment’s first fight. During *'
•II the vacancy caused by the removal of Foswas made.
As it happened, Mr. C. F. Flynt,
r
were
the
river
across
days they
Small.... Miss Nellie Marr has the prevailbusiness manager of the Kennebec Jour- time and were held as
a'':
reserves,
K <*ld-Mrs. H. P. White, who has been
nal, was on his way down-town and joined der fire much of the time. About r>«*
1
.Mrs. A. T.
ry sick, is slowly convalescing
When the Kennebec Journal office was
us.
third day the regiment was ordered to fat ,r
V< kerson
reached his cordial invitation to look over and marched out onto the
spent last week in Augusta with her
field, forming inchusband.... Mr. Joshua Littlefield, accompanineir fine plant was gladly accepted, and a
line of battle, the lfith leading the Brigade
pleasant trip was made under the guid- As we stood in line waiting the order to go, the ed by his brother Roscoe, went to Hebron
for treatment at the Maine Sanitoriance of an attractive young lady member of
Rebels opened on us with a raking fire from Monday
um.The exhibition last Friday evening
the office force. The busy linotypes, the jobforward
moved
to
left.
The
right
regiment
printing department, now under the direction about ten feet and the regiment in our rear given by Miss Nellie Rose and Miss Nellie
Marr and their school children was a great
of Mr. Roy H. Flynt, University of Maine, moved
up into the place we had left. In a few
04, the editors’, reporters’ and proofreaders’ moments down came a shell, passing over Co. success in every way. Miss Nellie Marr is to
a bell for the school-house with her
rtffioos nil ramp in for tVinir
nf atton+inn
part of
E. and burst in the company in our rear. The buy
the money. This was their second entertainA fter expressing our thanks for the hospitalrecords of that regiment give the number
ment and their friends hope it will not be the
ity shown us we resumed our walk down killed by that shell as thirteen. It took the
last... .The friends of Mr. Will Damon are
State street. Stopping to admire an attractive
nuic kumpaii^.
to learn of his illness and hope for a
One has to be dead to forget such scenes. If sorry
display of Christy and Fisher post-cards in a
j
and
Mrs. A. D.
store window we were somewhat startled to we had not moved, some of us would not be speedy recovery-Mr.
hear a sharp rap on the glass on which our here today. Many other comrades made re- Moody spent last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Robertson-Mr. and Mrs. E. E Clements
noses were all but pressed.
A glance inside marks which we are unable to
report.
of Searsport visited his sister, Mrs. H. P.
4uite explained the phenomena, as we recogwelcome
out
to
turned
Many Searsport people
White, Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Guy Marden
nized the smiling face in the window as that of the
boys and among them were Herbert
William F. Leavitt, formerly of Belfast. A Stevens, T. D. Nickerson, W. T. Nickerson, are at home on a visit... .Miss Eveline Knowlpleasant call was made inside, where Mr. Mr. Seley, W. J. Matthews, Geo. E. Chapin, 0. ton is with Mrs. H. P. White.... Mrs. Ida
Nickerson has returned to her home in SearsLeavitt is advantageously located with the W. Whitcomb and
others, all making interest- port
Mr. A. T. Nickerson has brought his
Maine Optical Company, after a successful
ing remarks. Mrs. F. L. Palmer, Mrs. Nettie mother home from Hampden, where she had
course at the Augusta Business College.
It is
Smart, Mrs. Webber, Mrs. Trask of Newburg been ill for some time, and her many friends
always a pleasure for The Journal to chronicle and others spoke along the same line. A song welcome her reti ra.
the success of a Belfast boy. Farther along by Mr. Ira Veazie, with Miss Hattie Nickerson
at the organ, was enjoyed very much. By in- SANDYPOINT.
the street the store of Whitman & Adams
Carter

lay’s work, we think; but he seems of good
courage, and there is a good attendance at the
meetings....Mrs. Lena Page is now convalescent. She has been very ill.... Mib. James
Clements is on the sick list
Mr. and Mrs. J.
G. Cilley both have bad colds.Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Forbes of Brooks were in town last
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Saturday on business
Ward and daughter of Unity passed
Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Higgins.
-Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Ward of Unity and Mr.
and Mrs. V. N. Higgins were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Higgins February 2nd_Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Patterson have a little girl, born
February 1st. Mrs. Hartshorn of Brooks is
with Mrs. P-Nathan Berry recently sold
three nice heifers and two cows_Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Ward entertained 30 or more friends
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Clarified Sugar
Mrs. Dorcas B. Cleveland, widow of the late
f
I |
ninteryrecn Flavor.
H. H. Cleveland, died in Camden, Me., FebruJ
ary 2, 1909, aged 86 years, 5 months and 15
Wescott of West Camden were guests of Mr. days. She was the daughter of James and
Remedy
Sarah Porter Simon ten and was born in Freetion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
and Mrs. Cyrus Young Sunday_Nathan
port, Me., August 18, 1822. She came to CamWorms .Convulsions .Feveri shWellman and wife of Belmont spent Sunday den in early childhood and lived on the old
at Ernest Clarke’s in the village.Ernest homestead at Simonton’s Corner till her marness and Loss Of SLEEP.
to Mr. Cleveland, November 15, 1838.
Clarke has bought the Capt. Thomas Glover riage
She was the mother of five children; three
Tac Simile Signature of
place on Ocean street, Rockland, and will soon daughters, Mary Frances Parker/ Sarah Elizamove his family there.Mrs. Bessie
Knights beth Wood, Orilla D. Blanchard; two sons,
James Simonton and George Harvey. Three
spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
NEW YORK.
!
of her children, Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Blanchard and
Charles Dickey, in Belmont... There will be a
George H. Cleveland, survive her. There are
masked ball in Tranquility Grange Hall Thurs- 13 grandchildren and 17 greatgrandchildren.
day evening, February 18th, with music by Mrs. Cleveland became a Christian early in
life and united with the Baptist church at
Brown’s orchestra of four pieces. If stormy, West Camden under the
ministry of Rev. W.
Mrs. Lida O. Thomas in May, 1850. She came to the
postponed to Monday, the 21st
Wiley of Belfast was a guest of her brother, Chestnut street Baptist church in Camden by
letter in 1867. She was a sincere Christian,
Chester Cross, February 5th and 6th... .One of
in all that concerned the church and
THE CENTAUR
NCWYOAfUfTY
the most pleasant social events of the season interested
the work of the kingdom of her Master at
was a whist
l
party at the home of Mr. and home and abroad. She was a loyal friend, a
Mrs. Frank Gray Monday evening. A party of
kind neighbor, a noble Christian woman.
25 friends assembled and a most
delightful
evening was passed. Fancy cakes, doughnuts
Rev. Eben Hurbert Chapin, one of the leadand coffee were served.
ing Universalist clergymen of Maine, died in
Rockland February 7th, of an illness which I
ASKS US TO PRINT.
compelled his retirement some months ago
from the pastorate of the Church of Emmanuel.
Tells How To Prepare a Simple Mixture He was born in Illinois 53 years ago. After
graduation from Lombard college, Galesburg,
To Overcome Disease.
school, his first pastor111., and Tufts
Formerly known as the GILBERT ELLIS place. Land and building* in \
To relieve the worst forms of Rheumatism, ate was at the divinity
Grove Hall Universalist church
take a teaspoonful of the following mixture in
He
had
Boston;
charge of the missionary Cut this year about sixty (60) tons of hay, fifteen (15) acres pasturage
after each meal and at bedtime:
station at Lincoln, Neb., 13 years and was for
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce; three
years a professor at the Dyder divinity wood lot, good bearing young orchard.
Write or inquire of
Compound Kargon, one ounce; Compound school, Galesburg, 111. He had been pastor in
Syrup Sarsaparilla, three ounces.
Rockland nine years.
These harmless ingredients can be obtained
i,
45tf
HORACE CHENERY, Belfast !
from our home druggists, and are easily mixed
Edgar F. Knowlton died February 2nd at his
them
well
in
a
ay shaking
bottle. Relief is borne in Hampden aged 47 years, 11 months
generally felt from the first few doses.
and 2 days.
He leaves to mourn their loss, his
This prescription forces the clogged up, in- wife and
five children, two sons and three
ictive kidneys to filter and strain from the
two brothers and one sister, Mr.
laughters,
alood the poisonous waste matter and uric
George Knowlton of Hampden, Mr. B. R.
icid, which causes Rheumatism.
Knowlton of Auburn, Me., Mrs. A. J. Bryer of
As Rheumatism is not only the most
painful
Funeral services were held from his
md tortuous disease, but dangerous to life, Bangor.
late residence February 5th. Rev. Otis P.
:his simple recipe will no doubt be greatly Frost
of
CLOCKS,
comforting words to the bereaved :
spoke
your
valued by many sufferers here at home, who
and there was a large attendance of
should at once prepare the mixture to get this family
friends and neighbors. The
flowers wrere
stock.
We carry a
*elief.
The bearers were Mr.
many and beautiful.
It is said t' at a person who would take this
Gharles Nickerson, Mr. Arthur Baker, Mr. J.
I a
arescription regularly, a dose or two daily, or Hoyt, Mr. Ralph Downs.
JEWELERS and
jven a few times a week, would never have
serious Kidney or Urinary disorders or RheuMr. Wales Elms, an old and highly respected
NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, BELFAST.
natism.
citizen of Lincolnville, died January 11th, of
Cut this out and preserve it. Good RheuThe funeral was held on January
paralysis.
natism prescriptions which really relieve are 13th, and was
largely attended. He leaves to
scarce, indeed, and when you need it, you want
noum their loss a wife, two daughters, Mrs.
t badly.
Phebe York of Brunswick, and Mrs. Hattie 1
Eastman of Somerville, Mass., and a son, Wales
Impure blood runs you down—makes you an Addison Elms of Boston,
who were all with
;asy victim for organic diseases.
Burdock lim
during his illness and attended the funerBlood Bitters purifies the blood—cures the
il. The floral offerings were profuse and
:ause—builds you up.
beautiful.
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SOME OLD BOOKS.
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Sedate Wadsworth died February 1st at his
in Camden after a long and painful illless, aged 71 years. He was born in Lincolnrille, and was a kind and generous man, with a
pleasant word for every one. His death is
sincerely mourned. He is survived by a wife,
me son, John of Camden, three sisters, Mrs.
Sewell Young of Rockport, Mrs. Frank Joselyn
ind Mrs. Mary Loveland of Camden, and a
srother, Enos, of Camden.
lome

Mrs. G. H. Collins of Presque Isle, Me., has a
Bible that was published in 1717, and Clyde
Fitch of Fort Fairfield, Me., has a book in his
iamily which was published in 1601, and is said
;o have come over on the Mayflower.—Boston
jrlobe.
Charles W. Frederick of this city has some
•are old books.
One little leather bound book
las inscribed on the flyleaf, “Sept. 1772. Daniel
Moulton, His Book Bought in Salem price 12s,
Bought for Samuel Moulton His Son, Old York.”
rhe book is entitled: “The Polite Academy; or
School of Behaviour for Young Gentlemen and
Ladies. Intended as a Foundation for “Good
Manners and polite Address in Masters and
Misses.” This is the fourth edition and it was
>rinted in London in 1768. The illustrations

quaint, and one, with an accompanying
:hapter, is “on giving both hands in a minuet.”
n the text f is used instead of s and capital
ire
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|
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Mrs. James Storey died February 4th at her
home in Camden after a long and severe illness.
A member of the Baptist church and a
levoted Christian, she will be deeply missed
The deceased was a woman deand mourned.
moted to her home circle and one whose friends
<vere numerous.
To the husband, daughter,
Mrs. George W. Achorn, son, Henry and sisMrs.
Clara
;er,
Cleveland, all of Camden, is
;endered the sympathy of all.

|
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Silk, Ribbons, Veilings,

Lace

SMALL WARES

IN ABUNDANCE

The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. C. A. Hall

Wednesday evening, February l7th....E. J.
Jail is visiting relatives in Lowell, Mass_
Mrs. H. G. Thompson of Knox visited Mrs.
Mr. Wood of MassaJeo. Trundy last week
chusetts is stopping for a short time at E. I.
Jail’s
W. H. White is helping C. A. Hall in

ELMER E. BROWN, M. D.,
|
183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
Practice limited to Kye, Ear, Nose and Throat
including the fitting of'Glasses.

I
fly In Belfast, Odd fellows’ Block, Room 2 |
tf9
Monday.

3very

-!

Camden Woolens

■

The churches and patriotic organizations
mited in observance of Lincoln^day at the
Biptist church, where a large audience listenThe oration
ed to an interesting program.
was delivered by Rev. S. E. Frohock of the
Baptist church, and addresses were made by
Rev. L. D. Evans of the Congregational church
ind Rev. Henry Jones of the Episcopal church,
rhe invocation was by the pastor of the Methodist church, Rev. J. R. Laird. A reading by
Miss Gertrude Grinnell, a duet by Faustie and
Anna Packard and music by a quartet and the
church choir were the other features.

General Assortment of Warm
Winter Goods.

Gloves and Neckwear,

...

dampen.

a

Suesine

|

...

watering pot.

...

MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT,
PINE TREE SUITS FOP BOrS

|

halldalk!

MAINE,

Outings, Blankets, Underwear, Wool Flannel \

I
I

abound. Another book is “The Puz- i
a Collection of Riddles.
Date of
mblication is not given, but it was printed in
lis mill.The rain last week made the roads
^ondon for E. Newberry at the corner of St. : rery slippery-It is expected Rev. David
Paul’s Churchyard. Here is a specimen riddle: Irackett will preach here February 21st...
?rank Clement hauled wood for Mrs. M. W.
Can you the name of me devise?
White last week.
My mouth is formed like a bow.
A nose I have and many eyes,
From whence my tears do often flow;
I seldom weep in winter time,
Altho’ the weather’s n’er so cold;
But when gay Flora’s in her prime,
My tears you often may behold.
On the opposite page is an illustration of a
etters

ding Cap,”

BROOKS,

Health

Ladies’ and Gent’s Suitings direct

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No matter how

from

Special bargains
skirt patterns.

it has been gray j
luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out, i
and positively removes Dandraft. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
in $100 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

long

orfaded. Promotes

a

j

3ml

R. H.

MOODY.

consumer.

in mill remnant

Write for

PACKARD,

Box B, Camden, Maine.

The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s CorJ mile from Northport Campground, will
1 le sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUTTON
8tf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

1

ner,

*

«
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.;M*

McCall** Magaa;lne(The
more subscribers than any other Ladies"**
year’s subscription (12 numbers) costs 3"

0*

,*<•
F#

Bumbrr, ft cent*.
Every subscribe*
tern Free.
Subscribe today.

Lady Agent* Wanted. Hand**®*
liberal cash commission.
Pattern ^*’*,<s*
■ipns) and Premium Catalogue
•eat free*
Address THE McTAl L ca-

m

samples.

forIale

Send 2c for free book “The Careof the Hair.”
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Hay’s Harfina Soap cures Phnpv*,

the

F. A.

Stand50c. bottles,at drngnlsts

red, rough and chopped hands, and all skin » iseas-s.
Kfeps skin fine an soft. 25c. drug ists,
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.”

factory

to

There arc more McCall Pnttern**
States than of any other make of r«’'
their style, accuracy and *

account of

Horses
FOB SALE.
A few horses for sale

byl>c1^

Livery Co. at good trades.1
early as we intend to sell

6

| ife in the

i|t)VincL_

Philippines

With
vuiral History.
Vcricultura!
,i
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Mention

oi

Products

ol

AFTER
FODRYEARS

animals in my former
M":',,ot mention the principal
l'_. nork animal of this counit is termed in
pc
, lUt ,ir as
What the
.lV!lter liulfalo.
draft horses are to
Tl'c“

_t)nC
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OF MISERY

arabao is to the Filipinos.
i raft animal, never used

,,

Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s V egetable Compound

tandem, on aci,r.»ad spread of its heavy
:ive a pair of these horns
,,„]iShed and as black as
spread of over four feet,
en why they are not

0'
0

or

singly

he

“For four vears
Baltimore, Md.
my life was a misery to me. I suffered
from
i
irregularities, terrible dragging
sensations,
—

i

mi'1'*’
>jr

extreme nervousness, and that all
gone feeling in my
stomach.
I had

short limbed, like the
twice the girth, having a
which always looks fat
hairless like the Mexi-

given

thick, slate colorpeculiar by the fact

|

ithout pores as well as
dials, being unable to
relieve the overworked

..

,,

life had been
given me, and I
recommending it
must be allowed access
to all my friends.”—Mrs. W. S.
Ford,
rholes once a day at least,
j 1938 Lansdowne St., Baltimore, Md.
used through the midThe most successful remedy in this
.,
country for the cure of all forms of
hot season, their long
female
and
;.-rv to town,
back, ham’s complaints is Lydia E. PinkVegetable Compound. It has
-.High that season during stood the test of years and
to-day is

an

teir.c

as

more

in

,ii:i

after all other means had failed.
If you are suffering from any of these
ailments, don't give up hope until vou
have given Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial.
If you would like special advice
write to Mrs. Pinkliam, Lvnn,
Mass., for it. Slie lias guided
thousands
to
health, free of

the carabao “wal-

!,:,th tubs are wallowed
to

contain sometimes

animals

ir

crowded in

they lay for
rolling

water,

pasty gray

:

1
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trees in

in

I

I

timely

dose of

57 years this old household remedy
has been known and used by the American public. It
is the best remedy
for old and young.
Relieves ConstipaThk
tion, regulates the
r Stomach and Bowhead
els, and expels all
on
worms. Pleasant
every
to take. Children
oacltM
p like it.

|
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At All Druggists
}fC.. soc., $1.00.

|

local market, now being controlled by
I Australia and Japan, whose coal sells
for pl2, a ton ($6.00 gold) in Manila, and
Cebu coal can be delivered there for p8,
I or p9 pesos. A New York capitalist
interested in the Insular Coal Co.
I heavily
says he expects the output to reach 400
tons a day within a year’s time.
In the rich and fertile Cagayan
^valley
silk culture has been introduced, and all

j
|

Tayabas

the

people

of that

vicinity seem to be
it, every family
|
caring for the
, cocoons, seeing the possibilities of affluj lands is improving rapidly. Many | erce, through that industry, as the
Americans have come in and bought up 1 mulberry trees
grow wild and flourish
Vesta Davis Higgins.
j large tracts of land, setting out the i extensively.
trees; others have bought the groves
Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air passastarted, and seeing the energy ges, stops the irritation in the throat, soothes
j already
and interest displayed by them, and the the inflamed membranes, and the most obstinate
Sore and inflamed
disappears.
good returns, is an incentive to the na- lungs cough
are healed and strengthened, and the
tives to enter more actively into this cold is expelled from the system. Refuse
any
j
but the genuine in the yellow package. Sold
: branch of industry.
by all
!

very much interested in
raising the worms and

1

WP nftpn stroll

flnum

flip

rnotl

druggists.

in tVm

THREE NATIONS INTERESTED.
evening and watch the process of smoking and curing the copra for market at a
near-by smoke house. A hole in the The North American Conservation Conferground is lined with rocks, about six
feet above which is erected a platform of
Washington, February 15. Keen inbamboo poles, and above this a simple terest is manifest as to what will be the
“nipa” roof as protection against rain. program of subjects of the North AmeriThe ripe cocoanuts are cut and brought in can Conservation Conference between
saddle baskets until a huge pile is form- representatives of Canada, Mexico and
ed, then a fire is started, the nuts are. the United States, in this city, February
In his letter to President Diaz, of
cleft open with a heavy “bolo” and piled 18th.
Mexico, and Lord Grey, of Canada, Pres- j
on the platform, where they are smoked

much composure as his equine companwhile his driver, the old “tao” and

his

family,

best” and

a

attired

in

their

“Sunday

full complement of delighted

its

Went Roosevelt outlined as the purpose
of the Conference the consideration of
“mutual interests involved in the conservation of natural resources” and the

subscription

\

■

■

of “a general plan adapted
to promote, the welfare of the nations
concerned.”
There is a pretty well defined feeling, however, that definite topics will have to be discussed. That the
Canadians take this view is indicated by
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Republican^
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cunning

where

and inter-

one

sees

laborers of the two

BARGAINS!
Parlor Stoves

tions

of

co-operative scheme of fire protection is likely to be touched on. There
are other important international questions concerning natural resources which
can hardly fail of consideration,
i The Canadian and Mexican delegates
to the Conference are coming prepared
to contribute suggestions as well as to receive them.
Their representatives at
the international meeting will be promin!
ent specialists on the various phases of
the subject to be discussed.
Conserva-

been

leased,

was

placed

Transient Stable.
!

hope

some

good

j

to merit and receive a

ronage

we

have had for

so

Plumbing

Telephone Connection.
V. A. SIMMONS, President.

Specialty.

in

and slums of

many otherwise dull and lonely hours of
His
the past year by his funny capers.
chief delight is in sparring matches with

ridge of Spain,” he fell,
-ilk lead.

l

—

Treasurer.

MAINE.

HAVE

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

it would

SOVTHWOR1H,

BELFAST,

Mitchell & Trussell,
A Reliable

many years.

Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

RALPH D.

a

location we
continuance of the pat-

First-class Teams furnished night and day.

Stoyes and Ranges

in forest re-

# *

Stoves.

offering

Kitchen Furnishings

every acre of the public timber lands
in British Columbia, except what has

Hack and

bargains in second-hand Parlor

are

We carry full lines of

tion has not been limited to the United
States.
Early last year, for instance,

1899.

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall
be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have
leased for
a term of years and where we
have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new

We

of some

races

Livery, Sale,
i

specific regulations governing

the disposal of their natural resources.
Last summer’s forest fires on both
sides of the line between the United
States are so recent in the minds of both
countries that undoubtedly the possibility

Incorporated

Belfast Livery Co.,

IN SECOND-HAND

they have sent to the National Conservation Commission compila-

mentioned (as well as Filipinos) Uii^t we
would be a much stronger and healthier

With ten feet of fine chain

Established 1857.

EGGS

YOU
TRIED

our large American cities,
affected 150,009,000
acres
as
much
Remedy
help greatly in eliminating the land as was put into all National
Cream Balm
telarge percentage of sickly, under-nourish- Forests of this country up to 1907.
is quickly absorbed.
ed bodies, especially among the children. In the Yukon all water power rights
arily, a most timid and General Blanco, the big rooster, and it is
Relief
at Gnce.
Gives
It is not generally known, but it is a are granted for only twenty years
that flv and sump.
It cleanses, soothes,
nature, which the little cniTiptimpc
fact, nevertheless, that fully one half of and at the expiration of that time their
heals and protects
six or eight years climb times fur.
As they circle around each
onntrnl rovortc
tlirtnhlin
TV>o motor
the diseased memakn to pasture in perfect other, Jocko boxes dexterously, tweak- the human race makes rice its principal
brane resulting from
statement is power question is now one of the most
article
of
and
this
diet,
them come in contact ing the General’s comb, who retaliates I
Catarrh and drives
borne
out by government statistics, but important and far reaching before the
away a Cold in the
person, and they evince with spurs and beak, but when Jocko
United States today.
President Diaz of
Head quickly, lie- 1111%#
a very small portion indeed of that half
(TCl/ITR
j finally accomplishes a body grip, and
stores the Senses of tlM¥
9 LY
Mexico has a comprehensive knowledge
the plains the scouting they roll about the yard, Blanco then
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., atDmgof
forestry and understands fully the gists or by mail. lu liquid form, 75 cents.
mild smell a redskin anc j squalls loudly for help, and I, as referee, native Americans. No, it is the forj
as we
term them, who bring benefits to be gained by its application.
vJy Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
•mger a long way off, the
go to the rescue and separate them. The eigners
He
is
interested
also
in
the
ima
far
sturdier
race
of
than
forth
deeply
beings
to fear the white race,
pride of conquest and triumph exhibited \
The greatest drawback the ; provement of agricultural methods and
CITY FARM FOR SALE
highway with its native as Jocko sits on my arm and talks it all our own.
the farmers of the country are rapidly
approach it merely snuffs, over with me (pressing his hand to his rice industry has had to contend with in
scientific methods. Mexico has
u
card, without lifting its heart and panting for breath) is toe the States has been the limited knowl- ; adopting
! Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, li miles
CARRIED IN STOCK BY
'he ground, shrinks away te ludicrous. The neighbors often gathei edge of the nutritive properties of this few large waterways but the nation has ! from Belfast postoffioe;30 acres of fine hay and
house and barn comparatively new
1
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for
the
of
several
cereal.
crop
|
expenditure
provided
: the
road, but when tether and watch the match, holding their sides
and in good condition; house contains six good Swan &
Sibley Co.,
The development of the industry has 1 million dollars for the improvement of i
"a with a snort and
large rooms, cistern in cellar; cuts 20 tons of
abellig in spasms of delight, and I do not know
been of such proportions during the past ! internal navigation.
hay; has wood enough for home use and timof its horns, and loose ani
who enjoys it most, the spectators 01
for
and
additions.
Jackson
Ice
& Mali,
ber enough
repairs
eight or nine years that the problem be- j Recent discussion in the Canadian par- privilege
ally those having young combatants.
and two never-failing springs of
j
Another little game that Jocko amuses fore the rice men was to decide on prac- j liament of President Roosevelt’s propos- water. This place has all the advantages of
base a white person whe
A. A. Howes & Co.
a
ittf
home; good schools (one within 100 rods
himself with almost daily greatly inter tical plant for increasing consumption of al for co-operation for the conservation ofcity
’Sing their domain.
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whole
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peculiar method is em small, smooth stones
will be as thoroughly nonpartisan as it
teed the animals. A tube o
preparation for table use, was conducted is in the United States. R. L. Borden,
which he keeps in a bottle, and whet
Swan Lake Avenue, Belfast.
at the Buffalo Exposition, and $25,000 leader of the opposition, was as enthusi"o is inserted in its mouth
weary of other play sits down on s
|
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R. F. D. 1 Box No. 24.
astic in the support as Sir Wilfrid Laursupply of soaked “palay- ! stick of wood and very gravely the litth was expended by the Rice Association of ier, the Premier,
who expressed his deep- I -:America for a similar school at the
1
is fed by this means, ac | old man pours out and arranges befors
est approval of the movement.
Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance ComLouisiana Exposition
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results.
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pany, Springfield, Massachusetts.
which many
my enthusiasm over the
exper
SIMPLE WASH CURES ECZEMA.
j juggling game
<r (.dock the same train o
would not acorn. The stones are tosset rice question 1 have Wandered from preAssets December 31, 1908.
Salves Fail While a Simple Liquid Real
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otherwise,
Gross assets,
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copra, tobacco, rubber etc., another and thereby prove they have no diseased blood.
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This is
which helps produce the long abundant
.vner or driver a poor anibut a cruel practice as these people do
heads of hair possessed by them.
ate into the day, over- not know the meaning of the word pet
The tender green of the rice fields
ih to get quickly to the in connection with animals, and the poor
looks
very pretty now', with plenty of
: goes
“loco” and runs little things are usually tied up with
It is
rain to grow it to perfection.
: mgerous menace to life
about a yard of chain, neglected and half
a daily sight among the “barrios,
always
ll killed, as they never starved, the victim of tormenting chili the pounding out or hulling of rice by
dren and dogs.
One can hear their lonehand with crudely constructed pestle and
iad a startling experience ly, pitiful cry, like a young baby’s, on
bowl, each family preparing its own. It
irxLao, right in the streets passing through the “barrios.”
is the principal article of food with these
Those around the premises of AmeriPassing along one of
fish
rice and the
in the “walled city,” cans are generally well cared for, and primitive people;
which can be caught in great abundance
he was thrown in the are great pets, especially among the
these natives
the stone walls of a soldiers. Our own particular Jocko— in all tropical waters, and
i iliing, he was again which I rescued from a Filipino who was are certainly a sturdy, muscular lot, as
are also the Cooleys of the Japanese and
h Ling a backward glance
dragging it along the road by a bit of
Chinese races, who do the most laborious
the
to
grasp
managed
rope, and gave him a couple of “pesetas',
and live almost exclusively on
i imseif to one side, fa.ll- for (20 cents) a little, timid, half starved work,
If we Americans were to better
i.
vid the crazed creature creature, has since given us unlimited rice.
value of rice as a staple artitlirough a large pub- amusement. After a few weeks of pet- realize the
cle of our regular diet I fully believe,
dishing the booths, scat- ting, frequent baths, and feeding to exmi shrieking natives in cess, it is fat and saucy, and it would be from my personal observations here,
axnriates

i

grove of

by

anrp

coating
ions,
clay, which

eg "rainy season” when
are full to overflowing,

cured

cultivate corn and rice in his locality.
Thousands of the green and white parrots flock around there and in one
day he
shot 128 which his 25 Igorote laborers
made into a big !‘canyao”and stuffed
themselves fit to burst.
The copra industry all through the is-

their

the sun and falls off.

in their children by just a little
precaution and watchfulness.
There are many ills of childhood
—the majority of them trivial—
which can readily be corrected and

province, says that between the crows and
the parrots it is almost
impossible to

charge.

hours

side to side,

r;

widely and successfully used than

regularities, periodic pains, backache,
that bearing-down feeling, flatulency,
indigestion, and nervous prostration,

he carabao is then turnHelds to graze and re-

:

a

new
am

any other female remedy. It lias cured
thousands of women who have been
troubled with displacements, inflammation, ulceYation, fibroid tumors, i"-

early morning hours,
-m pass on the public
drawing heavy twoI high with sacks of
and driven by a long
t to horn or a ring in
untry products are de-

Mothers Can
Prevent Sickness

as descending in
clouds on thrifty rice
fields, which they pull up and destroy in a
few hours if left unprotected.
Lewis Grant, who is engaged in the
commercial cultivation of the cocanut in

hope of
being well
when I began to
take Lydia E.Pinkliain’s Vegetable
Compound. Then
I felt as though
up

ever

with
1

which they appear so human it woul<
sometimes seem that only the gift o:
speech was lacking. A peculiar fact re
garding monkeys is that when a troop o;
wild ones come in the' vicinity of a
cap
tive pet, they will shriek anathemas at it
and if not driven away, will rush dowt
and tear it in bits, so that any
pet mon
key will scream with fright at sight oi
another of its species in the trees.
There is a large variety of beautifu
song birds around us, and parrots in all
their brilliant colored plumage, as well at
thousands of crows, which seemed to
me,
on my arrival, like
meeting old friends in
these distant south sea
islands; but 1
learned later they are more on the order
of the raven, with larger more
powerful
beaks, and a far more wicked bird than
their American brethren,
carrying off
chickens and young birds,
proving considerable of a pest in that way, as well

Ely’s

>

1

For

Farm,

New

Haven, 200

egg strain.

Our stock is large, healthy anti vigorous*
on free range and
carefully bred in this
climate for winter layers.
raised

Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs. $3.00
30. $7.00 per hundred.
Carefully-

for

packed and shipped by express the day they
layed.
We shall have for sale in April and May 3000
day old chicks from both strains.

are

PINELAND POULTRY FARM, Belfast, Me

1

>

Hatching.

We offer eggs for hatching from
thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Hock Yearling Hens that,
layed 200 eggs or over during the first iaving
year. They are descendants of the Hawkins
Royal Blue family mated to cockerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred by the late Prof.
Gowell, at Orono, Me.
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Single Comb
Rhode Island Red Yearling hens that iaved 200
eggs or more their first lay ing year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels from the Bay View-

W

M.

RANDALL, Prop.
Supt.

S. E. BOWEN,

FURS!
FURS!!
FURS!!!

■

LIVE STOCK

u-

Commission Merchant.

j

1

Reduction Sale
'£ Of Furs has commenced at

MILLER’S,

A great opportunity to secure bargains
for this season or next. Certainly Furs
will be high another year. Call and see
my inducements to purchasers.
*
Thankful for past favors.

1. V.

■

MILLER, Furrier,

109 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

•

...1_1

109 Main Street

*__

■

■

fce^wl’en
t,lr'to

Home

than

I

Cooking. Dressmaking.

sel 1 drop nie
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTEK H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast.

FOR

a

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, con*
taining about 100 acres of the best laud; no
of wood, also some timber, good
rocks,
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted.
Also all farming tools.
Located 1} miles from*postoftlce. Inquire of

pleuty

35tf

Lower

THOMAS GANNON.
Congress St., Belfast, Me..
7w42
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tion of vital importance just now, with
the awakened interest in orcharding.
Such discussions in a Grange hall are
heard by comparatively few, but if the
salient points are presented through the
columns of The Journal they are brought
to the attention of other Granges and to
In
the farming community generally.
this way the good work of the Grange
We notice
can be made more effective.
that one of the speakers at the meeting
of North Waldo Pomona attributed the
early decay of his apples to the cultivating of his orchard; but Dr. Twitchell

In his address before the Massachu- in a letter to the Maine Farmer, quoted
legislature on Lincoln Day Senator in The Journal at the time, attributed
Lodge said: "That nation has not lived ; the poor keeping qualities of apples
in vain which has given to the world
grown in 1908 to the long, dry season,
Washington and Lincoln, the best great j The columns of The Journal are, and almen and the greatest good men whom
ways have been, open for the discussion
history can show.”
of this or any other questions relating to
interests of
We begin this week the publication of the farming or industrial
this
and section.
city
a series of articles by Frank W. Gowen
of Waterville, the well known temper“Possum and taters,” one of the dishes
ance advocate and leader, on
“Nearly set before President-elect Taft at Atlanta,
Three Centuries of Temperance AgitaGeorgia, is a savory combination. The
tion and Legislation in Maine,” which “taters” are the Southern sweet
potato
promises to be both interesting and in- : that exudes molasses when baked, and
structive.
j they are cooked in the dish with the posin the
The Boston Globe well says that the sum and absorb its savory juices
of roasting. But New Orleans
real value of the Lincoln centenary is process
prepared a banquet for Mr. Taft that
not in the tributes to the great
dead, but causes the mouths of
epicures everyin the lessons for the living. To'parawhere to water—as one writer says, it
|
phrase the Gettysburg address, Lincoln
has “possum beat to a frazzle.” These
is “far above our poor power to add or
“A
are the leading items of the menu:
and
“it
is for us, the living,
detract,”
crab glace made of shredded crab meat,
-ather, to be dedicated” to “the unfinishhighly seasoned and frozen in gelatine,
ed work” which he “so nobly advanced.
setts

appetizer immediately
We regret to say that Holman Day has preceding the dinner. A gumbo, made
been at it again. Harper’s Weekly for of crabs, shrimp, oysters, Creole okra,
February fith contains an article by Mr. etc., seasoned in the highest art known
Day in which he says, in substance, that to Louisiana cooks and cooked in the
■the enforcement of the prohibitory law way that has added laurels to Louisiana;
has wrought such havoc in the Republi- oyster patties the size of a dessert plate;
can party that the old system of tolera- bouillabaisse, the kind that Thackeray
tion is to be restored. There is certainly immortalized; roast teal duck stuffed
nothing in the attitude of Governor Fer- with shredded Louisiana oranges, a salad
nald or of the Republican party to war- of native lettuce with a sauce made norant any such conclusion. The Republi- where else in the world, etc. No mention need be made of the wines, as Mr.
can members of the legislature are on
record in favor of continued enforcement Taft does not partake thereof; but cqffee
and of measures calculated to make it was served such as is not prepared elseThe “Bangor plan” is a where in the world—strong enough to
more effective.
float a battleship, and with an aroma that
the
of
past.
thing
Ungers long in memory.
was

I he national election was

finally

served

an

as

The News of Brooks.
Mra.Dora Sanborn of Jackson called
the village Monday.

on

The usual number of valentines
tributed in town this season.

Norman, the little

son

were

of Roscoe E. Webber,

has been very sick with pneumonia.
The Hewes brothers loaded two cars with
potatoes last week. They are hustlers in the
potato business.

Nova Scotia

have made

a

fine outfielder for

to over

league

a

improvement

valued at

horseman had few supe- nearly $50,000.
riors; that Lincoln' could hold out an ax which is really a
at arm’s length
by the handle, and as a and you have another 22 millions. Altowrestler was never defeated, and that gether the value of the agricultural exfrom Denmark, which consist alHenry Wilson, the Natick
who ports
team, and as

Add to this the bacon,
by-product of the dairy,

a

cobbler,
President, often worked all
two days in succession without

became Vice

most

night
sleep.

eggs, reach the almost incredible sum of
something like $80,000,000 a year. With

and

But, strange to say, the Globe

wholly

of

dairy products,

bacon and

the growth of dairying and the allied industries the condition of the people of
that respect has all the others named | Denmark has steadily improved, the
beat to a frazzle.
population has increased, and it is said
that “there is probably no agricultural

makes

no

mention of that most strenuous

American, Theodore Roosevelt,

who in

little late,but The Journal wishes
to join in the general commendation of
the press of Maine of the Lincoln memorial edition of the Portland Evening;
It is

a

Express

issued last

Thursday evening.

;

community in the world today which, on
the whole, is more progressive, prosperous ant} happy than the farmers of Denmark, and they owe their present prosperity entirely to tire dairy industry.,r

notable achievement in Maine i In view of these facts it is asserted that
journalism and we doubt if it was exeel- ; no country can be successful for any
led, or even equalled, elsewhere in the length of time in agriculture unless live
stock is made the basis of it.
A
It

was

a

country.
iaiiitju

eon-

I

naiimoai;

j

ten-page supplement

articles

uptvn Laneom,

Hamlin, William Pitt Fessenden, Horati®

While it has been

that the expenditures of the Northern
j
Maine Seaport railway in Stockton and t

King, Stephen A. Douglas and Leonard j
Swett, estimates of Lincoln’s character 1 Searsport

and tributes to his life from both PfcesiTifent-elect Taft and Vice President-elect
Sherman, as well as from a score of mem
of prominence throughout Maine, and
much other matter of historical interest,,

accompanied by

no

small

were

in the

neighborhood of j
exact figures a3
j

j one million dollars, thei| given by one of the executive officers.of f
J the B. & A. in answer to questions asked [

many illustrations front

photographs collected at
pense for this edition.

generally accepted

by

the Portland

Express will

be of inter-

est. The total cost of the line from South
Lagrange to Stockton Harbor, including

ex-

the branch to Cape Jeffison, all terminals,
stations, sidings and yards, and also
including the double-tracking between
H ave we forgotten the keen and incisive : South Lagrange and Northern Maine
journalist, and uncompromising patriot, 1
done last year, was §4,551,000, |
Frederick A. Pike of Calais, who sat in Junction,
that Congress of 1861?—Gov. Fernald’s i and the cost of the terminals at Stock-1
ton Harbor alone was §1,305,915. Of this
Lincoln Day address.
j
The Governor has confounded the two one million and nearly a third expended j
>
that
-one
should
be
is
t
in
Waldo
thousands
went
error
the
county many
Pike-, and
corrected. Frederick A. Pike was never j for land, for material and for labor, j
a.
lawyer and a | while the advent of the road has erv- i
a
journalist. He was
/politician and served four terms in Con- haneed the value of all real estate along
’67. His brother, James its lines and adjacent thereto. In answer
gress, 1861 to
Shepherd Pike, was the journalist. He to other questions by the Express the
“The line
but began following replies were made:
was engaged first in business,
to Stockton Springs has certainly proved
a
the
Gazette,
for
Boundary
writing
of which a wise investment for the Bangor &
Whig paper, the first number
1835. Aroostook, and a great benefit to, its
was issued in Calais, April 12,
material
Late- his letters to the Boston Courier shippers, who have received
attracted the attention of Horace Gree- savings in freight charges on waiter shipwith the ments, such as coal, lumber, etc.,—and
lev and led to his connection
increased its
'New York Tribune and he became one of the R. R. Co. has largely
the water business, which it could not do
its stockholders. He was considered
For the last
ablest political writer of his day and his without a port of its own.
twelve months for which the
letters from Washington to the Tribune period of
attracted wide attention. He was ap- figures are available the amount of busiminister to ness handled via Stockton Harbor was as
pointed by President Lincoln
the Trib- follows:
for
work
last
His
the Hague.
Inward.361,008 tons
a series of letters from South
une was

Carolina during reconstruction in that
in
State, which later were published
book form under the title of “The Prostrate State.”

Outwanl.140,740

The report of the meeting of North
When Stockton Harbor is mentioned it
Waldo Pomona in last week’s Journal
of course includes Mack’s Point in Searswas the best report of a Grange meeting
port, where most of the coal and fertilizwe have ever published. It gave a synoper is received for shipment to the interior.
sis of the address of Prof. Hurd, one of
much interest to our farmers, and an
outline of the discussion on “How to
Divests what you eat
Care for an Orchard.” This is a ques- palpitation of the heart

Kodol?S££K23:
*

Send this advertisemen

together with

SCOTt & BOWNE, 409 Pearl

OBITUARY.

One of the pleasantest occasions of the winwas had at the G. A. R. Hall last Friday
evening when the pupils of the High school,
under the direction of their teachers, held
Lincoln memorial services with the following
ter

program:

Orchestra.
Song, Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean,

Schoo

■

■
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Publicity
there is

no

is

Safety Valve

a

I
II

I

II

I

||
in

doubt about it.

Banking

II

Elsewhere;

as

II

The City National Bank of Belfast

||

No. 7586.

REPORT OK THE (OMimos ni

THE

CITY

NATION AI

BA«

OF BKLI \<r
At

Belfast, in the State of N|
<»f

j

business, February
RKSOi

m k>.

Loans ami discounts.
Overdrafts secured and mm,-,

J

-S. Bonds to secure eir«* i!
l
S Bonds to secure V >. .;
Other bonds to secure 1 >
I'. S. Bonds on hand
Premiums on U. S. Bonds...’.'
Bonds, securities, etc.
v

Ethel, who lives at home. It is the first
break in the family and falls heavily on the
husband and daughters, who have lost one
ever considerate, gentle
and helpful, ever
mindful of the interest of those about her.
She was one of the early members of Thomas
H. Marshall Relief Corps. Her husband and
four daughters, Mrs. Lillian M. Colcord of 1
Boulder, CjIo., Mrs. Emma A. Roberts of i
Northfield, Vt., Mrs. Myra B. Richards and
Miss Ethel R. of this city; a sister, Mrs. Sarah
Fields of Bangor, and a brother, Andrew W.
Bates of this city, and sev^o grandchildren,
survive. The funeral took place at her late
home Wednesday at 2.30 o’clock, Rev. David L 1
Wrilson of the Congregational chureh officiat- \
ing, and Messrs. M. W. Welch, Peter F. Welch j
Benjamin Robinson and John J. Ward acting as
bearers. The floral tributes were very beautiful, and included a piec® from the G. A. R.
Circle.
ter

Banking house,furnitun

National Banks
agents)

serve

$

ONE

DAY

!
.....

and’

Due from

_

Due from approved reserve V
Checks and other cash items
Notes of other National Bank
Fractional paper curremv
and cents.

ONLY,

Lawful

money reserve in

!

hank

Specie. ....s.-.d
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with i.ss......

Tuesday, February 23, 1

:i
j!

Phenix Hotel, Belfast.
Office Hours from 10

>■
; j>
>

ifc
if

j

j
I>?■
J

|v

(SJ
;

•l

'i>
V
;

,,

until 8 p.

\

m.

as

This is absolutely the Highest Class Work Done in Fitting Glasses in America,
Don’t Suffer with Headache.

»

We have produced astonishing results from brain fag, nervous
debility; insomnia
dizziness, nausea, WATERY EYES, blurry vision and other troubles caused by EYE
STRAIN. We have corrected by the use of glasses cross eyes and
Astigmatism by
our scientfic methods.
2w6

1

a

l
I;

THE EDWARD E. DAMMERS
301 Old Sooth

Building.

LEGISLATIVE

No. 294

<<|
j1
\
«

art

to

remove

Committee

Inland Fisheries and Game
will give a public hearing in its room (office of
Fish and Game- Commissioners, at the State
House in Augusta, Monday, March 1, at 7.30 p.m.
On an act creating a close time on otter in
The

on

Waldo county and regulating the open season
on white perch; in Unity pond, in said county.
By order of the committee,
3w6
HARRY M. B2GELOW, Secretary.

The CommiGtee on Claims will give a public
hearing at their room, State House, Augusta,
Thursday, February 25th,, at 2 p. m., on
No. 32.

Searsport,
2w7.

Resolve in favor of the town
to the amount of $138.66.

of

\

(l1
(.i1
1

The Committee on Judiciary will give a public hearing in its room at the State House in
Augusta, Thursday, Mareh 4,1909, at 2 p. m.
No. 172. On an Act authorizing the construction of a wharf into tide waters of Sandypoint, in the town of Stockton Springs, Waldo

County.
By order of the committee,
3w?
J. H. MONTGOMERY, Secretary.

WANTED^

Estabrook Shirt

Mfg. Co.

I

|

j|!
<1

CO.,

!
j

-OF-

!

Oranges,
Grapefruit,

r.*l

I

prices still

Feb. 20

A. A. Howes & Co,
Groceries,

S
s

1

*

H-

!

f
>

continue t

||

<l|

u

THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS
high STREET

Last call for Red

Du-'

March

Hr

♦

NOW.

1.

1909.

Medicines.

fokTsale”
A two story house, eleven rooms, convenient
for one or two families, and in good repair.
City water, sewer connection; otie-fourth acre
of land. 26 Union street, Belfast. Enquire of
D. F. STEPHENSON, at Store,
7tf
Next door to Windsor Hotel.

■

jfl9
9

Farm I

Shore

1

WANTED AT <-SO

9

Reasonable Price Paid

Small House for Sale
Centrally

1
9

Iol.i

DiOKEV I

Crystal Spring te I
Summer is coming
The prophets sa\
I've got pure ice.
I've got a lot.
Don’t be left in <t>
Wtih an empty
But send name ami a-'.
Let me do the

6tf

T. S.

9

;r"
.....

THOMPSON^

SEARSPORT SAVINCS BANK
Notice having been given
deposit book No. 2491, issued t’V
Savings Bank, has been lost
having been made for a dupl
vertised according to law.
JAMKS P. Nl* 11
Searsport, February 5, 1909

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
1

I
9

1

■

Drugs and

{I
I

m

2

ASK MR.

Lemons,

j

s

SHIRT WAISTS
Low

1,

MAINE,

Attest:
WM. B. s\Y\N.
CHAKLKs p. h a/IT. VV. PITCHER.

'3!

"

OF

Correct

.

Washington St., Boston. Mass.

Saturday,

■

1 C. W.
YVescott. ('as! '•
bank, do solemnly sweat
nient is true to the best of n
lief.
c. vv \\|
Subscribed ami sworn
day of February, lsiop.
C.l’n

ji
'i1

CHAS. O. BEALS,
Secretary Committee on Claims..

The Committee on Banks and Banking will
bold a public heaTir.gr in the office of the Bank
Examiner at the State House, Augusta^
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, at 2 p. m.
No. 12. On an Act to regulate the rate of
dividends and interest on savings deposits in
Savings Banks, Trust Companies and National
Iw7
Banks.
H. E. COOUDGE, Secretary.

!

Total
STATE

authorize the town of
bodies from abandoned

|

Demand certificates of dei>
Certified checks
Cashier’s cheeks outstami in
United States deposits
Bills payable includinir
of deposit for nionov bor
Keserveil for interest on
Reserved for Improvement

ij

NOTICES

•cemeteries.
Per Order of tile Committee-,
EUSHA W„ PIKE, Secretary.
3w5

to other National Banks
to Trust Companies ami s
Banks
Individual deposits >ubj or t

Estate.

The Corsmittee on Legal Affairs will give a
feiearing in its room at the State House in Augusta, Wednesday, February 21th, 2p. m.
No. 90. An
Thorndike to

Capital
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less exp'*!)-taxes paid..
National Bank notes outstami;

Savings deposits.

After your Optician does a lot of guessing and has your eyes all out of
shape,
you think you have been examined.

We correct your eye defects by looking in the eyes,
taking the exact scientific
measurements of the focus and shape of the eyes.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED, no trying glasses on your face until we have
determined
your exact optical error.

", ,774
UABILlTIl
paid in

stock

ue

V

the 5 and 10.CENT STORES. They use the same old test
types hung on the
wall, and try on a lot of glasses, asking you, “Can you read this letter?" and “Does
this line look blacker?” until you are so confused that
you cannot tell which
glasses are correct.

Think this over and you car. readily see that you have been doing
your own examining, and that is no doubt the reason you have had trouble to get glasses correct.
NO DROPS USED. Those who have been examined for glasses by men who claim
to examine eyes by the old, incorrect way. which is done bv
everyone who supplies
glasses but us. will be agreeably surprised by our scientific and wonderful methods of

urer to per cent of eircu a
Due from U. S. Treasurer...

Due

If you have ever had your eyes tested for glasses,
you know the methods used
by people who claim to examine the eyes and fit glasses, and they all use the same
methods, no matter where you go, TO THE HIGH-PRICED SPECIALIST or to

|

f

■

m.

fitting glasses.

?)■

;

a.

j;

We Manufacture a Pair of Glasses as Low
$1.00 with a 10-Year Gold-Filled Frame.

Your money back if it don’t Gives immediate relief from heartburn, tour stomach, stomach distress and sick headache. GIRLS AT THE
50 cents a Urge bos at
A. A. HOWES 0 CO.

11

Another feature of this Institutfon of particular interest to
the public is the tact
that the people have the opportunity to figure its
surplus to a cent for themselves ami
to place their own value on its investments in so
doing. A bank surplus may he a
thing more or less of the imagination, like a man’s wealth, which is
dependent on his
own valuation.

Wilson Bates, and has always lived in this city, j
In her long illness she had been able to assist
in the household cares, but had the constant
and untiring devotion of her youngest daugh-

Cures Dyspepsia

fl
■

SURPLUS

years ago. She was born in Belfast 69 years ago,
the daughter of the late Andrew and Margaret

MI-O-NA

H

County

Rosa Bates, wife of George W. Wise, died
Feb. 15th at her home on Bridge street after
an illness
resulting from a shock sustained six

—

fl

s.ihL l

St, New York

Robert L. Daggett died Thursday,. February
11th, at his home in Morrill. He was born
Lester Cilley has been confined to the house March 12, 1819, and with the exception of a 1
by illness far some weeks. He is up and dressed ] few years lived in Waldoboro, passed his enevery day and improves the time in reading. tire life in Morrill. He was the sole survivor
He has become very much interested in the j of his immediate family, the wife and children
Bible and has nearly finished reading it through,
having died some years previously. TwoMr. Cilley has been master of Marsh River granddaughters survive—Mrs. Annabel WarLodge of F. & A. M., and is one of the best ren of Mew York and Miss Addie Daggett of
posted Ma.?or.s m this town. He has the sym- Morrill. Mr. Daggett was one of the most
pathy of the community in his long and pain- j familiar figures in his coimmunity. Ths* Bapful illness and bis friends fire hoping for his tist church will especially miss him because of
his long connection with them, he having j
ultimate recovery.
served as deacon for almost half a century.
known
The friends of Mrs. Frank Daniels,
; The funeral services were held in the cfiurch I
at Morrill Saturday, February 13th, conducted
here as Nora Forbes, will be shocked to hear ol
by Rev. A. <1- Roberts of Belfast..
her death, which occurred last Saturday at the
News was received in this city Monday of
home of her sister, Mrs. James Biishfield, in
She had spent the winter the death in Arnold’s Mills, R. I., of William
Haverhill, Maas
A. Carson.. Several weeks aga Mr. Carson had
with her husband in New Hampshire, but was an attack of the
grip which developed in to an
visiting her sistars, formerly known here as acute case of jaundice and at rtis advanced age,
about
fatal Mr. Carson- is
75
years,
proved
in
Lizzie
and
Flora
Forbes.
had
been
as
Shesurvived by bis wife, who is a sister of Simon
poor health for some time, but: her sudden
At Payson of this city; and by a daughter, Mrs.
death was unexpected- The body will be plac- Fhnny Pbik-of Arnolds Mills.. Charles F. and
ed in a receiving taraband will be brought here William A.. Swift of this city are own cousins'
of the deceased and left yesterday for Arnolds
in the spring.
Mills to attend the funeral, winch takes piace
there today: Mr. and Mrs. Cason visited this
The pupils of the High school have purchascity last 9nnmef and Mr. C. was then in the
ed a nice flag far nse on special! occasions. beet of.' health.
The children’s names who donated for it are as
Mra. Nancy Stinson died February 3rd at the
follows: Myrtle Hall, Christine Lane, Ruth
home of heir daughter, Mrs. Benj. Fish, in WinQuimby, Hazel Gibbs, Gertrude Ffeavey, Virterport,aged 88 years. She had been in feeble
ginia Stacy, Hoveyr Roberts, Bernard Staples, health for some time, but death came after a
Earl Roberts, Arthur Frost, Galen Forbes, braef illness.. The deceased was beloved by
all who knew her. She leaver three children,.
Zelma Hall, Martin Frost, Albert Jenkins,
Mrs*. Helen. Holmes and Mrs. Estelle Fish of
Hugh Morrill, Walter Jones, Ray Bowden, Winter port,. Pembroke S. Staples of Bclflast,.
Maynard Stantiai; Everett Jinkins, Elbert and. three grandchildren. The funeral services were held Friday afternoon at hen late
Moulton, Raymond Merrett, Earli Gibbs, Will
home, Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating. The
Lane, Harry Walker, Leroy Staples, Edna floral offerings were beautiful:.
Godding, Gwen Bbody, Gladys Godding, Hilda
Lane, Clara Jones, Ruth Ames, Dorcas Davis,
The death of Elizabeth Staples, wife offJohn
Edith Hobbs, Olive Roberts, Christine Jones,
C. Fowler,, took place January 29, at her. home
Alice
Reynolds, Hazel Hall, A-line Estes, on Laurel Avenue, Bridgeport Conn. The deTheo Lane, Esther Files.
ceased was 79 years of age,, and a native of
Mrs. Fowler was a sister of the late
The Good Templar Lodge had' a very nice Maine.
James
and:George Staples,, formerly of SwanNed
entertainment last Saturday evening.
villfe. She leaves her husband and one son,. \
Edwards’ orchestra was in attendance and dis- Isaac Fowler.
coursed music in both quantity and quality.
C. A. Lane, violinist; Frank Holbrook, piccalo;
CATARRH MUST GO
Ned Edwards, cornet; Arthur Frost, organist;
Will Lane, druia* There was a duet by Gwyn And Hawking, Spitting, Snuffles Must Go
Too..
Boody and Christine Lane with Lou May HuxHyomei (pronounced High-o-mc?); will give
ford as organist. The charade Independent
the sufferer from catarrh joyful relief in five
was then presented with the following cast of minutes.
It is such a remarkable cure, and. so positive
characters:
Mrs. Bouncer in its action, that A. A. Howes & Co. go so
Louise Reynolds,
as to guarantee it to cure catarrh, or
far
Mr.
Bouncer
Robert Stiles,
Mr. Murray money back.
Ned Edwards,
A
Mrs. Murray
complete outfit,, which consists of a hard
Mabel Estes,
Lenora Murray rubber pocket inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei, and
Olive Roberts,
Will Lane*.
Augustus Murray a unique dropper for filling the inhaler, only
Miss Mary Reynolds costs one dollar, and if an extra bottle is afterEdna Godding,
wards needed the price is only 50 cents.
Mr. Ingraham
Ernest Stimpson,
Hyomei is a healing, antiseptic balsam, taken
By invitation of JL G. Stimpson, the lodge from the mighty eucalyptus trees in the
deputy, the officers were installed by Ma*cellus health-giving forests of Australia, where
J. Dow, P. G. C. T., assisted by Bernard Staples diseases of the respiratory tracts are unknown.
All the sufferer has to do is to inhale the
and Gwyn Boody as marshals. The officers are
antiseptic air of Hyomei over the inflamed
as follows: E. C. Boody, C. T.; Inez Payson, V.
parts where the germs are entrenched, three
T.; Emma Hall, S. of J. T.; Belle Boody, Chap- or four times a day.
It cures coughs, colds, asthma, hay fever
lain; Arline Estes, Sec’y; Olive Roberts, A. and
croup without stomach dosing.
Sec’y; Carle Jenkins, F. S.; Robert Stiles,
Treas.; Arthur Frost, M.; Alice Reynolds, D.
M.; Etta Peavey, G.; Earle Roberts, S.; Everett

play

I

Flag Salute,
Address,
Recitation,

resident of Brooks during his entire life, has
been confined to his home in South Brooks by

||
(I

DhtnJ fl

name

School
The Brooks firemen had a lunch and smoke
Principal J. A. Burton
talk at their rooms last Saturday evening.
Hugh Morrill
Christine Jones
Recitation,
They now have an organ at their club rooms Essay, Boyhood of Lincoln,
Dorcas Davis
and can indulge in music and song.
Arthur Frost and Will Lane
Duet,
Lincoln’s
for
Fame,
Struggles
Mrs. D. W. Place has become heir to some Essay,
Edith Hobbs
property left by her father, the late Isaiah G. Recitation,
Clara Jones
Five girls
Purrington, a Civil War veteran, who recently Song,
Later
Career
of
Lincoln,
(Essay)
died at the Soldiers’ Home at Togus.
Bernard Staples
Hazel Hall
Norman McTaggart, who has been an invalid Recitation,
Orchestra.
for some months, lies at the home of his father,
Galen Forbes
Gettysburg
Speech,
James B. McTaggart, at the point of death Duet,
Misses E. Godding and E. Boody
from tuberculosis. It is only a matter of a few Recitation,
Elbert Moulton
Dorcas Davis
Solo,
days.
Tributes to Lincoln by members of school.
Mr. Wingate of Jackson has been sawing up Declamation,
Albert Jenkins
School
the wood about here to beat everything. He Song,
sawed about twelve cords at the J. C. Rose
The installation and supper of Golden Crown
place in four hours. The gasolene engine saves Lodge, K. of P., which was to have been held
a lot of
last Tuesday evening, was deferred on account
backaching work.
of the storm to Tuesday evening, February 23d.
Wrrt
_11 1_
1_•

a
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of paper in which it appears, your address and
four cents to cover postage, and we will send
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.”

Miss

(I

Count" B

—

again—man, woman and child.

season.

Next Saturday evening

■

It sets the whole body going

Mrs. Christine Clements come to Brooks
from Searsport last Monday. She is to keep
house for Mr. Wellington Stimpson for the

presented.

■

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

factory.

will be

I

The City National Bank Saturday will consider bids and
award the contract
its new building which the growth of its business has
compelled it to erect n *
Bank had no choice but to build a new
building, it was fast becoming a question
tuming away new customers or providing room for them. Belfast and Waldo
have reason to take a pride in this new bank
building and the growth and success
this financial institution. Its deposits in the
past 4 years have increased the
enal sum of $600,000. It already has over 900
checking accounts and require
handle the work. New accounts are
Pe°P,e
continually being opened, both
to check and in the Savings Department.
This Bank has a total responsibility of over
$145,000, the largest in the

■

Back of the blood is food,
to keep the blood rich. When
it foils, take

C. Forbes and family have moved into
the Dr. Kilgore double tenement house. Mr.
Forbes has employment in the Gordon | pants

He unof the hansomest horses in town.
fortunately broke his leg in a swamp the other
day, when he was being used by George A.
Thompson, who has kept him for the past few
years. He was thirty years of age.

County I

of Waldo

ITS NEW BUILDING

I

in it.

Jesse

Grand total.601,748
This tonnage was handled by the folCilley, P. C. T.
lowing vessels:
Inward.306 vessels
Outward.406 vessels

starved; our blood is
poor; there is little nutriment

L. A. Bachelder bought a horse of Pearl
Elwell last week to take the place of the Boston mare he recently lost.

one

Representative Institution

a

we are

soon.

The bull is a splendid thoroughbred specimen
of his breed and has not been considered dan-

As

I

weak, in low spirits, no
no spring, when rest is
not rest ana sleep is not sleep,

There is to be a masquerade ball in Union
Hall Friday evening, February 26th, with music
by Kendall’s orchestra.

Carrie Jones of South Brooks, wel
known in Belfast, where she worked in a clothing shop, has practically recovered from her
serious illness of last fall.

I

When

Mrs. E. C. Holbrook is still confined to her
room by illness, but her friends are hoping for
an

|^uIfiilin^ltsMission|

,

re-

cheer,

no

175,000,000 pounds,

being

Mrs. Charles H. Forbes started for Haverhill
last Monday to attend the funeral of her sister,
Mrs. Nora Daniels.

Farmers’ Association in
less interest to farmers gerous until recently. Mr. Webber will keep a
Digby
on this side of the
boundary line. He sharp eye on him in the future, however.
alphabetical order and their votes count- said that
fifty years ago the agricultural
At the Congregational vestry last Sunday
and
when
the
count
was
concluded
ed,
conditions in Denmark were very unsatis- evening Rev. Mr. Wilson gave an illustrated
the result was announced to the presiding
factory. The country had depended for lecture on Pilgrim’s Progress, taking Christian
officer, showing 321 electoral votes for
on wheat
generations
growing, but the as far as the Cross. Next Sunday evening he
Taft and Sherman and 162 votes for
were miserably poor, the soil im- will take him as far as Vanity Fair. There
people
Bryan and Kern. The Taft and Sherman
poverished and the outlook far from hope- was a very good attendance and the lecture
vote, it will be noticed, lacked only three
ful. The leaders in Denmark finally be- was interesting.
votes of being double that cast for their
Rev. ♦Mrs. Winslow has been ill for the past
came convinced that it was necessary to
opponents. Mr. Bryan might well have
institute a radical change in their meth- two weeks and has been removed to the house
moved to make it unanimous.
ods of farming, and they at once turned of Rev. Humphrey Small, where she is well
cared for. She has developed a case of goitre
their
attention to dairying and began to
In an editorial on strenuous Americans
and her throat as well as her whole system is
the Boston Globe says that Franklin improve the degenerate stock of the
in a bad condition. Her many friends deeply
was
not
It
more
than
could lift as much as two of his fellow country.
thirty sympathize with her in this sad affliction.
workmen in the London printing office, years ago that the butter-making indusBrooks people nearly all knew “Old Colonel,"
where he was known as the “American try began to flourish and now the quan- the black horse owned for
many years by RosWater Drinker”; that Washington would tity of butter annually exported amounts coe A. Jones. In his prime he was considered
is of

we are

Rev. H." Small spoke at the Friends Chapel
last Sunday morning in place of Mrs. Winslow,
who is seriously ill.

Nova Scotia is awakening to the impleted February 10th when the two
of applying scientific and busiportance
Houses of Congress met in joint sesprehensive of the result.
ness principles to agriculture, and a resion to formally ratify the election of
Roscoe E. Webber was quite badly injured
cent address by the Dairy Commissioner
last week by a big Holstein bull which he owns.
William H. Taft of Ohio and James S.
Sherman of New York to be President
and Vice President of the United States,
respectively. The States were called in

spirits high

freshed-bone, muscle and
brain, in body and mind—with
continual flow of rich blood.
This is health.

a

of the Dominion at a convention of the

We live by our blood, and on
it We thrive or starve, as our
blood is rich or poor. There is
nothing else to live on or by.
When strength is full and

dis-

serious illness of several months duration.
His condition is serious and his friends are ap-

com-

BLOOD

friends

at

1

9
9
9
9

9
9

Good Wa^
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FOR GIRLS AT THF

I

Estabrook Shirt Mtij(l'

I

frs

I

^

nf this city has been

BH-’

hjp

There was good ice boating the latter part of
last and the first of this week on Swan Lake,
Pitcher’s and Tilden ponds. The latter pond is
the headquarters of the Chymelque Ice Yacht
Club, which is to have a series of races for a
cup presented by Horace Chenery. The first
race of the series was won by the Rag Picker,
owned by James H. Howes, but in the second
race the Rag Picker was defeated
by Mr.
Chenery’s boat Scoot,sailed by Chas. E. Brown.
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day evening, February 24th,

at 7 o’clock, to *
Several can of granite *for the new court
nominate a candidate for mayor.
Ward cau
house at Memphis, Tenn., are being loaded at
cuses will be held to nominate candidates fo:
the Mt. Waldo Granite Works yard.
ward officers as follows:
Wards one, two ant (
We have had
three at the court house, Wednesday, Febru
practically a continuous snowstorm from
ary 24, at 7.30 o’clock, P. M.; for wards 4 and i
Sunday night to yesterday mornat their respective ward rooms on
Thursday ing, interspersed with hail, but fortunately the
snow did not drift.
Also to transac
Yesterday’s sunshine was
We have received a very interesting state- the 25th, at 7 o’clock P. M.
a welcome
change from the gloomy, days proment from Hiram P. Farrow, Esq., of Belmont any other business which may properly comt
concerning the copying of the old Waldo county before said caucuses. Per order of Demo ceeding.
records in Hancock county and elsewhere, and cratic city committee, G. C. Kilgore, chairman
The refreshments at the Military Whist
regret that its length compels us to defer pub- George I. Keating, secretary.
party, March 4th, will include ice cream, cake,
lication until another week. Suffice it to say
coffee and Bandwiches. It is hoped to hold
Legislative Notes. Representative Montthe 40 tables, that all the bridge players in the
that Mr. Farrow makes clear the necessity for
gomery of Camden has introduced an act prothe work now in hand as well as its extension
hibiting the hunting or killing of deer in Kno> city may contribute to this worthy object and
to the probate records, and he sets at rest the'
and Waldo counties for five years.... Repre- at the same time spend an enjoyable evening.
apprehensions that existed as to the expense sentative Cook of Unity has introduced an act In other cities the second and third parties
have proved more enthusiastic than the first.
to be incurred. While but two of the eighteen
making an open time on deer in the towns oi
volumes have been bound the whole work is
A B. H. S. Birthday Surprise Party.
Unity and Burnham in Waldo county from
(as nearly as can be estimated) one half done, December 1st, to December 15th, of each
year. I Last Saturday evening Raphnel Leavitt, B. H.
and that it has been well done is evidenced by
....Representative Miller of Lincolnville has ! S., ’09, was given a “truly” surprise party by
the two completed volumes.
presented a resolve in favor of the town ol his classmates. Mr. Leavitt, who is the youngA Sunday School Story. The primary de- Belmont. It was referred to the committee on * est member of the class, was celebrating his
partment in one of the Belfast Sunday schools claims-Representative Morse of Belfast has 17th birthday Saturday, and in the evening he
was listening attentively last Sunday morning
presented a petition for woman suffrage signed had the assistance of the entire class, with the
to their teacher, who was telling them impresby Frederick W. Brown and 63 others. Mr. exception of one member. The class drove to
sively of the lesson story—that of Ananias and Morse has also introduced an act to extend the his home in East Belfast, and on their arrival
gave a rousing class yell, which brought their
Saphira. Just as she had told them of the charter of the Camden and Augusta railway.
host to the door in short order. They were
striking dead of Ananias because he tried to
To Organize a Board of Trade. We pubsoon in possession of the ever hospitable home,
deceive by keeping back some of his money,
lish in another column a call for a meeting to
which was decorated for the occasion with
one of the small boys in the class interrupted
be held at Memorial Hall tomorrow, Friday,
green and gold class banners. Vocal and inher. She tried to put him off until she finished
evening at 7.30 o’clock, to organize a board of strumental
music, games, etc., made the time
the lesson narrative, but he was insistent, and
trade. This movement originated with promifly, and plans for the proposed trip of the class
coming forward he said that he was very sorry nent business and professional men of our
city
to Washington in the
-his mother had given him two pennies to put and
spring were discussed.
is backed by the names of about 150 citi- In
the guessing contest Miss Abbie Doakwon
in the envelope, and he had kept back one—
zens.
With the progressive ideas of its prothe first prize and Houston Small the consolahere was the other one!
No sooner had he motors and
unity of action on the part of all tion.
Dainty refreshments were served by
gravely finished his mission than another small concerned the good such an organization
may Mrs. G. A.
Leavitt, the mother of the host, and
culprit with a similar message came forward do is incalculable. There are already matters
the napkins were white, with B. H. S., ’09, on
with his second penny. Needless to say the in
view which call for action by such a body.
them in the class colors. Ih behalf of the class,
teacher was quite overcome, but managed to The Journal has received from Mr.
Orrin J. Otis Ellis
presented Mr. Leavitt with a nice I
her
as
she
resumed
the
lesson.
keep
gravity
Dickey a well written communication com- fountain pen.
Her friends are congratulating her upon her
mending this movement and pointing out the
Songs of Seven and The Bells. A very
convincing way of presenting facts, however, need for it and the good it may do. and regret
for evidently two of her auditors didn’t wish that
lack of space forbids its publication. We pretty and successful entertainment was given
to take any risks.
in the vestry of the Methodist Episcopal
are glad to know, however, that Mr.
Dickey is
ked mens ball,
lhe annual masquerade
in sympathy with this movement, in which his church last Monday evening, under the ausball to be given by Tarrantine Tribe of Red experience and progressive ideas will be of pices of the Epworth League. Jean Ingelow’s
Men of this city on Washington's birthday is material aid. Don’t forget the time and place “Songs of Seven” was presented most attracof meeting— Friday evening at 7.30 at Memo- tively. The seven ages were represented by
an event which has long been looked forward
to and will be one which will please those who rial Hall. Everybody who is interested in the characters dressed appropriately for their
part, who recited the poem, Mrs. Clarence E.
attend. The Red Men have always had the movement is invited to be present.
Read singing a selection for each living picture.
reputation of having something pretty nice.
Steamer Notes. A Castine correspondent The
parts were taken as follows: Seven times
The festivities will open with a grand street
of the Bangor Daily News says: “Much disOne, Frances Wylie; Seven times Two, Gerparade on the day of the ball, at noon, when satisfaction is
being expressed at the new deal trude Coombs; Seven times Three, Miss Nellie
several score of costumed warriors will march
in steamboat arrangements between here and
Hall; Seven times Four, Miss Emma Frost,
over the principal streets of the city headed
Bangor for the coming season. More will be Oscar Healey, Parker Blodgett, Dorothy Chamby the Belfast Band. This feature alone will heard from later. The
retail merchants of berlain; Seven times
Five, Miss Sabina Morey;
attract many and it is expected that the parade
Bangor had better look at the scheme as now Seven times Six, Miss Lena Sanborn, Miss
will be a long one. The costumes will be from
planned. It will take three days for people of Alice Whitten, Rev. A. E. Luce, Charles
The evening program
a Boston regalia house.
Castine or Brooksville to make a shopping trip
Coombs; Seven times Seven, Mrs. Mary Whitwill open with a concert at eight o’clock with
formerly done in one.” The situation is as more. The series of
music by Stimpson’s Orchestra of eight pieces,
living pictures called
follows: Capt. B. W. Arey has sold steamei
“The Bells” were also much enjoyed. The
and during the concert the much talked of
Tremont and the route below North Penobscol
Evening Bells were represented by Miss Elizasnake dance will be given on the main floor of
to Capt. Barbour, who is to take the route from
beth Chamberlain, Mrs. Georgie Dow and Miss
the house by the costumed warriors.
The
to
Southwest Harbor, down one da>
Bangor
Alice Hussey, who were attired in dainty evengrand march will be one of the pleasing and return the next.
Capt. R. W. Arey in the ing costumes. The same group of young lafeatures and it is expected that the gallery
steamer Percy V. will make daily trips bedies, in kimonas, slippers,, etc., were “Morning
seats will sell early. The hall will be gayly
tween Bangor and North Penobscot and CasBells.” “A Modern Bell” was Miss Lelia Howdecorated for the occasion, and judging from
tine. People taking this route will have tc
; ard, who was in tennis costume. Miss Bessie
the present plans there will be nothing to comdrive to and from North Penobscot
W\ A
Robinson was appropriately gowned as a
pare with this ball this season.
Mason, chief engineer of the turbine steamei “Scotch Bell.” “A Convent Bell” was
repreShipping Items. A matter of considerable Camden, has been assigned to the position oi
sented by Miss Bertha Whitten, who was garbinterest to sail and steam vessel owners along chief engineer on the new steamer Belfast
ed as a nun. The “School Bells” were Misses
the Atlantic coast is the recent decision of Mr. Mason is one of the veteran engineers
Rena Macomber, Evie Hall and Ruth Curtis,
Secretary Newberry of the Navy to advertise with the Eastern Steamship Co. and has beei and Miss Macomber
A
sang “School Days.”
coal carrying contracts made by his departchief of the Camden since she first went int(
“Bell of the Future” was little Miss Frances
ment in the principal maritime exchanges. commission.President Calvin Austin of th<
Wylie, and “An Old Time Bell” was Mrs. TilesFormerly only a few firms were notified by the Eastern Steamship Co. says that every pas ton Wadlin, in an oldfashioned
gown. A group
to
when
vessels
were
needed
steamer
should
have a wire
carry senger-carrying
department
tableau of all the “belles” ended the entertainat
and
sent
out
the
these notices were
less outfit, the necessity for this having beei
coal,
ment. The candy table was in charge of Misses
discretion of a clerk and to certain firms that thoroughly demonstrated in the wreck of th<
Ethel Rogers and Elizabeth Chamberlain and
he was disposed to favor_In an admiralty Republic. “All vessels of our company noi
did a good business. Games were enjoyed after
decision at Norfolk, Va., February 13th, United fitted with wireless outfits already are to hav<
the program by the young people.^The comStates Judge Waddill held the schooner Alicia them installed immediately,” added Presideni
mittee in charge of the affair was Mrs. A. E.
B. Crosby of Portland, Me., solely responsible Austin.
Luce, Miss Millie Darby, Miss Alice Whitten.
for the night collision at sea, May 13, 1907, between the Crosby from Portland to Newport

1

city.
many strong supporters
graduates residing here News
.Ice Club gave a pleasing
Brunt
!uh

j

and

the

schooner

Benjamin

A.

Van

AVER’S

of Keyport, N. J., from Savannah to
York. The collision occurred between
Atlantic City and Cape May, off the New Jersey coast. The Van Brunt claimed $27,000 and
the Crosby $14,000-The light at Pumpkin
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papers will deal with
•T
e;i! :y life and his career as a

j

AVER’S

HAIR

Ayer Company.

weapon, one;

assault with

**.

A.

-<►
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Bargain Attractions Impossible to Equal
bisewnere.

i
We

are

going to close

goods

buy them

can

you

price.
come

at

Prices tell the story of the
and get a good share of these

50c SILKS

__29c
19c

yd

\

8.00
9.00
10.00
12.00

1.00 Black Panama

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

300

yd

42

79c

31 Inch Percales

50c

Small lot in blue only—best quality,

yd

36 Inch
Only

a

49c

limited lot—full yard wide,

75c. $1.00 & 1.25

yd

TamT

all desirable colors and several styles—
all in one lot at
49c.

50c. Belts
silk and elastic, in

__12 1-2c.
Muslin Underwear
Four 50c Night Robes
25c

an

Children’s Hose

“

Two 1.25
63c
“
“
One 2.00
1.00
“
“
One 2.50
1.25
“
One 3.50
1.75
“
“
One 5.00
2.50
Fifteen 50c Corset Covers 25c
“
“
One 87
44c
“
“
Three 1.25
63c
9 Pairs 25c Drawers 12 l~2c
Two 1.87 Chemese
94c

Extra heavy fleeced Hose in all sizes from
6^ to 10—25c. value—subject to slight mill

1.00

11.00

One 28.00

12.50

Four 6.00 Pictures

1.98

One 10.00 Drawn Work

5.00

3.00
1.75

One 3.00

1.50

One 3.00 Silk Center Piece

1.50

29c

Willow Talcum
jars Willow Italian Talcum Powder,
vioiei,
9c per jar

Linen Finish Thread
Coarse linen finish thread, suitable for
sewing on buttons and carpets, 3g

spool

One $15.00 Silk Raincoat, red,
$7.50
One $17.00 Satin Raincoat, grey, 8.50

25 and 50c BackCombs
Three

$1.25 Leather Goods

ity,

49 pocket books, hand bags and soft
leather bags, in black, tan and brown
1.25 values to close out at
g

dozen back combs, mostly 50c qual
choice,
15c each

your

Domestic Yarn
1000 skeins domestic yarn, all desirable
colors,
8c skein

89c

FSI1I> AJOHNSON j
TH&

CARLE & JONES’

Z

Corset

•

n

ADVLR/TI SDR/ OR

UNDERTAKER,
Embalmer--

Coroner.

j

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

Everything modem in
CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.

$3.00.

~V_/

FACTS

,i„

i4%
Licensed

19c
5.00

100

ONLY $5.98

etc.

3.50

Three 4.00 Card Cases

$10 and $12 Cloth Raincoats in sizes 36 and
38—grey mixtures—to close out at

50c
25c
The lot includes centerpieces, pillow tops,
corset covers, aprons, handkerchief cases,

•*

Five 39c Handkerchiefs
One 10.00 Embroidered Bag
One 6.50 Leather

out at

RAINCOATS LESS THAN HALF PRICE

5c

19c

Sweaters 29c

75c.

12 l-2c

2.50

Two 39c Silk Emb. Doiles
One 23.50 Tea Set

Ladies’ Grey wool Vests and Pants—all
sizes except 38—regular $1.00 quality for

goods

*

Limited 'lot of Ladies’ Sweaters to close

Wool Underwear

Embroidered Novelties
are

2.50

Two 2.00 Fans

ONLY 12 1-2c.

imperfection,

Goods

One 5.00 Embroided Belt

One 7.00

endless variety
of buckles—black, blue, brown, red, green
and fancy colors,
ONLY 25C.
In

39c
19c

Two 5.00

In

dress shields,As-

Outing Skirts

Japanese

8c. yard

^oc uress onieias
Four dozen good uqality
sorted sizes, to close out

ONLY 33c each

yard

Percales

50 and 56 inches wide, all wool, light colors, seven pieces in all, your choice for

only

|

!

25c

ONLY 7c.

1.00, 1.25~and 1.37
Suitings

4.50
5.50

Robes

yard

8c.

inches

!

Made of best quality outing, cut good and
full and well made. Regular 1.25 value
for
89C

1.00 Black Henrietta
silky finish,

2.98
3.98

Outing Flannel Night

yards Figured Flannelettes, stripes
and checks, a good assortment of patterns

yd

j

$1.98

mussed,

400

79c

|

for less

Small lot of 50c quality Towels slightly

yards good quality Outing Flannel
ONLY 6c. yard

Flannelettes

1.00 Chiffon Panama

one

Damask Towels

Outing Flannel

One piece only, 42 inches wide

fine

buy

can

$ 6.00 COATS FOR

yd

__79c

Women’ Coats

on

If your size is here you
than cost of material.

One piece only, 47 inches wide, splendid qual't only

Flair

New Spring Models, Nemo
Self Reducing Style, No.
Price
Extra long.
320.

murder, one; intoxication, three; arson, two;
C .''a,'
A nnrnnpialo rparlincrs
having on premises intoxicating liquors, one;
Ifc k £'Y"i;
The State Council will fornication, one; riot, three; unpaid fines, one;
1-'rummer Sewell Chapter in total, 101. Number weeks board of prisoners,
!
!
m 4 th, and all who are
plan- 608 1-7; cost of board per week, $2; number of
'Kter.i are
requested to give their prisoners in jail Dec. 31, 1907, 12; number of
% ',!£
E. Stoddard as soon as prisoners in jail Dec. 31, 1908, 23; number of
...
'Pwtal arrangements have been prisoners male, 99; number of prisoners female,
^
two: number of prisoners escaped, one; numAsportation and entertainment.
1 KF
number of pris1
i aw.
A recent bulletin ber of prisoners retaken, one;

Sale

f

-Six pieces in all, 19 inches wide, sell regularly at 25 and 50c yd, marked down to

Announcement.

m

at this

ij

|

25 and 50c Wash Silks

only,

j

Valu33

Last Reduction

Limited lot of regular 50 cent quality
Tresforte Silks in Blue, Red, Yellow,
White and Green 3 to 15 yds in a piece.
Reduced to only

One piece
wide

^

C

10c Pieces for

f:

il

savings—
unequaled

.1

are

Handing
"Out Great

\

economies.

25c

|

!

right along—and
small fractions of former

that are left from our
January sale and to clean up the lot we
offer them at a mere fraction of the cost

|

W©

odds and ends

you want now—and

zrrr",.

kill and

out all

—all small lots—all broken lines and remnants
at price sacrifices so deep that you can
reap
rich-rewards by coming to this sale. These are

V

liquor
premises
illegal sale, one; being common seller of intoxicating liquor, three; larceny, three; railing and
brawling, one. Held for Supreme court in default of bail, assault and battery, three; breaking and entering, four; assault with dangerous
intent to

the

Lowell. Mass.

V♦-

Sale of Odds and Ends

VIGOR

Does not Color
J. C.

■»••'

These

Ayer’s Hair Vigor is composed of sulphur, glycerin, quinin, sodium
chlorid, capsicum, sage, alcohol, water, and perfume. Not a single
injurious ingredient in this list. Ask your doctor if this is not so.
A hair food, a hair tonic, a hair dressing.
Follow his advice.
Promptly checks falling hair. Completely destroys all dandruff.

1

dis-

VIGOR

HAIR

Falling Hair

Stops

New

Clothier,” 157 Linden continued February 4th on account of the
iorado,) a copy of the Reach being closed by ice, was relighted Febof the Fort Collins ruary 6th, the Reach being free-The Lightmg illustrated write- house Board gives notice that the Breakers
lie schools, its indus- Sunken Ledge buoy, 2, a spar, found missing,
1 Hiring the year 1908 was replaced February 8th-Recent charters:
in new buildings and
Sch. Isabel B. Wiley, Norfolk to Bermuda, coal,
<
said that “the city p. t.; sch. Alice Lord, Palatka to New York,
ibfedly made a larger dry cypress, $4.50.
marly all of the items | |Tiie Jail Report. Sheriff Amos F. Carletmsperous city than any ton’s
report to the county commissioners shows
M:. Wilson is one of
the following commitments during the past
Fort
Col.•niless men of
year: On regular sentences, for maintaining
prosperity, as his many liquor nuisance, five; debt, six; vagrancy, 52;
glad to learn.
for
on
intoxication, 10; having

!

The raguiur meeting of the Traveller's Club
will be held with the
president, Mrs. Edward
Sibley, Tuesday, February 23d.

|

Ffjtlit'.-'

f*'

Democratic Caucus. The Democratic vot
of the city of Belfast have been notified to *
meet in caucus at the court house on Wednes
ere

ORGANIZED

1868.

>

haries D. Woods of the
neriment station at Orono
fact that beginning with
ang requirements of law
""Is put up by the retail•m to his customers.
It
the packages received
or manufacturer be
package the retailer de-

i

must

k

1

be labeled

as re-

So far Director Woods
speaking a word of
iers who have carried
land investigation, and
Maine merchants that

ingness to meet every
that end
with the experiment station
I'uiijjty of the various foods and
^lieir counters.

^

tatute and to

^

oners

sentenced

one

month

or

less, 51; number

To meet, perhaps,
high insurance rates thein-

mary:
D. H. S. (25)
H.C. I. (54)
Bland rf 9..lb Clukey 3 (5)
Jenkins If 2 ...rb Spencer
7. .:.c Gove 2
rb 2. .If Brown 3
lb 7.rf Dearborn 2

whole of it when he has
*)ut **• *8 a high rate, and
.ee carry insurance of eighty
Va*Ue vf the property insured,
thirty Per cent is made in the
ir‘Surance is made under that
^
carried does not come to
1 of
^he value, in case of loss
^
**ut eighty per cent of the

bt0f

int;
lo

ijujf1,
tjKr

^

i,usiness
taking
rny
at
i'*an. insuring to the limit
to have
an^
PNen putting inventory
the insur-

nn

en

are

an

u

f^fore
Element in

on

case

of loss.

members of the team....In a fast and interesting game of basket ball, in Union Hall,
Pittsfield, last Saturday evening, Maine Central Institute defeated Coburn Classical InstiAt the end of
tute of Waterville, 23 to 9,
the first half the score stood 13 to*6 in favor
of M. C. I., and in the second half they
added ten points, while Coburn was only able
to tally three points, making the final score: M.
C. I., 23, C. C. I., 9. Fisher played a strong
for
game for M. C. I., while Anderson excelled
Coburn....Tomorrow, Friday evening, at the
Belfast
House, Belfast High will play

Opera
Rockport Y. M. C. A.

!

CARLE & JONES.

S

l

$50,000.00
38,241.77

Our capital stock is
....

50,000.00

Stockholders additional liability,

$138,231.77

responsibility,

Ask about

methods of paying 2 %
Check Accounts.

our

WALDO TRUST

48-3.

Burial
or

stock of

on

COMPANY,

BELFAST, MAINE.

I

20

per dozen.

To Ice Consumers
I have stored an abundant suppty of the
clearest and best Ice I have ever had and
am

prepared
tf6

supply my regular cuspublic generally.
T. P. LOGAtf.

to

tomers and. the

100,000.00

....

153,734.18

Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1,

This Bank
of

paid

paid

to

1908,

$867.75

at the rate of

depositors

to

date,

its 81st semi-annual dividend

$28,811.06
$1,324,888.89

on

Dee. 1, at the rate

per annum, and we

confidently expect to maintain this rate in
4
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
ojo

The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious overof its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

sight

GIRLS
Wanted at the

Estabrook Shirt

$1,527,659.28

....

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

Total Dividends

STREET, BELFAST.

72 MAIN

Deposits December 1, 1908,
Reserve,
Surplus,

LET

cents]

WiLMER J. Df)R\HN. T.easurer

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

night

Card Tables and Chairs

Chairs

ROBERT f. DUNTON, President,

Office 48-4.

for Card Parties, Sociables and'Entertainments, Tables 10 cents apiece.

Our directors have considered the subject and decided that our Surplus of
$38,241.77 affords better protection to our customers than a small surplus and a
new building, and for the
present, at least, we shall continue to do business at our
present quarters, where we invite all our old friends to call, and to anyone whoJis|lookingfor a safe, reliable Bank, we invite you to call and examine our careful, conservative
methods of doing business.

Total

a

TO

FALSE REPORT.

Surplus,

telephone

I also have

has been reported that we were to erect a Bank Building this spring to cost from
20 to 30 thousand dollars. This report is not true. The only Bank Building in which
we are interested at present is the Building of a Surplus.
The Surplus of a Bank is
i ndicative of its strength; we have the Surplus.

put up a good game, but
trifle off in shooting baskets. The sum-

c

Home

Yours truly,
*

It.

The visitors

^^curing

U

fA

Ball. The Higgins Classical Institute five defeated the Dexter High school, 54
to 25, in a fast, clean and brilliantly played
game of basket ball in Charleston last Friday
Basket

Pollard

Calls answered promptly, either day

————J

Prisbetween 15 and 21 years of age, six.
oners at the jail are now employed in the wood
been
have
them
Some
of
at
the
yard
jail.
worked on the city streets shoveling snow and
all been kept busy at some sort of labor.

were a

v \

2 JVLH self-reducing
Z WITH Relief Strap

ers

Higgins
Gillingham
Referee, Mountaine. Time, 20-min. halves.
6 are
.The basket ball game played in Fairfield
making a proposition
%
a reduction
insurers is Wednesday night, February 10th, between the
To encour- Fairfield regulars and a Belfast team, which
l*tarn!<1'^e ^eir business.
insurance on business was composed chiefly of Colby men, resulted in
or
,VVelhngs. they make a rate un- a victory of 48 to 18 for the Fairfield team.
Us,;
an
arry as little insurance as Holmes and “Jack” Phelan were the Belfast
Hjj
,NS!-:hance.

i^pj.'

x

prisoners sentenced two months or less, 15;
number of prisoners sentenced three or less,
five; number of prisoners sentenced six months
or less, one; number of prisoners sentenced one
year or more, one; number of prisoners sentenced to State prison, none; number of prisonof

night.

Cases and Slate
Vaults always in stock.

Metal, Shipping

2 New Models in the R. &
Extra long.
G. Corsets.
Prices $1.00 and $1.50.
Ask to see them.

>

Mfg. Co.

Edison Phonographs
ALL THE RECORDS
ALL THE TIME.

-Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT V. DUSTOif,

JAMES H. HOWES, FRED O. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWX, HE\ D. FIELD.

PARLE & JONES.
THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

4%

4%

--

Rescripts

v

Letter from

from the Law Court.

Work of the Maine Delegation in Congress.
Senator Hale’s Leadership.

So-called Social Clubs a Nuisance.
That so-called places used as places of
resort for the mere purpose of drinking
intoxicating liquors are nuisances is the
substance of a rescript handed down from
the Law Court February 9th and drawn
by Justice William Penn Whitehouse.

Washington, February 15th. Maine
visitors are coming to Washington these
days in increasing numbers. Some are
coming on tariff errands. Others are
people who are on the way South for a
little trip during the cold weather, and
most of these stop here en route and
drop around to the offices of their Maine
Congressmen. But the flights of Maine
people southward this winter are not as
Some who usually
numerous as usual.
take a southern trip are probably waiting
until inauguration time, so that they can
tarry here and witness the pageant.
Business has been humming with all of
Maine’s Representatives in the House of
late. They have been filling the forenoons of the spring-like Washington days
with visits to the Departments and with
committee meetings, ana the afternoons

at issue is an Androscoggin
one, that of the State vs. Daniel Kapicski, and the exceptions of the respondent are overruled and judgment for the
state is given.
The rescript says:
“It is alleged that the defendant kept

'The

case

and maintained a certain tenement as a
place of resort where intoxicating

unlawfully kept, sold, givmanen away, drank and dispensed in a
not
ner
provided for by law.’
liquors

were

of the 204
members of the St. Bartholomew society
occupying the premises mentioned in
the indictment. The society had occupied i he premises from April, 1908, to
the time of the trial of the case in SepThe premises consisted of one
tember.
lodge room, a billiard room and a small
bar room, so-called, in connection with
the latter. The society itself was regularly organized, having a constitution
and by-laws and from the dues assessed
to the members sick and death benefits
“The defendant was one

with attendance upon the sessions of
the House, where there is great activity
in clearing decks and getting ready for
OASTOhTA.
Fean the
the fourth of March, now getting very
/) The Kind You Have Always Bought
near.
Representative Allen of the first
district is still keeping an eye out for the
Indian appropriation bill, of which he is
PROBATE COURT.
one of the legislative guardians; RepreFollowing is a summary of the new cases sentative Swasey of the second district
coming before the Probate court held on Tues- is looking after some shipping legislation
day, February 9th, Judge George E. Johnson, of local and national interest; Represenpresiding.
tative Burleigh of the old third district
Petitions for probate of wills were filed by
is now tackling a public buildings bill,
the estate of Jane R. Smalley, late of Belfast;
however, will carry no oppropriaMaria L. Willard, lateof Winterport;George F. which,
tions, and Representative Guernsey of j
Ryan, late of Belfast; Elizabeth C. Randall,
tho
late of Belfast, Arthur J. Trevitt, late of Pros- the fourth district is helping pilot
and New
Arizona
for
statehood
bill
M.
joint
late
of Bumham.
pect; Mercy
Whitten,
Petition for administration filed by estate of Mexico into a safe haven.
Wales Elms, late of Lincolnville.
Maine s present delegation comprises

Augusta.

Matters at

paid.
the What the Legislators are Doing and Saying.
“It was obviously the intention of
to declare
legislature by this enactment
“An old-fashioned love feast” was the phrase
Albans
•ill places to be common nuisances when- used
by Hon. Milton L. Merrill of St.
habituand
the
ever they should commonly
in speaking of the prevailing sentiment at
or keeping
comSale
the
before
the
afternoon
illegal
hearing Wednesday
ally be used for
when- mittee
also
and
buildings
upon
and
on
of' intoxicating liquors,
public grounds
as
the question of the extension of the State
ever
commonly and habitually usedare
House. His phrase described the condition
such liquors
where
resort
of
places
from all
m any very aptly, for representative people
given away, drank, or dispensed
sections of the State were present at the Senand
manner not provided for by law.
was
held,
the
hearing
ate chamber, where
were

the

“But it is not incumbent upon
State to show that the place was used
for such unlawful purposes during the
named in the indictment.
entire

B*'.r

agreed that there was an imperative
need for the enlargement of the State House.
The resolve calling for an appropriation of
be ex$175,0(K) for 1909 and $175,000 for 1910 to
pended, either in the enlargement of the presoffice
of
a
suitable
erection
the
ent building or
building, the same to be expended under the
directi n of a commission appointed by the
Governor, was read by Representative Burleigh
of Augusta. The speakers were all in favor
of the resolve, and ready to vote for more
all

period

Proof that the defendant kept and mainsuch
tained a tenement for any one ot
of the time
purposes during any part
in the
comprised within the days anamed
conviction.
indictment, will warrant
not
It is the nature of the acts done,
are
the length of time during which they
committed, that constitutes the offense.
that is resorted to, that is

were

money

if necessary.

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT.

^

“Any place
11th, after an interesting debate,
place of resort for the mere purpose theFebruary
a vote of 94 to 37 passed the
House
of drinking intoxicating liquors, is a nui- resolve for abyconstitutional amendment providsance’ any place of resort where liquors
ing that the Secretary of State, the Treasurer
are illegally
kept is a nuisance, any of State and the Attorney General shall be
are
election.
place or resort where liquors be a given elected by the people in the general that
day.
It must
place Another grist of bills were presented
away is a nuisance.

Literary News and Notes.

_

Andrew Parker and 22 others of
Tremont against law prohibiting the shipment
strance of

owned by them in common,
for and dispense to members intoxicating
and beliquor, which were bought for If the
longing to them individually.
club, by its agent, purchased and stored
intoxicating liquors for its members,
and dealt out in portions to each member upon his order the liquor belonging
to and kept for him, and kept the place
for that purpose, the place was a common
nuisance under the statute.

vs.

P. C. Blaisdeli.

‘i.

me

reiusai

ui

tiie

ucicuuaiib

lu

take the boat without giving the plaintiff
a reasonable further time to remedy the
troubles which were found was, under
the circumstances, unwarrantable, and
was a breach of his contract.
5. The evidence does not support the
defendant's claim that the plaintiff assented to a recission of the contract.
tf. The plaintiff is entitled to recover
the difference between the contract
prices and the ftir market value of the
yacht at the time of the breach.
Judgment for the plaintiff for $3,100,
and interest from the date of the writ.
Cocaine which dulls the nerves never yet
cured Nasal Catarrh. The heavy feeling in the
forehead, the stuffed up sensation and the
watery discharge from eyes and nose, along
with all the other miseries attending the disease, are put to rout by Ely’s Cream Balm.
Smell and taste are restored, breathing is made
normal. Until you try this remedy, you can
form no idea of the good it will do you. Is applied directly to the sore spot. All druggists,
50c.
Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
New York.

Wing

magazine another of the leading
features is from the pen of a native of
Maine, an essay on “Modernism ”by Rev
Newman Smyth, D. D.,of New
Haven, a
member of Brunswick’s famous
family’of
scholars and theologians and a
graduate
of Bowdoin in the class of ’63.
same

river, county of Hancock.

Also:
Petition of William G. Sargent of
Castine and 66 others in favor of same.
Mr.
By
Reynolds of Kennebec: Resolve in
favor of a screen at the outlet of China lake,
Kennebec county.
By Mr. Staples of Knox: Bill, An Act for
the protection of fish of all kinds in Medomac
river ami its tributaries in the towns of Union,
Washington, Appleton and Liberty.
Also:
Petition of J. M. Harding and 14
others asking for regulations upon fishing in
Medomac river and tributaries, Knox county.

Rescript by Savage, J.
The plaintiff sold to the defendant a
gasolene launch, and agreed to put the

boat into commission and “have the same
ready for delivery between June first and
ninth," 190(1. The vessel was not prepared for delivery until sometime after
On June 21st, the plaintiff inJune 9th.
formed the defendant that the boat was
On the day following,
“ready for trial.
both parties went out in her for a trial
trip. On the trip several trivial and
easily remediable defects in the engine
On the same day, June
were disclosed.
22nd, the defendant notified the plaintiff
that he would not take the boat, assinging no reasons other than the imperfections in the engine. Afterwards the
plaintiff let the boat, and then sold her
for less than the defendant had agreed
to pay.
In an action to recover damages for a
breach of an implied contract to accept
the boat, held:
1. If the time named for the delivery
of the boat was of the essence of the
contract, the evidence is plenary that
strict performance of this stipulation
was waived by the defendant.
2. In such case, it was the duty of
the plaintiff to be prepared to deliver the
boat within a reasonable time.
3.
It must be assumed that it was, or
ought to have been fairly within the contemplation of the parties that if trivial
and easily remediable faults, such as
existed in this case, were disclosed on
the trial trip, the proffer of which the
defendant had accepted, a reasonable
opportunity was to be had to cure them.
Such would be an obvious purpose of a
trial trip.

Arlington

Robinson, our Gardiner poet, in the February Scribner’s, says the Kennebec
Journal.
It is beyond doubt one of the
Lincoln poems that will live.
In this

of Snntlinnrt

of Auburn: Petition of J. S. P.
By
H. Wilson and six others of Auburn for resolve for hatcheries and fish protection.
By Mr. Morse of Relfast: Petition of James
H. Howes and 19 others of Belfast for same.
By Mr. Walker of Hancock: Bill, An Act to
prohibit the erecting or maintaining of weirs
in the Bagaduce river, county of Hancock.
Also:
Petition of C. Roy Tapley and 61
others of Brooksville in favor of An Act prohibiting the erecting of weirs in Bagaduce

WALDO COUNTY CASE.

George M. Bonnev

tmi'Ti

Mr.

Exceptions overruled.
Judgment for the State.
A

One of the strongest poems that this
Lincoln centennial has produced is “The
Man Who Came’ by Edwin

scallops out of the State.
By Mr. Burleigh of Augusta: An Act regulating the taking of clams on Capitol Island in

of

iVtxx

Holman Day, ’way-down Easterner
and author of ‘‘King
Spruce,” is among
the growing company of novelists
who
have been dramatized.
One of his first

MISCELLANEOUS MEASURES.

Mr. Miller of Lincolnville: Remonstrance
of Fred E. French and 28 others of Lincolnville against the further abatement of taxes on
the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad; of Fred
Marriner and 22 others of Belmont against
same; of A. G. Caswell and 17others of Searsmont against same; of Austin Marriner and 87
others of Lincolnville against same.
By Mr. Colcord. of Waldo: Bill, An Act to
amend the charter of the Searsport Trust

By

j

1

|

Company.

1

i

By Mr. Colcord of Waldo: Bill, An Act to
amend Section 19 of Chapter 51 of the Revised
Statues relating to the increase of capital
stock of

a

railroad company.

By Mr. Bowley of Swans Island: Petition of
George A. Savage and one other of Northport
in
favor of the Hall bill to regulate the dig- i
j
!
ging up of public streets.
By Mr. Cook of Unity: Petition of C. B.

Wenthworth and 25 others of Freedom in favor
of the Chase bridge bill.
By Mr. Donigan of Somerset: Petition of E.
i F. Littlefield and 275 others of Belfast in favor
of the general bridge bill.
By Mr. Jones of Bucksport: Remonstrance
I
of Charles E. Parker and 25 others of Bucks-

{

|

j

!

port against changing present county lines of
Hancock county.
By Mr. Cook of Unity: An Act authorizing j
theJLiberty and Belfast Telephone and Tele- ;
graph Co. to increase its capital stock.
J!
By Mr. Colcord of Waldo: Bill, An Act to
extend the charter of the Searsport Trust

Company.
By Mr. Bigelow of Portland: Petition of B.
j L. Stevens and 210 others asking that the law

i

be amended so that the close time on wild hares
rabbits shall be from March 15 to October 1

! or
I

|

following.
LINCOLN DAY AT THE STATE HOUSE.

The

State House presented

I appearance

Friday.

Not

a

very deserted
most of the

only had

to their homes except those j
| legislators gone
I particularly interested in the Lincoln day cele- |
j bration at City Hall under the direction of the
:

special legislative committee, but the day was
observed in most of the departments of
the State House as a partial holiday at least.
In the forenoon, while someone could be found
in most of the departments the greater part of

also

them did whatever work was done behind
closed doors, and most of this work was only in
the nature of catching up with work that had
been previously neglected. In the afternoon
nearly all of the departments were practically
deserted.

NEW km;lam» mill wokkek.
The Strain on the Sy»tem From This ( lass
«*t Work is

SurvriKinj*.

When Earth’s last picture is dusted,
And the floors are painted and dried—
When the oldest carpet is beaten,
And the youngest spider has died—
We shall rest—and, faith, we shall need it!—
Lie down for

moment or two—
Till the dust on the grand piano
Shall set us to work, anew.
a

And those that are clean shall be happy—
They shall eat off a kitchen chair,
And dash with a seven-league broomstick
At the back of the chiffoniere.
We shall have real paint to lean on—
Pile everything into the hall—
And scrub for hours at a sitting—
And never be tired at all!
And the Man of the House will praise us,
And will (more than probably) blame;
And we never shall get any money

(And certainly

not any

fame).

But each for the joy of the cleaning—
And each in her feminine glee
To look just is well as the neighbors—
For the sake of Things They Might See!
Laura Simmons, in the Circle.

Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that may develop into pneumonia over night are quickly
cured by Foley’s Honey and Tar, and it soothes
inflamed membranes, heals the lungB, and expels the cold from the system. Sold by all
druggists.
“Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that
had annoyed me a long time. The cure was
permanent"—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.

Against sudden

attacks of

constipation, indige-ii

ache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeni ,r
for the town schoolhouses not having flags j
true “L. F.” Atwoods Bitters.
and the flag poles will be put in order that the
An
flags may be displayed on all patriotic <cca
guards the system against the ailments I; ,.
The government has awarded both
sions
to men, women and children,
contracts for carrying the mails between
years
they have stood for health
Liberty and Belfast to E. S. Mitchell of th s
in thousands of homes,
jj cents
town. The contracts are for four years, beginH.
Talbot
of
Camden
1st.George
ning July
was in town last Saturday in the interest of
THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO.,
88.—In Con,i
his insurance business-Miss Frankie Ayer !
fast, on the hth
I.ONIMIN, ENGLAND.
entertained a small party of friends at whist at
Josephine K. Stov\eitate of James 1*.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
her home last Thursday evening. Three tobies
Springs, in said Com.i
Stocks and bonds..
$2,589,755 00 sented her first ami fit,,
were played and the prizes were captured by
Cash in office and bank.
{<7,602 86 tU»n of said estate f.
Miss Stella Cram and Mr. Walter Foss of East
Agents’ balances. 342,254 23
Ordered. That note
occasion
for
all
a
was
Palermo. It
pleasant
Bills receivable.
1,152 67 weeks successively,
a
and
home
made
newspaper publish.
Interest and rents.
29,985 37 that
present. Ice cream, cake
all persons int- r.
All other assets.
14,216 3& bate Court, to be he
candy were served during the evening. Miss
oi 'larch next, aim
Ayer returned to Providence, R. 1., last SaturGross assets
$3,034,866 50 have, why the sain
day after spending a few weeks at home with Deduct items not admitted.
16,311 17 ed.
GKoixi *. j;
A true copy. An,,
her parents... Postmaster G. H. Cargill is
Admitted assets.$3,018,555 33 |
making extensive improvements in the village
INABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
WALDO 88,-ln
postoflice. The walls and ceiling have been
fast, on the bn, ,,
Net unpaid losses. .$ 416,374 17 ff
covered with pine sheathing and the effect is Unearned
Frank 1. Pendleton. .,,
premiums. 1,305,152 98 of James H. Pendleton
very pleasing, making the office clean, light All other liabilities.
11
95,503
county, deceased, li.,
and attractive.... Waldo Tent, No. 66, Kr.ights Surplus over all liabilities. 1,201,525 07 final account ot adnu:,
allowance.
of the Maccabees of the World, held a regular
Total liabilities and surplus.$3,018,555
Ordered, That nmnv ,i
meeting in Crockett’s Hall last Saturday night
weeks successively, i:,
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
and the officers for the coming year were dulya newspaper
3w6
publish.
Searsport, Maine.
tv. that all persons
installed by Past Commander Sir Knight C. L.
Probate Court, to be !.
inAtkinson. The following Sir Knights were
The Travelers Insurance Company,
day of March next,
they have, whv the
ducted into office: Commander, E. A. Budges;
allowed.
Hartford, Conn.
C1-;
| j’
Lt. Commander, 1). F. McCurdy; Record KeepA true copy. Atte*r.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
er, J. p. Sanford; Physician, lir. C. B. lioit; Real
estate,
$ 1,366,632 00
Chaplain, W. I). Ludwick; Sergeant, Edgar Mortgage loans,
15,676,676 03
SS.—In Con
6,061,563 83
Post; Master at Arms, Llewellyn Post; 1st Policy loans,
fast, on the 9ih
Collateral loans,
969,416 53 Theophilus li. Spi
Master of the Guard, Jas. Rowell, Jr., 2nd
Stocks and bonds,
36,620,116 86 tate of William h. S|,:i
Master of the Guard, Chester Gray; Sentinel, Cash in office and bank,
1,572,070 73 said County, de v.,..
J. C. Fuller; Picket, M. L. Knowlton. Yvaldo Agents’ balances,
38,084 36 third account of adm
allowance.
Bills
receivable,
7,812 73
Tent is now holding regular well attended
Interest accrued,
Ordered, that no
723,833 65 j
meetings and is taking in new members occa- Deferred and outstanding life
weeks successively, .a newspaper public
'1 he Lincoln memorial meeting at
sionally
90
premiums,
826,356
that ail persons intm
the church on the afternoon of February 12th
bate Court, to be h,,
Gross

occa-'o,;
j-,"
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March next,
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have, why the said

the
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of

instrument, purporting to be the last
doxology, congregation; benediction, Rev. T.
will and testament of Jane K. Smalley, late
Aceitain
R. Pentecost. Capt. J. O. Johnson presided in of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
has been giving a lot of attention to these his usual genial manner and Miss Mabel Pente- having been presented for probate.
cost kindly assisted as organist.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inThe comcases and of late has obtained a marked
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
mittee w ish to express their thanks to all who
three weeks successively in The Republished
improvement in the mail service in a helped to make the occasion the success that it publican Journal, published
at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
number of localities.
was,both by their efforts and their presence at Belfast, within and for said County, on the secThe voluminous comments which the exercises.
ond Tuesday of March next, at ten ot the cluck
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
abounded last session about Western
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
Senators getting into the saddle at that

end of the Capitol has been rapidly subsiding. It is due to the vigorous leadership of Senator Hale of Maine. He leads
more firmly and unerringly, the Senate
is learning, than any man who has attained that high position for many years.
The young Senators from the West are
finding it out to their sorrow.

“We have to turn in and lick them once
well-known novels, “Squire Phinn,” is
now being
arranged for the stage. Major in a while,” quoth Senator Lodge of
Day has already enjoyed the experience Massachusetts, one of Senator Hale’s
of having a stage sketch made of one of
best lieutenants, the other day. This was
his short stories, and, what is
more, of after some of the Western
Republicans
seeing it remain on the stage for consecutive seasons. As for
it had been trying a cantankerous trick to
“KingSpruce
has added to itself the final mark of
'pop- empasize a determination to have their
ularity by becoming a newpaper serial, own way, whether the Senate leaders
and has once again been
reprinted on the liked it or not. They have received two
Harper Press.
or three such drubbings of late and it has
The attitude of President Lincoln towtheir spirit.
Most of them are
ard the death penalty in the Armv is one quelled
which Army men and civilians have never now coming around to eat out of Senator
ceased to discuss. Lucius E. Chittenden Hale’s hand, for he stands forth as the
in his introduction to “Lincoln and
the one man who embodies the personificaSentinel,” the little volume tion of the Senate
S1^?P'nS
leadership.
which the Harpers have
just printed, narrates how the gentle President shrank
During .the two or three years that the
from confirming a death sentence as if it late Senator Allison of Iowa, long the
were a murder
by his own hand. “They Senate’s floor leader, was ill, the new
say that J destroy all discipline, and am
Westerners took liberties. Senator Bevto
Army when now and then I
c™,el
will not fhe
of Indiana, a good orator who
let them shoot a
eridge
soldier, said
Lincoln once, "but I cannot see it. If God never distinguished himself at all in conwanted
T to soe il He would let me, and structive legislation, openly aspired to
Pn™ He does I shall go pardoning and be- the floor
leadership. This session he has
mg cruel to the end.”
An old friend
calling upon the President byappointment been tame as a ba lamb. A coterie of
found himwith a pile of court-martial re- radical Western
Republicans, headed by
cords before him.
“Go away, Swett!”
uiaut:
LUIIOIUCI
with
exclaimed,
intense impatience,
To-morrow is butchering day, and I able trouble, They would vote with the
Wl11 n°t be
interrupted until I have found Democrats as often as with their own
excuses for saving the lives of these
poor party and were boasting what they were
fellows.”
to'do with the
of
uvnunu

going

MmHONET^TAR
Qures Ooldsi Prevent* Pneumonia

uai

wucitv

iitwi

leadership

one

these days. Senator LaFollette still lives
off the reservation most of the time, but
his opportunities for making trouble have

been greatly restricted.
The change is due in a very large

A true copy.

TONE UP THE

STOMACH
Get Rid of the Gas,
Headaches and
Dizziness,
The symptoms of stomach
trouble vary. Some victims
have a ravenous appetite, some
loathe the sight of food. Often there is a feeling as of
weight on the chest, a full
feeling in the throat. Sometimes the gas presses on the
heart and leads the sufferer to
think he has heart disease.
Sick headache is a frequent
and distressing symptom.
a

»

_
vi

j

J_L

uvuvuiv

oiuiuai.il

requires easily digested food

but nature never intended
that the food should be
digested before it is eaten.
The
stomach must be strengthened
to perform its own work and
what it needs is not food already digested but a tonic
The
ocesses of
digestion II
are controlled by the blood
and nerves, and medical
science has produced no better digestive tonic than

CKKT1CK MONTV1L1.K.
measMark J. Bartlett, Esq., of Waterville was at ure to the
good tact and conservtive
home over Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
judgment, backed by energy in enforcing
Gray attended the exercises of Dana B. Carter his
will, on the part of Senator Hale.
Post in Freedom, February 12th, commemoratThere is accordingly less inclination to
ing the one hundredth anniversary of Abraham
start revolts. There is more party harLincoln’s birth... The members of the
Soap
Club were entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Gard- mony. The Senate critics cry “Czar” as
I
While so promptly effective, these pills
the House critics used to cry at the late
contain no harmful stimulants or opiates.
ner Berry last Friday.
Tw'enty-two were presThey are perfectly safe and create no
But
Reed.
under
Mr.
Hale the
ent and enjoyed a fine dinner....
drug habit Every dyspeptic should read,
George Choate Speaker
What to Eat and How to Eat.’
Write
visited friends in Center Montville and Morrill business of the Senate is expedited and
the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.. Scheneclast week.Mr. D. Cain had a telephone on the whole there is a feeling of great
tady. N. Y., for a free copy
put into his house recently_Mrs. S. O. Bart- relief because the Senate again has a
Dr. Williams Tink Tills are sold by all
druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid, on relette of Appleton spent Sunday with Mrs.
! cript of price, 50 cents per box; six boxes for
strong and forceful leader.
Jonathan Bartlett-Nancy Sprowl, who has
$2.50.
been visiting in Appleton, returned home SatWORTH KNOWING.
P.
Farrow of Belmont was in
urday.Hiram
town last week running a
To remove Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches
boundary line between
woodlots owned by the Misses Frye, Mr. P. and all forms of Skin
eruptions, is, acording
Berry and Mr. J. Vickery....Mr. and Mrs. to a well known Physician, a very easy matHenry McCorrison visited her parents, Mr. and ter; he says that many are afflicted with some
By Harry F. Howard
A Book Every One Should Read
Mrs. George Frye, last Sunday....
Deputy one of t he above ailments, and are subject to a
nothing; assumed, every
sheriff Silas Bowler of Palermo spent the night great deal of embarassment on account of the Nothing; visionary,
thought substantiated by scienwith his sister, Mrs. Oscar Cushman, when on
tific and Biblical proofs.
unsightly appearance which they present, and
The author explains many of the things in the
his way to the city last week_G. M.
Kennedy recommends the following simple harmless Bible by modern
science which has alwa>»
of Clinton, agent for gasoline engines, separat- and inexpensive treatment. Go to your Drugpuzzled you.
Rev. 21:4, 22:2.— And there shall be no more
this prescription filled: Clearola
gist and
ors and agricultural
implements, was in town one-half get
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall
ounce, Ether one ounce, Alcohol seven
last week and spent Friday night with Merrill
ounces; mix, shake well and apply to the parts there be any more pain: for the former things
passed away. And he shewed me a pure ri ver
Gordon.
affected night and morning, allowing it to re- are
of
of life and on either side of the rivei
main for at least ten minutes, then wipe off waswater
there the tree of life,
and the leaves
the powder from the skin. Use a soft cloth or of the tree were for the
of the nations.”
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia sponge in applying the mixture and in from Bound in cloth. 400 healing
pages, sent postpaid
for 91*00. Order of the Author.
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes: “I was so weak ten days to two weeks your face will be smooth
and clear as a marriage bell. Get the Pure Harry F. Howard, Rochester, N. H., U. S. A.
from kidney trouble that I could hardly walk a
Clearola, which is only put up in one-half
hundred feet. Four bottles of Foley’s Kidney ounce packages. Ask to see it.
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured my
backache and the irregularities disappeared,
and I can now attend to business every day,
Foley’s Orino Laxative cures constipation
and recommend Foley’s Kidney Remedy to all and liver trouble and makes the bowels healthy
and
regular. Orino is superior to pills and At a bargain, my residence, No. 10 Elm street,
sufferers, as it cured me after the doctors and
other remedies had failed.” Sold by all drug- tablets as it does not gripe or nauseate. Why Belfast. This property includes 2 stables, is in
take anything else? Sold by all druggists.
and will stand
gists.

Dr. Williams*
PINK PILLS

Coming Millennium

FOR SALE

1

Regulates the bowels, promotes easy natural
movements, cures constipation—Doan’s Regulets. Ask your druggist for them. 26 cents a
box.

A true copy.

many Maine towns in winter, especially
along the coast. Representative Burleigh

The

the great mills, factories, as well as stores
New England there are men and women
who day by day are wearing themselves out
from work and improper care of their bodies.
Being in a sitting posture all day long aud arriving home at night so tired that the exercise that is needed they don’t care to take,
leaves the bowels in such a condition that they
cannot perform their work properly. Every
indoor worker, both man and woman, should
not be without True’s Elixir. It will restore
their spirits and make life really worth the
living. A 50-cent bottle of True’s Elixir, if
taken for several days steadily, will improve
any disorder of the stomach, bowels and liver.
To all the indoor workers we would say, “Don’t
wait until tomorrow, but buy a bottle of True's
Elixir today and you will easily see that the
claim for True's Elixir is justified."
In

of

“L’Envoi” of Housekeeping.

Protect Yourself

ML

a,

Br

|^B
B
j^B
j^B.
^B

-’^B

j

four
of resort; and then the statute goes on to Representative Paul of Naples introduced
acts which if passed will deal a severe blow to
or mainsay that any person keeping
An
Maine.
of
the moving picture business
taining such a place sha|l be found guilty act was also introduced by Rep. Wing of
««/-! nnnioVlotl tllprpfnr.
Auburn providing that certain persons shall
“The State need not prove that this hold only one office at the same time. This
the measure is believed to be aimed at Mayor
used
and
during
so
was
kept
place
whole of that time. The case is made Morey of Lewiston.
if tor a
out, the offence is committed,
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES.
that
single day between those dates hour
Mr. Kelley of Boothbay: Petition of J.
By
a
for
single
L. Brown and 15 others of Bowdoinham asking
place was so used. If
hour
in the day it was so used, for that
for a change in the law relating to the protecwhoever
and
nuisance
tion of shad, alewives and sturgeons in various
it was a common
was
waters of Maine.
for that hour maintained the place
a comBy Mr. Harrington of South Thomaston:
guilty of keeping and maintaining
Petition of S. O. Hurd and 42 others of South
mon nuisance.
Thomaston
asking that the law in relation to
“Such a place of resort would be
east of White Head and on the
the statute if seining herring
under
nuisance
a
west shore of Penobscot bay remain as it is at
equally
used by a club either to sell intoxicating the present time; of E. D. Shea and 75 others of
liquor to its members, or to distribute Knox county for same.
By Mr. Bowley of Swan’s Island: Remonamong its members intoxicating liquor
to procure

LlBKKTY.
The Lincoln Centennial was observed in our i
village by the display of the national colors, |
and a memorial meeting in the church in the
afternoon_Good sized flags have been bought

j ed.
the pulpit was draped
i,i
A true copy. An
Admitted assets,
men who look closely after the little with four large Hags in the form of a maltese
$63,816,666 53
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
matters of their individual cc nstituents. cross, with a large picture of Lincoln in the j
WALDn 88.— In
Net
losses,
$ 225,106 82
None of them is more alert in that direc- center surmounted by a laurel wreath. The | Net unpaid
ff
fast, on tin •
value of policies,
terport.
50,167,122 17 John A. Fogg, ad in
other
walls
were hung with bunting and flags'
j Reserve for claims against emPetition for allowance filed by estate of Ed- tion than Representative Burleigh. Soon
Amelia G. Caiter |;,i.
and the pulpit was draped with a white silk
ployers,
4,090.529 55 deceased, bavinu pi.
after he came to Congress ten years ago
win O. Chadwick, late of Palermo.
956.774 27 count ot admmistiaaltar cloth with I. H. S. embroidered in gold in j All other liabilities,
ance.
Accounts were filed by estates as follows; he championed the rural free delivery of
Cash capital,
00
2.000,000
the center. The following program was carried j
Surplus over all liabilties,
William B. Sproul, late of Winterport, third; mail and he kept plugging away session
6,377,133 72
Ordered, that mi
out in an impressive and enthusiastic manner: !
weeks successive!\
i
James P. Stowers, late of Stockton
Springs, after session for the establishment of Organ prelude, March of National Airs, Miss
Total liabilities and surplus,
53 1 a newspaper publish,
$63,816,666
first and final; James H. Pendleton, late of rural routes in his district. He went to
ty, that ail personMabel Pentecost; song, Battle Hymn of the Thom i» Atwood,
»Viuterport, Maine. Probate Court, to
Searsport, first and final; Amelia G. Carter, the limit that the annual
3w7
day of March n< xt
appropriations Republic, chorus and congregation; invocation,
late of Belfast, first and final; True S. Heagan,
they have, why tin
When Rev. T. R. Pentecost; solo, Just Before the
for those enterprises permitted.
allowed.
(jp,.
late of Belfast, first; James F.
U«U I IVI1
nUIIV/L.
A true copy: At
Smalley of Bel- that was reached he devoted himself Battle Mother, Mrs. Geo. Cram;
Linreading,
fast, guardian’s second and final; Clarenden
p
Whereas, my wife. Emma E. Sheldon, has
with special energy to perfecting the coln’s Gettysburg address, J. O. Johnson; reci- left my home without just cause, I hereby
H. Gross, late of Prospect, first and final; Chas.
War
of
the
The
Miss
Fannie
the
thnt
I
tation,
on
in
shall
no
hills
of
Rebellion,
«•
i.i'v/
her
notify
public
pay
B. Oxton, late of Montville, first and final; service on routes in the third district and
T»
last, on ilie :»iii
solo and chorus, Columbia, the Gem of contracting after this date.
John If. Denton, a< n,
Henry S. Park, late of Stockton Springs, to improving the mail service generally. Gilman;
ADELBERT A. SHELDON.
the Ocean, Mrs. Clarence Hurd; recitation, A
True S. Heagan, lat.second and final.
t
that
he
has
not
1909.—3w5
Northport, Maine, February 1,
Hardly a week goes by
deceased, having ju.
Legend of the War, Miss Christie P >ynton;
administration of sai.;
been laboring with the Postoffice Departsong, My Dream of the U. S. A., I. P. Grirties;
Ordered, that noth-,
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS I.A OKIPFE.
ment for a daily mail service to half a
weeks successively. !>. j',..
Anecdotes of Abraham Lincoln, Mrs. L. F.
Pneumonia often follows la grippe but never dozen small
a newspaper publish..
in lieu of a tri-weekly
towns,
solo
and
Star
Hurd;
chorus,
follows the use of Foley s Honey and
Spangled Banner,
that all persons mten
Tar, for
bate Court, to be held
la grippe coughs and deep seated colds. Re- service, or for some kindred change.
Mrs. G. H. Cargill; address on the life of Linof March next, and
fuse any but the genuine in the
held
At
a
Court
at
and
Probate
within
Belfast,
the
has
followed
The Department
J. C. Carey; remarks, Rev. T. R. Penteyellow packlong
coln,
have,
why the said a<
for the County ol Waldo, on the second TuesSold by all druggists.
Bge.
ed.
<; 1- *.iday ot February, a. D. 1009.
practice of curtailing mail facilities to cost; song, America, chorus and congregation;
Petitions filed for license to sell real estate
by estates of Dorothy and Gladys Dockham of
Prospect, and William B. Sprowl, late of Win-

a

or

Washington

good repair, desirably located,
inspection. Business change only reason for
For full particulars call on or address
Baby won’t suffer five minutes with croup if selling.
; C. E. PERKINS,
Eclectric
Oil
Thomas
at
Dr.
once.
you apply
10 Elm Street, Belfast, Maine.
It acts like magic.
4tf
Telephone connection.

GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tine, Register.
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TT7ALDOSS.- In «
ff
fast, on the nth
Samuel G, Norton, mi:.
ot Kelfast, in said ('■>.
second and final
Iowa nee.

j

j

aceom

Ordered, that notic
weeks successively, m
a newspaper publish* d
that all persons inter,
hate Com t, to be held
of March next, and
! have, why the said
I ed.
GKOI*GlA true copy. Attest:
(’HAS. P

..
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At a Probate Court he'd at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. 1). 1909.
II’ A I DO SS -In Corcertain instrument, purporting to be the last
tt
fast, on the ;*th
will and testament of Maria L. Willard, late
C. Ward, adm
George
of Winterport, in said County of W aldo, deceased, ! Clarendon II. Gross
lor
been
having
probate.
presented
County, deceased, ha\
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons Anal account of .'Hltm
interested by causing a copy of tins order to be allowance.
published three weeks successively in The ReOrdered, tiiat not :•
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they weeks successively,
may appear at a Probate Court, t<> be held at
a newspaper public!
on
and
for
said
the
Belfast, within
County,
that all persons mi
second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
bate Court, to be he
clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they
Of March next, ate
have, why the sapie should not be proved, ap- have, why the said
ed.
prover! and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. At;.
I
A true copy. Attest:
in \
Chas. P. Hazkltinf, Register.

;

jfcjj

A

\\’ Al DOi-.w h
M
fast, on He
John a. Kogn,
Amelia G. « ait*
«h erased, hav n ;
account of a uicu
ill.in <*f It)iMlcd !\
da.I f«-l allow in<
in to ail person*
Ordered, Thatinotice be
Oi deicd,
hat
r tils order to be |
interested by causing a c« p>
ct-ssiv*
; we« fcs
published three weeks hh »—ively m The Re I alow -paper put '.
publican Journal, published at elfast that thoj t>. that all per*.
may appear at a Probate Ci it, to be held it
1‘iobafe < * *irt. !•
Belfast, within and for said County, on the shrday *’f « arch tie*
oud Tuesday of March next, ai ten of Um.- I lu%c, w hy the
before noon, and show cause, it an> they have,
the same should not be proved, approved
A true e* py.
ir.
and allowed.
I in
GEO E. .IOII NSON. Judge.
A true copy, Attist;
chas I*. II %/k.ltink. Register.
DO HW
la-1, on I to
At a Probate Coiiitlieid at Belfast, within and
I liatles t
Par k.
tortile County o| Waldo, on the sccoud Tues! Henry s Park.Ii
day of February, A. I> lwti».
»
*k.** »-• ••
oiinty.
}
In*
th.*
last
certain instrument, purporting to
amt fin .i account
Randall, ! for allowance.
w ill and testament ol Elizabeth «
late ol Belfast, in said County ol W aldo, decea*
Ordered, Thai
ed. having tnen presented lor probate.
I
week* Mice***m»« *
Ordered, that notice In* given to all per*<»us ina new-pa|M*r |*ubii
terested by causing a copy of this older to be
| ty. that all pei •**!.
published three weeks successively hi the K<
I*i* bat*- Com t.
publican Journal, published at Rebast, that tin y day of Hatch I. \t
belbe
belt!
at
to
at
a
Pinbate Court,
may appear
I have, why the vc.' *
fa>t, within and for *aid County. « n the second
e.t.
Tuesday ot March next, at ten of the clock b<
A true copy. At’
fore main, and show cause, if any they have, why
Onthe same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
GEORGE K. JOHNSON, Judge.
i l>MlM.HTKAl«
2\ er hereby gnA true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. IIazkltine, Register.
appoint* U MUmtni'!
II ATT IK A. Si lit
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. D. 1909.
4 certain instrument, purporting to lie the last
will and testament of George F Ryan. lat<of Belfast, in said County of Waldo. deceits* d,
having been presented for probate.

why

|

j
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\

j

■
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*

Mil,on-

VI'IIU

III III

HI

iniia-l,

A

K E.

JOHNSON, Judge.
Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
February, A. 1) 1909.
B. ELMES. widow of Wales Elmes,
late of Liiicolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that A. I. H. Pilcher may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 9th day of March, A. I).
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any the* have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. IIazeltink, Register.

HANHAH

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
forj the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
February, A. 1). 1909.
H. SPROUL, administrator of
the estate of William B. Sproul, late of Winin
said
terport,
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to
sell at private sale and convey certain real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons Interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 9th day of March, A. D.
noon, and show
1909, at ten of the clock before
—-~~id

At

THEOPHILUS

^

« II

for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. D. 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of Arthur .1. Trevett.
late of Prospect, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate.
Oruered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap-

Chas. i\ IIazeltink,

>

in the County of w
bonds as the law (in•
mauds against tie
desired to present u.ail indebted there!
ment immediately.
W IN

j

1

Montville, February

Administrator
scriber hereby

I

^

duly appointed adieu

si’

JAM ESS. HUM
in the County of v.
bonds as the law
demands against tlidesired to present tli>
all indebted thereto at
ment immediately.

I

Brooks, February 'K

1

!

j

u

Administrators

scriber hereby giv'
duly appointed admm

j
t

CAROLINE BRA Id
in the County of W;
bonds as the law dm
mauds against the
desired to present tie
all indebted thereto are
ment immediately.

jI
^

-j

\

g

CHARI
Belfast, February b.

i

;
1

Administrators
hereby gives notice
administrator.

t

i

pointed

the estate of

COTTON W. Ml I
in the County of
bonds as the law direct
demands against the estate
desired to present the
ail indebted thereto aie
ment Immediately.
( Nlll;
D»I(od( VuKniarv 11 15*0''

Wa:;!j
t

^
fjt
:■

--

Uurnham. February ».
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Centuries
Three
11

j.

(early

___

Agitation and Legislation
>^-l9°9-

ftf&n'
fban^TT
„

t

Stop
an

gowen.

any other kind of ache or pain.
Use a remedy that you can depend upon.\
You don’t take any chances with Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment— it has a 97 years’ record
If you

NO '■

temperance reform
the earliest
Majne from

!
lre

has been

present day

markable things in
,early three centuries
cradle of temperance
no people
agitation, while
it. misphere have builded
its three great epochs

|
;

j
!(*ar

phase of

,irs

»lity.
:

*

far more

people

-r

describe,

can

pen

.aged the Israelites, and
.ppiness and home.
against the saloon
three centuries has

t
|
l‘r:;

siate which bears

England

day’s time
in my life-time in the
State of Maine under prohibition. The
“fire water” that our mother country

a

used to

among the
the Western Hemi1636 and also the

inhibitory
our

law in

by Gen.

over

and ruined

to

the colonies

degrad-

the

Indians

as

a

race.

told when the white man first
gave the poor Indian liquor it caused his
eyes to almost burst from their sockets
and drove the sweat gushing from every

yet

member of the
1'>:!(, as this was
minced his famous
■i

!

ship

saw

chusetts,
a

STATE D.

we are

Congress, and who married
“Dolly” Madison, the famous

wife of our fourth President.
Coming down to more recent times to
write of the early tenlperance advocates
in Maine and also of the

our

earliest

temperance advocates in
Rev. Daniel Lovejoy of Al-

Maine was
bion. He was

a

A.

R.

>>.

of

man

much talent

The annual meeting of the Maine
State council of the D. A. R. will be
held in Bath, March 3rd and 4th, with
Col. Dummer Sewall chapter. As this is
election year, both in the State and National officers, there is great interest I
throughout the country and the dedication of Continental hall will undoubtedly
bring out a great gathering in Washington.
The only national candidate whose
claims have been set forth as a worthy
follower of Mrs. Donald McLean is Mrs.
Matthew T. Scott of Illinois.
Mrs.
Scott is a sister of Mrs. Adlai E. Stevenson, who was been on the national board
for several years and has done splendid
work as chairman of one of the national
committees. She is a woman of wealth,
social positition and brains, and her
chapter are asking the support of the
It is
chapters throughout country.

and

the sale of

fr

in Maine, and
party for GoverI
ns! in the stormy I
nt

Some years

.-I' 1844.

>

who became

Dow.

leader and

i*

Year after year the white sails of combore the serpent rum across the

was

merce

Prohibition, took
Gen. Appleton’s

it'
rt

ocean

lieso

;

harder and

distinguish- nights

to say later on.
arliest law's against

m e

■■

from

time went

ideas and carried

■

world with careless hands.
And dreamed they would never see them more;
Hut after three centuries of long weary years
Their fruit appears,
In drunken weeds that mar our land,
Or healthful store.”

ness,

mother

country, and as
on our early settlers drank
harder—spending days and
our

in savage idleness and drunkenand often with Indian women.

1833. This famous son of Maine often
denounced the liquor traffic, as well as
the slave traffic, as “twin relics of barbarism.” He was the first martyr to
American freedom, and the glory of his
name and fame can never die.
Some
years ago while in Albion I embraced
the opportunity of visiting the humble
home, which has since been torn down,
and in which the famous man first saw

day.

Weeds and thistles had

gathered

Half-breed children grew up and follow- everywhere about the premises, the fields
once cultivated had grown to bushes; but
nacted in lti;16 and ed in the
footsteps of their drunken
it the famous Wilsires, thus to suffer through life from an the same sweet sky smiled over the hisiui it
a court in Saco, and
ao in
nituayss lung ago wnen
inherited evil.
If we could have taken a
he whose name became one of the most
■del in securing from look into
of
the
cabins
of
our
many
log
illustrious in our history played in happy
1 lickens says was first settlers
early some morning nearly
■■:■•■ trusted,” a noand people who saw him then
a
century ago, where wild drunken ca- childhood,
made the political rousals and
little dreamed that in after years he
had
occurred
outrages
during
of M aine a pala- the
night, we would have seen white men would become the fearless champion of
is Lord Palatine;
and Indians all mingled together sleeping the slaves and the first martyr for the
:1m fact that Maine off their
debauch under rude blankets, cause of freedom in the United States.
America that was bear skins and
straw, and also heard the As I took my last look at the ancient
i\ feudal tenure.
I
frightful warwhoops and yells of drunken house it emphasized in my mind the
■rds of that early
of American citizensavages which woke the echoes of the great possibilities
billowing:
deep forest as they staggered to their ship and I could only recall those beautiful lines of Homer:
at any man that doth
wigwams.
■

!

;

1

t

i Si."

wine,

shall suffer
servant to conm
house except men
upon the working day

the earliest times in Maine
strong drink has been the greatest foe
of our people, inflicting more ruin and

miner, a stranger or
■I offence
seen

misery

■r

it:

u

From

or

upon them than all other crimes
combined.
Well did Lord Bacon say:

being

peace with his limproved by two wit•stice of the peace,
ig drink or wine shail
.■ ten
shillings.
■

“All the crimes

a

liquor

ing down to
tionary war

law'

liquor selling:

of

that the vice of

Yet war has killed less of

than

our

hearts to bleed and less

the

early guish.
;

from the evils

hen France

|
I

new'

began

to

RETURN OF THE WRECKED

‘‘Republic’s”

Crew Show Need For Emergency Aid. Over a Thousand Dollars Outfits Shivering Sailors in a Night.

New York, February loth. That husbands and fathers have just been restored to 84 wives and 139

has been

reported

at the

home

folks

who so

narrowly escaped

becoming widowed and fatherless was
taken when over a hundred of these ship-

lli with

of an emergency fund of some twelve
hundred dollars were they able to send
them on their home voyage, clothed and

shod,

the officers of the

society declare.

a big jug filled
tution, and the first excise law in our
No shipwreck in the present generahich they drank none government on domestic spirits was pass- tion has demanded
such immediate and
hi when the nation that ed in
1'/
1791, there was no section through- extensive measures for relief as that of
noble Lafayette lost to out the Union where it was more bitterly this
big ocean liner, it is asserted by exAmerican colonies, assailed than in the Province of Maine.
pert workers of this seamen’s organizai among our
people We had people then who cried out against tion, which has for eighty years succored
vnc'h brandy. In fact, one the “hateful
liquor tax” as we have today stranded survivors of ocean disasters in
■
lustries of our mother those who
cry out against our h-1 'ful pro- forty of the principal ports of the world
ally days was in ship- hibitory law.
as well as in this city.
While a thousand
''"I'mies to degrade and
Too little has been written in the his- dollars was spent by them
during the
Thackeray tells us in tories of our country on the “Whiskey year 1908 to set on their feet the victims
die Virginians” how Rebellion.” The
reason, I suppose, is of the coast wrecks about this port, they
t
itting in his count- because the strong arm of Washington say, more than this same sum was reb'ul summer morning, put the insurrection down so
quickly. quired in one night to provide the men
before the American However, it should always be remem- of this one ship’s stoke hole and fo’castle
i with much satis- ! bered that
whiskey was the first direct with the clothes to their back. Only by
low one of his great challenge to our government that it the fortunate chance that its
$300,000
Avon on a happy would not obey its laws. A century has Seamen’s Institute had just been opened,
i
*ee to America laden
passed since this, and yet we find today and by the instant contributions of scores
|
Virginia, which had that whiskey is the same old hoary- of its friends here, was the society able
niggers” and rum. headed criminal as of yore. I have often to relieve the crowds of shivering seapowerful nations our been asked, while speaking in Maine and men, who came trooping to its doors
h
many sins to answer other States, who it was that first advo- from this shock of the seas that had left
'■
1 of them all is the
I cated the principles of prohibition in our them without money or employment in a
|ii"i' traffic to flour- j nation, and I have always replied, that foreign harbor.
hich largely nullifies i so far as I knew it was Madison. He
Jo fit America’s chief
;
seaport with a
Hires and brings ruin i was certainly one of the first, if not the ready refuge for such stranded outcasts
i
d'>n the natives.
first, of our American statesmen to ad- of the ocean, the officers of the AmeriAmerican does not love vocate this great principle. He wrote can Seamen’s Friend
I
Society have decid••■•fathers from which much on the temperance question, as ed to appeal to the people of
every sec1"O' 1 can never forget well on the slavery issue in the early tion of the land for a
s.
fund
to be devoted
:
c1 stepped for the days of our Republic; and considering to just such
t /
emergencies as the sinking
H 1,1 our
motherland. the times in which he lived it was re- of the “Republic.” In every town in
fee
*■ H the land of the Pil- markable that he held such advanced the
country they believe the families and
of my nation was laid notions on the
t
temperance question, be- friends of seafaring sons will readily
{t.j 1/1Mayflower as it tossed lieving as he did in prohibitingIttheis lend a hand toward providing means to
succor the victims of future
Itl1 fny sea. The love of manufacture and sale of spirits. states- instantly
sea
tragedies. Where established
liberty as upheld by quite a coincidence that this great
Ij,,
h
ed
Cross
and relief organizations make
-still lives in the hearts man, who refused early in life to follow
the shores of other countries
thoroughly
whisfurnish
l:ll‘ghters of New Eng- the custom of the times to
it,
prepared to care for large companies of
great nationkey to his supporters to aid in his elec- strandad sailors, America is today sadly
tion to the Virginia legislature, had a unprepared, they believe the recent
*ilo ,'!l spirit has not fled:
wreck of the
,l00n’s broad light.”
L
“Republic” has shown.
brother-in-law in Maine, which was the
tui-y Great Britain has first State or section in the world to
OASTORXA.
,,u‘ license
system, and declare for the great principles he had
t
This
!lation
in the world are advocated nearly a century ago.
it
"-■adful evj]8 f)owjng from brother-in-law was the Hon. Richard
■■■

<

■

1
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great

k^r

\

cures

(FEVERS,
Congestions
) lions, Lunf Fever. Milk

TnflnimM.

fe,ever!flMI™*,

£m"s } RhSimMlii•niuri*.,

S^}D?“empI^fBOA'I,•

ftnto,v« «»«»•***

Sh& | WORMS, Bote, Grnbo.
Bellyache.

CURES

(

ODRES

DISEASES. Mange. ErnptltM.
"
™
SIfKtX
Llcers. Grease, Farcy.

•f-

*•

cures

KID.XEY A BLADDER DISORDEB8

t BAD CONDITIOA, Staring Con*
1 Indigestion. Stomach Staggers.

P. M.

F.M.

6 55

12 15
112 20
tl2 30
12 42
U2 54
1 00
108
1.30

3 20
325
»3 35
3 47
3 59
4 05
4 13
4 35
6 07
6 16
6 10

Benton.

Bangor.

7 40
7 48
8 10
8 28
8 38
11 35
A.M.

Waterville.t

844

Portland.
Boston, W. D.

11 50

3 20
2 12
r,M.
4 50
7 55
9 05

A.m.

|30
3 20

,,

A.M.

7 00

58 115 82
87

80*459

$8,677,517

$8,664,409 75
31, 1908.
$ 450,440 38
3,946,002 42

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
Net

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

6-22
P.M.

10 35

7 00

Waterville.
Benton

Clinton.

Burnham, depart.
Unity

i

YOU CAN

j

TRAVEL

81,*852 78

2.000,000 00
2,186,114 17

Total liablities and surplns.
$8,694,409 75
Ames, Agent, Stockton Springs,

9 30
5 30
8 25

Albert M.

Alai ne.

3w7

U. S. Branch Sun Insurance Office of Lon-

A.M.
9 00

don. England.

or

be

at home and travel if
a

One call

telephone.

over

telephone in
is often worth

land Sunday Times.

of

or fire

more

to

you than its cost for

The Heart Can’t Stand

a

year. In bad weather
it is a great convene

Rheumatic Acid

02
13

19 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
111 10
1130
11 40
nisi)
II 55

25
44

Thorndike.
52
Knox. t9 00
Brooks. 9 15
Waldo
19 25
Citypoint. ,935

Belfast, arrive
tFlag station.

9 40

4 15
12 25
P. M.
4 22
4 33
4 50
5 09
5 17
15 25
540
15 50
16 00
6 05

the Poison

Why

Admitted assets,
Net

SICA RS MONT.

Ernest Marden has gone to Portland to attend an auto school... Miss Emily F. Miller
from Belfast was at home for a few days last

week-George Davis is selling nursery stock
for the Chase Company. .Isaac Hail and family
of Appleton have moved to this place and have
employment on the “Paul ranche”... .District
superintendent D. B. Phelan was in town February 8th to hold the fourth quarterly conchurch

Total liabilities and surplus,
James I'attee & Son. Agents.
3w7
The

Lastern steamship Co

Metropolitan Casualty
ASSETS DECEMBER

$4,011,445

01

Iteltast, Maine.

Isnurance Co.

31, 1908.
$568,006 20
71,725 68
103,573 38
4,279 13

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and

bank.

Agent’ balances,
Interest and

BANGOR DIVISION.

rents,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

747,584 39
20,510 71

Admitted assets,

$2.25

727,073 68
31, 1908.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden
Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

p.

$ 15,305 42
295,651 79
51,491 59
200,000 00

164,624

•TELEPHONE

88

Total liabilities and surplus,
$727,073 68
Field & Qtiimby, Agents, Belfast, !>laine.

RETURNING

3w7

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
Leave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
of steamer from Boston.
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays

Fire

Association
ASSRTS

Philadelphia.

of

31, 1908.

DECEMBRR

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,

at 10.00 a. m., Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
All freight, except live stock, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and

$ 366,600 00
1,761,529 99
132,750 00
4,646,829 50
bank.

489,223

10

$8,107,330

61

Agents’ balances.

632.947 96
75,959 33
1,490 73

Interest and rents,
All other assets.

Deduct items

our

not

admitted.

9,920 00

Admitted assets,

$8,097,410 61
31, 1908.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 320,922 43
Unearned premiums,
4,978,983 70
All other liabilities,
27,662 00
Cash capital,
750,000 00
over
all
liabilities.
Surplus
2,019,842 48
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

AND

Total liabilities and surplus, $8,097,410 61
Atwood, Agent, Waldo County.

Thomas

3w7

TELEGRAPH

Caledonian Insurance Company
of Edinburgh, Scotland.

COMPANY

I

The Home Insurance
ASSETS

DECEMBER

$1,543,892 06
97,800 qq
20,329,553 33
1,765,003 75

Mortgage loans,

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,

1,1181809 51
1,440 40

Gross assets,
Admitted assests,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

$24,856,499 05
24,856 499 05
31, 1908.
$ 1,018,626 87

liabilities,
Reserve as a conflagration
Plus>
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

9,515,887

All other

00

639,163 67
sur-

Total liabilities and surplus,
3w7

buy COAL

because

31, 1908.

Real estate,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,

ASSETS DECEMBER

Company of New York to

800,000
3,000,000
9,882,821

00
00
51

$24,856,499

05

is

now.

Real estate,

NOW,

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

offer \ou unusually good coal. Coal that
has been caietullv selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to all other peopie

the

ar.d honest weight.

Bills receivable
Interest and rents,

FOR SALE

Baptist Church.

94 58

7,795 81
2,805 63

Admitted assets,

$1,984,231 53
31, 1908.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 134,349 27
Unearned premiums.
1,236,001 55
All other liabilities.
36,297 57
Surplus over all liabilities,
577,583 14
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Total

liabilities and surplus,

$1,984,231 53

3w7

right time to buy is now and
right place, here, assuredly.

British America Assurance

Company,

Toronto, Dominion of Canada.
ASSETS

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

THE

DECEMBER

31, 1908.

$1,397,100

bank,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

j

$1,541,515

admitted.

42

68,045 34

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

30

24,990 78
97,497 69
21,926 65

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

OFFICE NO. 2, 0D0 FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Real Estate

31, 1908.
$ 525,000 00
1,143,275 00
161,586 03
143,674 48

All other assets,

Yes,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

bank,

Agents’ balances,

or discernment, uooa clean

cojl
the

we can

S. W.Johnson. M.D, Swan &
Sibley Co.

Court Street, to answer calls.
Lincoln’s Centennial was very impressively
Office telephone call, 256,
ring 11.
observed by the Epworth League Friday evenHouse telpenecall, 32, ring 22.
6tf
ing, February 12th. The church was prettily
decorated \.ith flags, bunting and a large
portrait of Lincoln. The singing was under
the direction of Mr. Eben Cobb,with Miss Mary
Cobb at the organ. The following program
was rendered:
singing, “The Battle Hymn of
the Republic;” prayer, Rev. C. H. Bryant; im- \
IN WALDO COUNTY.
portant dates in Lincoln's life; reading, Lincoln i
and Slavery, Mary Cobb; poem on Lincoln,
We buy and sell.
Farms wanted.
Mattie Collins; singing, Red, White and Blue;
Gettysburg speech, Bliss Marriner; rec., “My
OBBIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.
Captain,” Elizabeth Fowler; story, Lincoln and
the Dying Boy; singing, Marching Through
Georgia; readingtwo of Lincoln letters, one to
his brother, the other to Mrs. Bixby, by Lytle
Townsend; reading, an extract from a letter to 30 Shares of the Masonic Temple Stock.
a young lady
in Searsmont from a soldier
Apply to
stationed in Washington at the time of the
O. E. FROST.
as8a8sination,by Minnie^ Paine; remarks,Memo- Chairman Board oi Assessors of the Belfast
ries, A. G. Caswell; remarks, Rev. C. H. Bryant.

i

$224,195 00
2,462,264 77
63,895 70
1,261,089 54

Gross assets,

not let

Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Kveilings I shall be at my residence, 23

unanimously requested the return of Rev. C.
H. Bryant for the coming conference year.

unpaid losses,

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

NEW ENGLAND

you.

The only true way to cure Rheumatism is to
get at it from the inside with Uric-O. It acts
with marvelous swiftness upon the muscles,
kidneys and blood. Cleans out the sand-like
deposits in the muscles, forces the kidneys to
perform those duties for which they were designed and neutralizes the acid within the
blood.
TJrico-0 is a liquid taken internally, 3 times
daily, and does not contain any morphine,
opium or other so-called “pain-deadners.”
Se.atica, Muscular, Inflammatory and Articular
Rh eumatism all yield readily to Uric-O.
It sells for 75c and $1.00 the bottle or you
can obtain a trial bottle free by writing to The
Smith Drug Co., 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse,
N. Y. Sold by Wm. O. Poor & Son.
2w7

$4,011,445 01
31, 1908.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

local manager
rates
for
residence service?
quote

Those sharp, shooting pains through the
chest around the region of the heart mean
that poisonous uric and rheumatic acid are
there ready to spring and grip tightly the
muscles controlling the heart’s action. Don’t
neglect these warnings. You must neutralize
and drive these dangereus poisons from the
system, or sooner or later they will overcome

4,037,930 20
26,485 19

Interest and rents,

ence.

From the Blood.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Agents’ balances,

Belfast, Maine.

Poisoning

All other assets.

290,637 79
25,000 00
2,993,025 25
245,773 27
404,824 42
40,420 30
38,249 17

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
Agent, Belfast.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

your

case

sudden sickness

7
7
S
8
8

9 50

31, 1908.

Reale'tate,
Mortgage loans,

1 05

of New York.

and be at home

you have

6 55
6 45

75

13,108 00

Admitted assets,

P. M.

)

Bangor.

The Col. Dummer Sewall chapter of
Bath has a candidate for the State vice
regency in Mrs. Morse, a Bath woman,
whom her friends feel is in every way fitted to take this high office. Mrs Creighton will be the guest of Mrs. Elbridge
Allen, the regent of the Bath chapter,
while she is in that city. There will be a
large delegation from Portland.—Port-

the

*699*717 15
698*243 45

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

A.M.

ling chapter.

board of

D-.

Portland.

Mrs. E. M. Farwell of Rockland was
one of the candidates for the State vice
regent and she had been endorsed by the
Portland chapter, but she may change
her plans.
Mrs. W. C. Robinson of
North Anson, one of the most patriotic
and energetic of the Maine daughters,
has been placed in the field by the North
Anson chapter. She has been instrumental in arousing an interest in that vicinity which has resulted in the forming
of three chapters, one at North Anson,
one at Solon, and one at Madison.
Mrs.
Robinson has traveled a great deal and
recently returned from a trip to Seattle,
where she was a guest of the Lady Stir-

Expells

E;

60|l00 00

6,894,884 75

ASSETS DECEMBER

LC1 ».

Tbe Uric-O Treatment

1

31, 1908.
$ 141,013 38
44,983 33

+

BELFAST
P.M.

was

official

Thorndike.
Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.

Boston,

the founder of the
and is much interested in all historical and genealogical mat-

The

follows

woman

Skowhegan chapter

ference.

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

BELFAST.

Waldo .17 10
Brooks.
7 22
Knox
17 34

TO

She is highly educated, having had the
advantages of travel, and she is a great

She

run as

Citypoint. 17 00

Louise Coburn of the Eunice Farnsworth
chapter of Skowhegan. Miss Coburn is
chairman of one of the State committees
and is one of the Gov. Coburn family.
reader.

land and Boston will

Belfast, depart.

j Diarrhea, Dysentery. Wind-Blow^
G. G Prevents MISCARRIAGE.

PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY
of Hartford, Conn.

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor. Waterville, Port-

,,

CURES

STATEMENT OF THE

Maine Central R. R.
FROM

tT- HOOK MAILED FREE.

1

. j1

A. .4.

only candidate for State regent whom
any chapter has named as yet, is Miss

headquar-

ters of the American Seamen’s Friend
in this city.
This census of the

without loss of time.

and has been
a most
satisfactory officer both in State
and National work. She is a woman of
striking beauty, a fine presence, and
has enthusiasm, a knowledge of the
work and plenty of tact, so that she has
made herself popular with the organization at home and in Washington. The

homes of the seamen and stokers of the
sunken steamship “Republic” in Liver-

pool

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pabt*

Case, Ten Speelflcs, Book, ftow $>
sent prepaid on receipt of
prloe
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and
New
Streets,
York.

children at the

wrecked seafarers flocked from the
people throughout
colonies that even Patrick Henry, ac- “Baltic” to the new Seamen’s Institute
cording to John Jay, our first Chief Jus- here; sick, half naked, penniless and
tice, the “greatest of orators, was dis- barefooted. Only by quick application

world of I
nch brandy was used tressed and alarmed over it and he did
.ng the early settlers everything in his power to arrest the
Hilly appeared in the vice in Virginia. And when Washington
in the morning to be- became President under the new constiin

race the following spring supplies;
They fall successive, and successive rise:
So generations in their course decay;
So flourish these when those are past away.”

alcoholism, and caused fewer Society

sorrow and anAt the close of the Revolution
also i there was such an increase of drunkenthree centuries ness among the
the

in very
that it w’as

ample
b

men.

people

that the evils of
i

learn

of the Revolu-

but the memory of their glorious deeds
will live forever in the hearts and minds

strong liquors sold,
great necessity.”

arly

we

opening

tened upon our people. It was during
this great struggle for independence that
1,000 of the brave men of Maine perished:

th there shall not

fruit

the

drunkenness had become thoroughly fas-

mi-teen years later,
iim of Maine
passed
oust

Another

destroy

many of the human race, nor alienate
so much property, as drunkenness.
Com-

"r

led

earth do not

ground:

so

years after the
■ur first liquor law,

j

on

“Like leaves on trees the race of man is found,
Now green in youth, now withering on the

Thomaston

Sloan’s Liniment

gives quick relief in all cases of asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, tonsilitis
and pains in the chest.
Price, asc.. soc., end ai.oo.
Pf- Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass,

diseased

cure

of

SOc. each ; Stable
At druggists, or

1

i

breathing.

BELFAST.

HUMPHREYS'

sterling worth, and strongly opposed
His famous son.
liquor.
nbly demanding pore in his body. Shame! shame on our
quite probable that Maine will go uninall sale of motherland for sowing the seeds of in- Elijah P. Lovejoy, was also a strong structed as on formal- occasions, as it is
pun of
difficult
to say what complications might
aim-and the arts.
temperance among the Indians and our advocate of temperance, and was born arise in
Washington.
on
the
old
homestead
in
Albion
in
1802,
The term of the State regent in Maine
ay well be called early people, which led to habits of vice,
graduating at Colby College in 1826 and is limited to two years, and Mrs. Creigh!'inhibition, was also disease, crime and death.
Abolition or “Our forefathers scattered seeds in the new at Princeton Theological Seminary in ton is no longer eligible for a re-election.
•n the
She is a

S

EAST

Veterinary Specifics

in March.

in

sister of

PENDLETON,

Annual Meeting to Be Held at Bath Early

Washingtonian
Their craving for liquor became so great movement, the Sons of Temperance, the
that they sacrificed their fur trade to Good Templar order and other temperance organizations in our State I will
secure it. and husbands were willing to
even sell
their wives to obtain it; and close this article by adding that among
ed

continent.

made

under license in one

than I ever

that

|

RESIDENCE OF E. O.

This house, known as the Old Tavern, is said to be the oldest house in BelfastWe were unable to get this picture to use with the recent
write-up of East Belfast

strong drink. In fact, I saw more drunk- Cutts of Saco, who for 12 years repreen women along the great
highways in sented Maine, then a part of Massa-

the most renowned
It
in the world.
■■

—

igs

nearly every
: tte.
Oh, rum! rum!
been committed in thy

*

A quick and powerful remedy is needed to break
up an attack of croup.
Sloan’s Liniment has cured many cases of
croup. It acts instantly
when
both
inside
and
outside of the throat it breaks up the
applied
phlegm reduces the inflammation, and relieves the
difficulty of

the

lave

across

*

*

Don’t

ments were established
1 rivers and the sea
resent age, the shad-

!f"

2

■

and all

time the axe of our
our great
rang Hi rough

!

Asthma

natism,

the

s:

and

1

sions—

among our

ranee

j

effective

our

Tonsilitis

■

1EIMT

history
and misery as

sorrow

Ci;oup
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k, just apply

abstinence and pro-

S

For

Earache

—or

$1,473,470

08

31, 1908.

Whereas, Edmund S. Hollis of Troy, in the Net unpaid losses,
$114,449 33
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his ! Unearned premiums,
779,708 91
mortgage deed, dated the fifteenth day of No- | All other liabilities,
12,998 44
over
all liabilities,
vember, A. D. 1888, and recorded in the Waldo Surplus
566,313 40
County Registry of Deeds, Book 216, Page 427,
Total liabilities and surplus,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain par$1,473,470 08
cel of real estate situate in Troy, in the County
3w7
of Waldo and State of Maine, and bounded as
follows: the same being three pieces of land Firemen’s
Insurance Co. of Newark, N. J.
named in a mortgage deed from me to Nathan
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Rogers of said Troy, now deceased, by my deed
dated October twentieth, 1877, and recorded in Real estate,
$ 108,997 06
Waldo Registry of Deeds, April 18, 1878, in
Mortgage loans,
2,367,925 00
Volume 183, Page 284, to which reference may Stock and
bonds,
2,240,676 00
be had for a more particular description, the
Uash in office and bank.
65,235 25
three lots containing thirty-five acres, more or
balances,
Agents’
232,942 39
less; and whereas the condition of said mort- Interest and rents,
31,794 50
gage has been btoken, now therefore, by reason
All other assets,
5,053 89
of the breach of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Gross assets,
$5,052,624 09
Dated this second day of December, A. D.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
1908.
FRED W. BAGLEY,
Net unpaid losses,
Administrator of the estate of Arthur W.
$131,478 73
Unearned premiums,
3w6
Bagley.
1,663,370 13
All other liabilities,
By his Attorney, T. A. Anderson.
20,650 92
2ash capital,
1,000,000 (X)
surplus over all liabilities,
2,237,124 31

MEttlttHEPrfEW

■too* tlk* oou^lk uidhnli lun^i

Total liabilities and surplus,
3w7

$5,052,624

09

SEARSPORT.
Miss Martha J. Ross arrivedJastjveek from
Brooklyn, N. Y.J

f Mrs. Clifton Ellis

is

visiting relatives in Bel-

fast for two weeks.

|MSaitl!H3aiMB^atsatsat3atfeM»lM^atS^^«»sae»(^aas!itasami)gasasaa»a.^.^

I

chief

Pure

Mrs. Henry G. Curtis and Miss Mildred E.
Shute were in Bangor Tuesday.

inpeJic^^^^pfll

g

I

Capt. James C. Gilmore is confined to the
house with an attack of shingles.

1

Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughter Danzy left
Thursday to visit relatives in Allston, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross of Center Lincolnville are at the Searsport House for a few

I BAKING

days.
F. J. Biather was in town Sunday, the guest
of his father, A. J. Biather, at the Searsport
House.

\

Mrs. S. E. Briggs of Providence, R. I., is the
guest of Mrs. Ella Mowry on North Searsport

Guida C. Homer spent Sunday in
Bucksport with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Miss

^^^isures

C. Homer.
Miss Nellie Bonsey of Surry is visiting her
brother Sidney Bonsey, railway mail clerk, fer
few

I®

|gg|~7l
delJ^^r |

POWDER

avenue.

a

wholesome and

Clara Leonard of Boston is the guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hamilton, on
Steamboat avenue.

to go home. Besides the teachers and
pupils of the school the following were presloth

the Misses Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn, in
regular session, the last day being so inclement (a hard rainstorm) that but one member
ventured out.

Mrs. Jennie Mason, Mrs. Evie Ford, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Chase of Belfast were in John Carlson, Mrs. Nettie Young. Mrs. Frame,
town Friday, the guests of Capt. and Mrs. H. I Mrs. Arthur Flinton, Mrs. Ham Flinton, Mrs.
Mr. Russell P. Goodhue of Boston arrived
Percy Flinton, Miss Audrey Flinton and Mr. Saturday by steamer for a brief visit with his
G. Curtis on Water street.
Benj. Chase. All were the recipients of a Lin- aged parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue,
Miss Sara E. Brown, assistant teacher of the
coln souvenir, and a pleasant time was report- and his sister, Mrs. A. M. Gardner. He left
Searsport High school, is spending her vacaed
The term of school has been a very j leas- Tuesday morning, by early train, business detion at her home in Old Town.
ant one, and we trust it has been a profitable manding his
presence in the city the following
Mrs. Charles B. Richards of Bucksport was
The pupils not absent one-half
; onejjas well.
day.
in
town
was
Sunday to attend the funeral of day were Carl Carlson, Clifford Stuart, Harlan
Miss Edith Griffin arrived home from Bangor
her uncle, Joseph H. Sweetser.
Stuart, Robert Stuart, Evelyn Young and Frank
Tuesday evening to spend a fortnight’s vacain ^.nu
uumi nuiuuiuuues write v,.
Absent
one-half
day only: Arthur tion with her
Young.
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace
G. Carley, 58 Chestnut street, West Newton, Young. Absent only one day: Josephine Davis
M. Griffin, before resuming her duties in the
for
and
Mass.,
prices
descriptions.
and Harry Carlson. The children in the Nichtraining department for nurses at the EastW. H. Tibbetts, principal of the Searsport ols districtjhave, with the assistance of their
ern Maine Hospital, where she has been studyHigh school, which closed Thursday, left Mon- teacher, organized a league, to be known as ing for some time.
on
:
“The
Lincoln
and
Annex."
for
Boston
a
business
The
day
Boys
trip.
object
Miss Beulah Cousens came home from BanSteamer Bay State landed here Saturday the of this^league is to improve the school and
and to strive to improve the in- gor last Friday evening to remain a few days
surroundings,
|
O.
C.
Atduring
largest single freight
agent
dividual members. The motto is: “Live like with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Couwood’s administration of fifteen months.
Lincoln.” Surely a better or nobler ideal could sens, because of a severe cold which rendered
The Rockland & Rockport Lime Company’s
The League earnestly j it impossible for her to pursue her studies at
! not have'been chosen.
barge No. 1 arrived Friday from Carteret, N. asks the
Shaw’s Business College. She returned early
support of parents and friends, that
J., with 1,600 tons of fertilizer for the A. A. C.
it may be able to live up, at least in some little the present week, much improved.
Co. at Mack’s Point.
Last week a cargo of oil wfas brought to
measure, to its ideal. The officers chosen for
Miss Ethel M. Dodge, teacher of the Gramthe first term of office are as follows: Pres., Cape Jellison pier to be taken by train to
mar school, reports the following pupils as not
| Harlan Stuart; Vice Pres., Frank Young; Sec’y., Houlton, Aroostook county. A schooner—
absent during the term: Katherine Dow, Donname not known to your correspondent—is
Missf Abbie C. Chase; Treas., Harry Carlson.
ald Russell, George Innis, Fred Whittier and
lumber at the dock today—Monday.
for the annua? society supper loading
Arrangements
Archer Gilkey.
Business is improving slowly, but we trust
by the 'Ladies’ Guild of the Congregational
surely, in that locality.
H. G. Curtis of the A. A. C. church for
ent:

Thursday evening are complete, and
Co. at Mack’s Point has seventy men now em- the affair has taken on the real hospitable air
ployed and business is rushing. Saturday 2,128 which makes city folk wish they were in the
barrels of phosphate were shipped over the B. country for some good old-fashioned winter
& A. railroad to Northern Maine.
festivity of this nature. The townspeople
The iron ship Fort George, Capt. Fullerton seem keen for the’affair, and have given, with
an unusual| generosity and willingness, their
which sailed from Philadelphia July 26th for
donations of choice things to eat. It is exHonolulu and is now overdue, was formerly
commanded by Captains Charles Morse and pected that afparty will come over from Stockton, and^that at least one, and more likely
Charles C. McClure of Searsport.

more, will be made up from Belfast. The committee, consisting of Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Nichols,
Mrs. McElhiney and Mrs. Clara Carver, are
having the following ladies of the parish assist, by presiding over the various tables at
the supper: Mrs. Wm. M. Parse, Mrs. Fred B.
Smith, Mrs. William E. Grinnell, Mrs. George
journed to Saturday, February 20th, at 2 p. m., Bowen, Mrs. Lombard, Miss Fannie Smith,
when the board will organize.
Mrs. J. F. Wheaton, Mrs. Laura Closson, Mrs.
Dodge’s Corner.
George C. Seavey and David Nichols, Mrs. Henrietta Young, Mrs.
daughter, Miss Sara, visited his brother John Davis, Mrs. F. A. Nye, Mrs. Fred Swift,
Charles at J. E. Marden’s last Sunday_R. Mrs. Henry Curtis, Mrs. Lincoln Colcord, Mrs.
T. Dodge is confined to the house with a severe Carroll Whittier, Mrs. Angie Carver, Mrs.
cold... Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mathews attended Harry Merithew, Mrs. Josephine Webber and
the Lincoln memorial exercises in Monroe last Miss Jessie Nickerson. Miss Florence Colcord
Friday.J. E. Marden and Mark Ward cut is to have charge of the ushering, assisted by
and hauled their ice last Saturday.
It was Miss Guida^ Homer. The decorative scheme
carried out in" the supper room is to be of a
about 16 inches thick.
patriotic nature, the affair coming between
Grand masked ball at Union Hall, Searsport,
Lincoln and Washington birthdays, and is
Monday evening, February 22nd, under the in the hands "of Mrs. Nathan Gilkey. The
auspices of Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge, No. 125. solicitation of the numerous articles of
Music by the full band. Floor manager, H. C. food for an affair of this size is no small
task,
Buzzell; aids. Guy Leighton, George Sargent, and the following willing workers
really deMasks
at S. M. Webber’s on
Myron Parker.
serve special recognition:
Mrs. Carroll WhitMain street. This is the event of the season.
tier, Miss|Harriette Webber, Miss Vida ThompTickets to dance, 50 cents; spectators, 10 cents. son and Miss Elizabeth
Nichols. The amateur
Clam supper, 50 cents per couple.
dramatics for the evening entertainment are
An alarm of fire Monday afternoon at 1 being vigorously rehearsed, and the comedy
o’clock was caused by the burning of the boat- ‘•A Regiment of Two” will no doubt prove an
house of Scott Closson at Pleasant Valley.
It amusing entertainment. Should the weather
prove to be unusually severe the whole affair
was burned to the ground with a twenty foot
will be postponed until the following night,
gasolene launch which he was building, and
Friday.
that was all planked and ready for ceiling,with
all of his tools and the lumber to be used in
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
the construction of the boat. The fire is supfrom
a
to
have
from
the
caught
spark
posed
Mrs. Frank L. Marston spent last week with
stove while Mr. Closson was at dinner. Loss friends in
Bangor, returning Saturday evening
no
insurance.
about $150, and
train.

committee

board of trade met
Saturday afternoon, made their report, and
it was voted to organize. A committee of
five was chosen to frame the by-law's as follow's
H. C. Buzzell, F. A. Nye, O. C. Atwood,
Rev. R. G. Harbutt and E. A. Sargent. Adon

the

In the “Reminiscences of

a

Seafarer” in The

February 11th, the w’riter states
first barkentine built was the Ephraim

Journal of

that the

imams,

in

ioui.

ini.

niueu

d.

rerguson

OI

this town states that he was a seaman on
board the brig Martha Rogers of Belfast,which
was commanded by the late Capt. Isaac Board-

place. In January, 1850,
they sailed from Wilmington, N. C., for New
Orleans, laden with turpentine. During their

man

of the

same

stay at New Orleans a new barkentine and a
new bark both built at Thomaston, arrived and
discharged cargoes of lime at the same dock
where the Martha Rogers was berthed. At
that time the new barkentine was visited by
many people, who were attracted by the new
rig of the vessel. [The writer recalls seeing a
barkentine at the port of Machias loading lumber several years prior to 1857, but does not
remember her name or port of hail. Ed. Jour-

nal.]
Joseph Henry Sweetser passed
residence on Nichols street, February 11th, after a ten days’ illness of heart
failure. He was the son of the late Captain
Peter and Lucy (Bray) Sweetser and was born
in West Brooksville, August 15, 1838, coming
to Prospect, now Searsport, when he was three
years of age. Like many young people of this
town he followed the sea in his younger days.
Retiring from the sea he learned the painter’s
trade, which he followed until his death. He
was an expert glazier and in this line of busiHe was a very quiet,
ness he had few equals.
unassuming man, honorable in all of his dealings, and leaves'many friends who will regret
to learn of his demise. He leaves five brothers—Capt. John W. Sweetser, James B. Sweetser, Alexander Sweetser, Jeremiah Sweetser
and Augustus Sweetser, all of Searsport, who
have the sympathy of the community in their
loss. Funeral services were held at his late
residence Sunday, Rev. Harry Hill of the M.
E. church officiating. Interment was in Elmwood Cemetery.
Obituary.

av.ay at his

The Nichols district school, taught by Miss
Abbie C. Chase, with Miss Lillias G. Ford as
assistant, closed February 11th, with exercises
appropriate to Lincoln’s birthday, the teachers
and pupils desiring to do their little part in the
great "Lincoln Centennial Celebration.” After
the exercises all enjoyed a treat of candy, apples, oranges, nuts and popcorn. This was
followed by a few games, the children being

THE CELEBRATED RALSTON $4.00 SHOES FOR

1

g

0

w’ho has been cared for at the town tarm
for the past year and a half, in the insane
asylum. His mind is almost a blank; but he is
possessed of a desire to kindle fires everywhere.
Mr. M. is one of our town’s board of

H
H

selectmen.
Mrs. Charles F. staples of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived Monday evening to visit relatives in
this, her native town. Capt. S. did not accompany her, being away on his steamer on the
regular trip. Old schoolmates ever have a I
warm welcome for “Jennie” in her old home. !
She is with her mother, Mrs. Berry, at the \
home of her sister, Mrs. Clifford N. Fletcher.

|

Hawes and family spent Sunday with j
Captain W. C. Haskell and wife at their cottage j
at Swan Lake. They especially enjoyed sailing on Capt. Haskell’s iceboat, “Tramp.” She
is 36 feet long, has 20 feet beam, and carries
500 square feet of canvas. She is very handH. H.

in appearance and
one

Capt.

The schools in tow’n closed last Friday, excepting the Grammar school in the village,
and the Lowder brook school, which were delayed in opening. Special mention should be
made of the excellent wrork done in the Intermediate school, Miss Elva Randell, teacher,
and in the Primary school, Miss Mae Donahoe,
teacher, in our village, which has been very
satisfactory to the superintendent and pupils

alike.

The school exhibitioh given on the evening
of the Lincoln Centenary proved very successful indeed. All acquitted themselves in a manner reflecting credit alike upon teachers and
pnpils. The theme— our grand Lincoln—was
an inspiration to young and old.
The man
merits all the honors the world today bestows
his
and
character, honesty
upon
strong intellectuality. His is true glory.
“Glory is like a circle in the water.
Which neverceaseth to enlarge itself.”

I

Values from $1.98 to[98c.

A Genuine $3 00 Boot for Men

69 CENTS

or

Women for

$1,9;

THAT YOU CAN BUY

A Man’s

High

4-Buckle $2.25 Overshoe for

$15;

THAT YOU CAN BUY

Women’s and Children’s

Long Jersey Leggings

for

39 {eri,5

THAT YOU CAN BUY

Men’s 75c. Storm Rubbers for 59 Cents.

Women’s 39 Cents

j

THAT YOU CAN BUY

Shinola for 5 Cents
These

a

Box.

Gilt

25 Cent

Edge

Blacking

of the BLUE PENCIL PRICES that have kept us on the jump for the
past
All sizes—but remember you’ve only three days more to do the
buying.

are some

disappointment.

THE
$100

Haskell thinks

of the fastest boats in the State.

J

THAT YOU CAN BUY

j!

per,

he has

Slippers,

g

Tuesday Mr. S. B. Merrithew went to Augusta to place Alexander Staples, a State pau-

some

House

$2

THAT YOU CAN BUY

•

g

|

I

$3.131I

THAT YOU CAN BUY

1

j

J

$3

THAT YOU CAN BUY

0 Fur-Trimmed

Superintendent

The

THAT YOU CAN BUY

1

jp
|

JI

Dodd $4 Shoes for $3.19. 3.50 for 2.69.’ $3 for 2

1 A12 INCH HIGH-CUT 3.50 HUNTING BOOT FOR

again.

Martha Grinnell left Thursday for Foxboro, Mass., where she will be the guest of
Mrs. George Nickerson.

Dorothy

|

Manley Foote, who has been confined to the
house with a bad cold for the past week, is
Miss

MORE]I

THAT YOU CAN BUY

The Famous

|

I The World-Renowned Edwin C. Burt’s $5.00 Shoe $3.89. 4.00 Shoe

days.

Mrs.

able to be out

ONLY THREE DAYS

11

,.,

REWARD

DINSMORE
BELFAST

$100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least or.e dreaded disease
that science has been able to cura in all its
Catarrh
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Cure is the only positive cure now known to

medical fraternity. Catarrh being
stitutional diseases, reo.uires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intreatment.
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and
surfaces of the system, thereby
mucous
destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by buildin
ing up the constitution and assisting nature
so much
doing its work. The proprieters haveoffer
One
that
they
faith in its curative powers
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
Send for list of testimonials.
cure.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
Address:
t
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
a

the

con-

PRICE CURRENT.

PAID

Saturday Mrs. John Randell, who has
AMERICAN PORTS.
been nursing Mrs. Everett Staples ^or a fortAr, schs. Laura M.
New York, February 11.
night, accidentally fell in the house, injuring Lunt, Savannah; Fairfield, Belfast, Ga.; 12, ar,
her hip joint so severely that she had to be im- i schs. Tofa, Ceylon, Ga.; Margaret M. Ford,
mediately carried home, where she is suffering Charleston; 13, ar, schs. Elizabeth, Gilbert,
greatly. Dr. Stevens has not been able, thus far, Fernandina; Mark Pendleton, Pascagoula; 14,
to discover any break of the bones, although
ar, sch. Hannah F. Carleton, Stockton; 15, ar,
that is often hard to determine in such cases. ! schs. Metinic, Vinalhaven; Ada Ames, StonHer many friends sympathize deeply with her ington.
and trust that she may soon find relief from I
Boston, February 11. Ar, below, sen. Georg’a
by
the excruciating pain, apparently in the knee, Gilkey, Brunswick; sld, schs. T heoline, Jackas is usual in injury to the hip joint.
Dr. C. E. Britto spent a portion of last week
sonville; Miles M. Merry, Newport .News; sld,
Roads, sch. Pendleton Sisters,
in Bangor and vicinity, arriving home SaturLast Thursday Mrs. Lydia Mudgett suffered from Nantucket
Savannah.
a
shock
of
and
at
this
day evening.
apoplexy,
writing
Philadelphia, February 9. Tld, sch. Carrie E.
The selectmen are now settling the town ac- (Monday) lies in a semi-conscious state, rous- Look, Mayaguez, P. R.
February 9. Sld, schs. Joseph G.
Baltimore,
counts and expect to call the annual town ing only when spoken to. Dr. Stevens is in atSan Juan; 11, sld,
tendance, and at the advanced age, 88 years, of Ray, Port Tampa; Wellfleet,
B.
meeting on the 8th of March.
sch.
Isabel
Willey, Norfolk; 16, ar, sch. Merthe patient considers her recovery very doubtBoston.
Mr. Maitland R. LaFurley turned on the ful, although as her family has been one of re- tie B. Crowley,
Cape Henry, February 11. Passed out, schs.
markable longevity it is not impossible that
electric lights in his new business place for
for Mayport; Alma E. A.
Baltimore
Sallie
I’On,
she may partially recuperate. She has for
the first time Monday evening.
several years been helpless, being confined to Holmes, Providence for Fernandina; Wellfleet,
Baltimore for San Juan; Lucinda Sutton, NorMr. Harry R. Hichborn, our village post- an invalid’s chair and under the constant care folk for Portland; Mark Pendleton,
Pascagoula
of a nurse at the home of her grand nephew,
master, was in Augusta last Thursday on busi- Mr. H. R. Hichborn. During the
via Hampton Roads for New York; and several
past year
ness, returning by the last train.
her widowed niece, Mrs. Angie Mudgett, has three-masters.
Key West, February 10. Ar. schs. Maggie S.
been housekeeping in the chambers of Mr.
The wires for electric lights have been H.’s commodious
house and boarding this aged ! Hart, Philadelphia; Rachel W. Stevens, Rockstrung throughout Mr. A. M. Ames’ residence; aunt and her nurse. Every care has been j port.
Gulfport, Miss., February 10. Ar, sch. Ella
whose mind has always regiven the old
but the connections have not yet been
^nade tained its fulllady,
vigor until this shock, which M. Willey, Guanica.
with the plant.
came without a moment’s warning as she sat
Newport News, February 12. Ar, schooner
George P. Hudson, Portland; sld, sch. Magnus
Mrs. Everett Staples has been quite ill,the past at dinner.
Manson, Portland.
week from some kidney disturbance, but is
Norfolk, February 12. Ar, sch. Alice Holmore comfortable at present.
We hope to hear
brook, Boston; 15, ar, sch. Brina P. Pendleton,
New York.
of marked improvement soon.
Jacksonville, February 12. Sld, sch. Adelaide
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet, socially,
Barbour, Perth Amboy.
Honolulu, February 11. Sailed, ship Wm. P.
this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Herbert
Frye, Delaware Breakwater.
Clifford, West Main street. A cordial invita- Could
Port
Tampa, February 11. Sld, sch. Augusta
Endure
the
Torment of
Hardly
W. Snow, Wilmington.
tion is extended to all friends.
Itching Piles.
San Francisco, Cal., February 12. Sld, stmr.
The Current Events Chib held its social
Columbian, Colcord, Honolulu via Seattle.
gathering Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
Charleston, S. C., February 13. Ar, bark
Itching piles is constant torment—so is eczeLillias N. Staples, Maple street.
Josephine, Philadelphia.
It was a ma.
Stockton, February 9. Ar, sch. Forest Maid,
most enjoyable occasion for all present.
No comfort all day, no rest at night.
Boston; 11, ar, sch. Merrill C. Hart, Rockland,
mind
Can't
on
work.
to
load lumber for New York; 15, sld, sch. Forkeep
your
Last Wednesday and Thursday gave us rain
est Maid, Rockland.
No use to go to bed.
and fog again—not winter-like weather, surely!
Stonington, February 7. Sailed, sch. Ada
Suffer no longer; use Doan’s Ointment. It
Sunday night brought a mild snowstorm, which
Ames, New York; 8, ar, sch. Andrew G. Pierce,
relief
in
five
to
ten minutes. It cures in Rockland, to load for New York.
continued in a desultory manner through gives
a short time—cures you to stay cured.
Bucksport, February 11. Ar, sch. John S.
Monday.
Beacham, New York, with fertilizer; sld, sch.
Belfast people endorse it.
Miss Maud Merrithew returned to Shaw’s
Rhoda Holmes, Stonington, to load stone for
Thomas S. Connell, 57 Miller street, Belfast, New York.
Business College in Bangor Tuesday, having ,
“Isuffered from itching hemorrhoids
Me.,
Portland, Me., February 12. Ar, schs. Geo.
says:
been at home four weeks because of sickness
Jennie French Potter, do.;
for at least fifteen years and during that time, W. Wells, Norfolk;
in the family of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Iraiah K. Stetson, St. John N. B., for New
I believe, I used every remedy on the market York.
Simeon B. Merrithew.
said to cure such afflictions. I was also treated
Searsport, February 12. Ar, barge R. & R.
Mrs. C. E. Britto returned early the present
with fertilizer.
by physcians but did nat receive relief. In L. Co. No. 1, Carteret,
week from a visit with her mother, Mrs. SamFOREIGN PORTS.
warm weather the itching was more intense
uel Boyd, at Boothbay Harbor, whom she acBermuda, February 9. In port, schs. Robert
and on account of it I could not rest at night.
companied to Portland, where she consulted When I heard of Doan's Ointment, I procured Graham Dun and Harry T. Hayward, repairing.
Rio Janeiro, January 25. Sld, ship Dirigo,
her (Mrs. Boyd’s) physician, a nerve speciala box and started using it and in a short time I
(from Baltimore), Honolulu.
ist.
I know this preparation will be
was cured.
The Young Peoples’ Guild will give a public found
by all who give it a fair trial to be up to
OF
“Progressive Hearts Party” in Hichbom hall the claims made for it. Doan's Ointment can
is be
Friday evening, February 19th, which
procured at the City Drug Store.”
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to
hoped may be well patronized. The game is
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- all the kind neighbors and friends for assisteasily understood and conducive to much mer- ter Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents ance and sympathy in our recent bereavement.
We also extend thanks for the beautiful floral
riment.
for the United States.
offerings.
take
no
MRS. N. L. JACKSON and FAMILY.
Remember the name—Doan's—and
Wednesday afternoon, February 24th, the
Morrill, February 16,1808.
Current Events Club will be entertained by other.
Last

CARD

THANKS.

v,

STORE
OLD FASH j ONE

REPORT OP THE CONDITION OF THE

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK

PRODUCER.

At Srarsport, in 111.- state of
50a75 Hay,
12al3
Maine, at tlio
per bu.
close of business Febiuary 5, 1909.
7 Hides,
7a8
dried, per lb.,
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
lOall
RESOURCES.
65
Doans ami Discounts..
Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00 Lamb Skins,
$120.092 53
25 Mutton,
Butter,
8 Overdrafts. secured end unsecured..
214 37
5a7i> Oats, 32 lb.,
50 U. S. boiio.s to ecure circulation_
42.000 no
Beef, sides,
oiuls,
.securities, etc. 74.874 50
60
Beef, fore quarters, 5 Potatoes,
anking
4 300 on
60 Round Hog,
8 l»ue fromlu>use,finmtureand fixtures
Barley, bu,
Naiionai
ankj (not re14 Straw,
9.00
Cheese,
serve agents)
32202
16 Turkey,
26a28 Due from state ami Private Banks
Chicken,
11 Tallow,
and Bankers. Trust Companies ami
I Calf Skins,
3
18 Veal,
Savings banks
9al0
f 94 517
j Duck,
Due from approved reserve agents..
20 475 37
28 Wool, unwashed,
: Eggs.
20
Checks aim other cash items.
'562
78
14
4.00a4.50 Notes of other
Fowl,
Wood, hard,
National Hanks
715 00
Geese,
3.00 Fractional paper
18.Wood, soft,
currency, nickels,
and cents.
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
60 Oi
10 Lime,
1.10 Lawful money reserve in Bank, viz:
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20|Oat Meal,
4h Specie.
.$12 339 80
14 989 80
4 Legal-tender notes. 2.650 00
Corn,
790nions,
lun.l wilh U S. TreasRedemption
13al4
Cracked Corn,
74;Oil, kerosene,
urer ( 5 per cent of
circulation)....
2,100 00
6
Corn Meal,
74IPollock,
18, Pork,
13
Cheese,
Total.$281,301 35
Cotton Seed,
1.13
1.70jPlaster,
LIABILITIES.
Codfish, dry,
3^ Capital stock paid in..
8a9jRye Meal,
.$ 50,000 00
1.50
Cranberries,
18jShorts,
Mirplusfund
25,000 00
#.
00 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
5A Undivided profits,Tess
expenses and
38
taxes paid.
Flour,
6.25a7.00|Salt, T. I.,
16,704 90
0.00'Sweet Potatoes,
0 National Bank notes outstanding_
H, G. Seed,
42,000 00
Due to Trust Companies and
Wheat
4
Lard,
Meal,
13|
Savings
7,137 B5
Dividends unpaid.
736 00
Individual
BORN
deposits, subject to check 120,954 70
Savings eposits
18,633 35
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
134 75
Libby. In Burnham, February 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Libby, a son.
Total.$281,301 35
Thomas. In Vinalhaven, February 3, to Mr.
and Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas, a daughter.
STATE OF MAINE, COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
I, A. H. Nichols, Cashier of the above-named
MARRIED
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and be,Ie*A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th
Dyer-Miller. In Palermo, February 6, by
day of February. 1909.
Rev. H. W. Abbott, John Dyer and Miss Lydia
CHARLES E. ADAMS, Notary Public.
Miller, both of Palermo.
orrect—Attest:
Foley-McGee. In Frankfort, February 1, by
F. I. PENDLETON,)
Rev. Fr. Mortimer F. O’Connor, Morgan Foley
A. J. NICKERSON, } Directors.
and Mrs. Lizzie McGee.
B. FERGUSON,
)
Moody-Sprague. In Islesboro, February 11, _A.
Hartford Fire Insurance Comp, ny
by Joseph Sprague, Esq., Harold S. Moody and
Miss Idella May Sprague, both of Islesboro.
Hartford, Conn.
Ross Jackson. In Belfast, February 14, by
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Rev. A, E. Luce, Augustine M. Ross of Lincolnville and Miss Margaret E. Jackson of Belfast. Real Estate,
$ 1,055,187 75
Mortgage Loans,
448,000 00
Collateral Loans,
14,500 00
DIED
Stock and Bonds,
15,385,373 33
Cash in Office and Bank,
68
935,289
Bridges. In Bucksport, February 4, infant
Agents’ Balances,
2,598,918 25
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bridges.
Interest and Rents,
178,641 11
Carson. In Arnold’s Mills, R. I., February All other Assets,
13,211 86
15th, William A. Carson, aged about 75 years.
Coombs. In Franklin, February 8, Enoch E.
Gross Assets,
$20,629,121 98
Coombs, aged 83 years.
Deduct items not admitted,
11,098 45
Currier. In Brewer, February 9, Miss Sarah
M. Currier, aged 63 years.
Admitted Assets,
$20,618,023 53
In Stonington, January 18, Mrs.
Clark.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Josephine E. Clark, aged 29 years, 5 months Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 1,271,392 50
and 8 days.
Unearned Premiums,
11,744,870 32
Curtis. In East Boston, Mass., February 3, All other Liabilities,
511,893 84
Capt. Martin Curtis, formerly of Surry, aged 74 Cash Capital,
2,000,000 00
years, 10 months and 14 days.
over all Liabilities,
Surplus
5,089,866 87
Dodge. In North Brooksville, February 12,
Caroline B. Dodge, aged 74 years and 12 days. Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$20,618,023 53
Harden. In Rockland, February 10, Sarah
Thomas Atwood, Agent..Wlnterport. Maine.
T. (McAllister), widow of John Harden, aged
77 years, 1 month and 22 days.
At a
rebate Court held at Belfast, within and
Hutchinson. In Verona, January 29, Chrisfor the County of w aldo, on the second Tuestabell Hutchinson, aged 14 years, 6 months and
day of February, A. D. 1909.
17 days.
certain instrument, purporting to be
the
last will and testament of Eliza P. Benner
Lord. In Bucksport, February 3, infant son
late of Northporl in said County of Waldo,
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lord.
Robinson. In North Bucksport, February 9, deceased having been presented for probate.
Frederick, son of Mr. and Mrs. George C. RobOrdered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
inson, aged 21 days.
Smalley. In Belfast, February 7, Jane H., published three weeks successively In The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
wife of Harvey Smalley, aged 75 years.
at a Probate Court, to be held at
Sweetser. In Searsport, February 11, Jos- may appear
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the seceph H. Sweetser, aged 70 years 6 months ond Tuesday o! March next, at ten of the
and 5 days.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

ANNUAL

Apples,

SUPP

i
Followed hy

..

A

<

A

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register.

HELP WAHTED-FEMALE.
We desire local agent, to sell to wearer, our
exceptional line of ladies’ muslin undergarments and ailk petticoats direct from our large
manufacturing plant. Big income for compeWrite for
tent worker. No capital required.
full particulars.
Empire Ladies Wear Co., 16
East 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

\

Regiment

of Twi

Auspices of I
Congregation:

j

.v

|

SOCIETY

SEARSPNI

HAU

UNION

..

SHIP NEWS.

seven j

No. 2642.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

14 Cents.

Thursday Evening, Fi
ruary 18

909.

Enterta-nmeB.

Tickets, Inducing

jhat in all the li:
S. but t» % is don% being done t ;

drafts? If y<»i
ing account stai'
from its convem- n
true. If you am
tern come to n-

!

{
j

will give your
small, careful ati*

J

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK
ABSOLDTtLV SAFI
CAPITAL $50,000
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

j
—

National Surety l»>nu
ASSET."

I'1

,1

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bond.'
Cash in office am:
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rent'
All other assets,

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

LIABILITIES

..

I'l

1

unpaid losses
Unearned premium
Net

j

All other liabilities
Cash capital.
Surplus over all lift*

jI

Total liabilities ami

j

Frank L. Marpt-*'1
Spr’"*-

To Organize
A

Meeting

to

a

KMrii

1

,,

organ

be held at the Mentoria
ing, February 19th, at
by more than one hu; si.
assures this object of
Robt. F. Dunton.
O. E. Frost.
J. H. Howes
J. C. Durham
B. D. Field.
c. S. Bickfoid^^-

tOLEYSHOKEl;
for children, safe,

i^g,

:

^

g

j

